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SUBJECT: Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Preliminary
Preferred Concept
TO:

Community Planning, Regulation & Mobility Cttee.

FROM:

Community Planning Department

Report Number: PL-02-20
Wards Affected: all
File Numbers: 505-08-16
Date to Committee: January 16, 2020
Date to Council: January 27, 2020

Recommendation:
Receive the report titled “Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Preliminary Preferred
Concept“, January 2020, prepared by SGL Planning & Design and attached as
Appendix A to community planning report PL-02-20; and
Endorse the recommended concept (also referred to as the preliminary preferred
concept) as discussed in community planning report PL-02-20 and in the report titled
“Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Preliminary Preferred Concept“, January,
2020, prepared by SGL Planning & Design (Appendix A); and
Direct the Director of Community Planning to prepare detailed modifications to the
Adopted Official Plan to implement the recommended concept as discussed in
community planning report PL-02-20 and in the report titled “Taking a Closer Look at the
Downtown: Preliminary Preferred Concept“, January, 2020, prepared by SGL Planning
& Design (Appendix A).

PURPOSE:



To present the project as completed to date, related to the re-examination of the
Downtown policies in the 2018 Adopted Official Plan.
To present an overview of the various inputs that have influenced the preparation
of the preliminary preferred concept for the Downtown including technical reports
completed to date, feedback report and the reports prepared by SGL Planning
and Design.
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To present the findings of the consideration of the Staff Direction and Councillor
feedback from December 5, 2019.
To present the rationale for the preliminary preferred concept.
To describe how the themes and feedback not addressed directly by the
preliminary preferred concept will be considered in the coming months.
To describe the next steps in the project.

Vision to Focus Alignment:





Increase economic prosperity and community responsive city growth
Improve integrated city mobility
Support sustainable infrastructure and a resilient environment
Building more citizen engagement, community health and culture

Background and Discussion:
1.0

Adopted Official Plan, April 2018

An Official Plan Review was initiated by the City in 2011. In 2016 the Official Plan
Review concluded with the recommendation that a new Official Plan was required. For
a complete summary of the work related to the adopted Official Plan please reference
section 3.0 of staff report PB-04-18 titled “Revised proposed new official plan
recommended for adoption”.
The policies in the adopted Official Plan for the Downtown Urban Centre were informed
by the early stages of the Area Specific Plan (ASP) for the Downtown Mobility Hub. The
policies included in the adopted Official Plan for the Downtown were high- level Official
Plan policies and it was expected that at the completion of the Downtown Mobility Hub
Area Specific Plan, more detailed policies would be introduced.
In April 2018, a new Official Plan was adopted by Council. The Region of Halton
(Region) is the approval authority for the City’s Official Plan. In May 2018, the adopted
Official Plan was sent to the Region of Halton for approval.
In December 2018, after reviewing the adopted Official Plan, the Region advised
Council that there were a number of areas of non-conformity in the adopted Official Plan
to the Region’s Official Plan which included:
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Proposed employment land conversions and permitted uses within the
employment areas and lands;



The identification of and permitted uses within Agricultural Lands;



The identification of and permitted uses within the Natural Heritage System; and,



Transportation matters, including road classifications.

Section 17(40.2) of the Planning Act gives the Region the ability to pause their review to
allow time to address areas of non-conformity. The adopted Official Plan remains with
the Region during this time as staff from the Region and the City work together to
address the issues of non-conformity. For more information on the Region’s Opinion of
Non-conformity notice please refer to the Council Information Package dated December
14, 2018 (see item 1).
The Questions and Answers section of the notice included the following question and
answer:
Can the City of Burlington make additional modifications to their Official Plan?
The City of Burlington can make additional modifications before the Plan is
approved by the Region where there is appropriate planning justification and
public consultation. Any modifications would need to be assessed for conformity
against the Regional Official Plan and Provincial Plans and Policy Statements.
Given the pause initiated by the Region, City Council identified an opportunity to reexamine the policies of the adopted Official Plan that currently rest with the Region for
approval.
2.0
Scoped Re-examination of the Adopted Official Plan: work plan, resources,
and timing
On February 7th Council voted to re-examine the policies of the adopted Official Plan.
The approved motion reads in part:
Direct the Director of City Building to immediately commence a process to reexamine the policies of the Official Plan adopted April 26, 2018 in their entirety
related to matters of height and intensity and conformity with provincial density
targets; and
Direct the Director of City Building to send a letter in respect of the Official Plan
adopted by Council on April 26, 2018, (Adopted 2018 Official Plan) to the Region
of Halton acknowledging receipt of the Region's Notice of Statement of Opinion
of Non-Conformity with the Regional Official Plan dated December 4, 2018 and
requesting sufficient time to address the conformity issues identified; and
…
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Direct the Director of City Building to report back to the Planning and
Development Committee meeting in March to provide a progress update on the
Official Plan work plan with key milestone dates, public engagement plan, budget
and resource requirements;
To review the entire motion please refer to the Special Meeting of Council Minutes from
February 7, 2019.
On March 18, 2019 a Council Workshop was held in order to obtain further Council
feedback on the staff direction.
To prepare for the Council Workshop, a series of individual meetings with Councillors
was undertaken. The result of these meetings was a list of issues relevant to each
Councillor, which informed the preparation for the Council Workshop.
The Council Workshop was facilitated and was organized into a number of facilitated
discussions. The workshop was live webcast, recorded, and the key notes were
captured live.
In May 2019, a staff report, PB-47-19 titled “Work Plan for the scoped re-examination of
the Adopted Official Plan” was presented to recommend a work plan for the project.
The report also provides the details of the Council Workshop including the key themes
and the live typed notes. The report describes both the proposed study scope and the
proposed work plan specific to the development of a modified precinct plan for the
Downtown Urban Centre.
The work plan report confirmed the scope and objectives of the project. Specifically, the
work plan and report scoped the work to contemplate the planning horizon to 2031, in
conformity with provincial policy, and that the portion of the study area within the Urban
Growth Centre boundary was to support achieving the target of 200 residents and jobs
per hectare by 2031, or earlier.
The report also highlighted what the project would not influence or address (“project
givens”). First, unlike the previous Mobility Hub Study, this project does not constitute
an Area Specific Plan. Instead, the result of the project will be modified policies which
will go beyond the high-level policies that are included in the current adopted Official
Plan (April 2018) but will not constitute an Area Specific Plan. The report also
confirmed that the project could not modify the Urban Growth Centre location as it is
established in the Provincial Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe and the
Region of Halton Official Plan and any proposed modifications must conform to both of
those plans. It also clarified that the Major Transit Station Area and Mobility Hub
designation are similarly identified in the Region of Halton Official Plan and any
proposed modifications must conform to the Region of Halton Official Plan.
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The work plan included the following study area map:

The supporting information in the work plan and the staff report identified several areas
and issues that are considered out of the scope of the project. These include:



Undertaking a Neighbourhood Character study for the St. Luke’s and Emerald
precincts;
The Old Lakeshore Road Precinct;
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The Waterfront Hotel Site;
Revisions to the Downtown Public Service Precinct; and
Developing parking rates for the Downtown.

For details related to the exclusion of these areas and issues from the scope of the
project please refer to Appendix B to PB-47-19 titled “Updates on Other Initiatives and
General Timeframes”.

3.0

Process to date: June 2019 to September 2019

Milestone 1: Development of the Engagement Plan
The first step in developing the Engagement Plan for the project was to meet with
Council in a Workshop setting to complete IAP2 “Public Participation for Decision
Makers” training and to consider the engagement objectives for this particular project.
This workshop consisted of both training and a work session that established the
engagement objectives of the project. The discussion at the workshop was instrumental
in the development of a final decision statement and establishing the level of
engagement to be achieved through each step along the project timeline. The
discussion offered an opportunity to reinforce the givens and to help define the scope of
the engagement.
After the Council Workshop staff were able to initiate the development of the
engagement plan that would guide the project.
In July 2019, staff “pre-engaged” by meeting with a variety of key stakeholders and
surveying citizen advisory committee members to gain input on how best to engage the
public in the re-examination of the adopted Official Plan. The result of the preengagement period was a Public Engagement Plan released in August 2019. The
comments received through pre-engagement are captured as an appendix within the
Public Engagement Plan, including responses from staff. The Public Engagement Plan,
attached as Appendix B to this report, will guide the public engagement component of
the re-examination project from start to finish.
The final Public Engagement Plan includes the following decision statement, which
represents the purpose of public engagement by outlining the decision that public input
will influence:
By March 2020, Burlington City Council will vote to endorse changes to the
policies in Burlington’s adopted Official Plan that guide development in the
downtown, including the height and density of buildings. Any changes endorsed
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by Burlington City Council will then be forwarded to Halton Region for review and
approval.
The Public Engagement Plan also includes:








Summary of stakeholders;
Objectives of engagement;
Project milestones and engagement level;
Policies and factors that cannot be influenced (“givens”);
Forms of engagement and communication to the public;
How the City will collect and respond to feedback; and,
Evaluating the public engagement process.

As noted above one of the key elements of the engagement plan is the identification of
policies and factors that cannot be influenced. The following was included in the Public
Engagement Plan released in August, 2019:

In every public engagement process, it is important to be aware of the things that
cannot be influenced: either because they are beyond the City’s control (for
example things that are required by regional or provincial policy or law), or
because they are outside the scope of the project as set out in the Councilapproved work plan.
In discussing the refinement of the downtown policies in the adopted Official
Plan, the following aspects of the project are considered ‘givens’ and will not be
included in engagement activities:
1. The re-examination is focused on the downtown only, not the whole city.
2. Planning policy is guided by various legislative requirements and policy
documents, such as the Planning Act, Provincial Policy Statement, provincial
plans, the Halton Region Official Plan, Bill 108, and the Metrolinx Regional
Transportation Plan. These legislative requirements include policies for the
Urban Growth Centre (UGC), Major Transit Station Areas (MTSAs), and Mobility
Hubs. City Council has directed staff to report back on any changes to the Urban
Growth Centre and Major Transit Area designations after the completion of the
Official Plan and Interim Control By-law studies. This analysis will not form part of
the current project.
3. The scope of work, timing and resources, including the terms of reference, has
been approved by Council through staff report PB-47-19, including the
development of two land-use concepts as a starting point for the conversation
with the community. Please refer to the terms of reference and the work plan
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report to understand what will not be discussed as part of this project, e.g. the
Old Lakeshore Road precinct and the Downtown Waterfront Hotel.
4. Previous development approvals will not be revoked.
5. The proposed downtown plan and policies must be developed with the
objective of being able to withstand possible appeals to the Local Planning
Appeal Tribunal (LPAT).
6. The basis of the re-examination is the adopted Official Plan, not the current, ineffect Official Plan.
7. The Interim Control Bylaw (ICBL) Land Use Study and the Integrated Mobility
Plan are separate studies, distinct from the re-examination of the adopted Official
Plan. The Mobility Hubs study, also separate, is currently on hold.
8. Although City Council must endorse any modifications to the adopted Official
Plan, Halton Region is the authority that will decide whether to grant final
approval to any modifications endorsed by the City.
9. Modifications must be endorsed by City Council by March 2020.
10. The City does not have control over the speed of change related to
development, e.g. property owners are guided by market forces and planning
policies in deciding when and if they will redevelop their property.
11. The re-examination is a policy exercise and will not address the design of
individual buildings.
12. Through policies and actions, the City of Burlington guides city building,
however, it is property owners that construct the buildings and design the sites
that support city-building objectives.

Please refer to Appendix B to PL-02-20 Public Engagement Plan for further details.
Milestone 2: Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: What You Need to Know
Report
The first deliverable prepared by SGL Planning and Design Inc., was the Taking a
Closer Look at the Downtown: What You Need to Know report which was also released
in August 2019 and is included in this report as Appendix C. The report provides a
background guide to the City’s Official Plan policies for the Downtown and outlines the
process and timelines the City is undertaking to re-examine the Downtown Official Plan
policies.
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Please refer to the Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: What You Need to Know
report for further details, including background on the planning policy context, previous
work and other relevant details.

Milestone 3: Public Engagement, August and September 2019
The public engagement in August and September 2019 focused on understanding what
matters most to the public about the downtown. Four engagement tactics made up the
engagement period including:





Action Labs
Pop-up events
Online and Paper Surveys
Food for Feedback event

The detailed engagement findings from August to September are found in the Feedback
Report which was released in September 2019 which is included in this report as
Appendix D. The key output from that work is the identification of 13 themes. The
following themes and associated descriptions represent the public engagement findings
and examples of frequently heard comments. Themes are listed in no particular order.





Green Space / Open Space / Parks
o Protect existing parks and the waterfront and create more parks and
green spaces
o Protect existing trees, plant more trees and find better approaches to
enhance the tree canopy
o Protect and enhance natural heritage and environment



Safer, More Useable and Inclusive Public Spaces
o Inclusive public spaces for all members of the community
o Public gathering spaces should be safe for everyone
o Public space should be inviting and encourage people to visit



Arts, Culture, Events, People & Amenities
o Enhance the downtown’s role as a year-round destination (tourism,
culture, public art, shopping, leisure)
o Diverse services for future residents
o Festival and events and programming
Walkability: Safer, More & Better Pedestrian Spaces that are Less Car-Centric
with More Transit & Cycle Options & Infrastructure
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o Walkability: safer, more & better pedestrian connections with a pedestrian
priority area downtown
o Improved public transit
o Safer and more cycling Infrastructure


Traffic Congestion
o Improve traffic efficiency in the Downtown, especially on Lakeshore Road
and Brant Street
o Create mitigation strategies for future traffic that is generated as the
Downtown grows



Parking
o Ensure that as development occurs, more parking is incorporated
o Keep parking free/reduce costs
o Parking should be limited in the downtown to allow for more green space
and park space



Preserving and Encouraging Places to Shop and Work
o Retain and attract a wide variety of retail businesses (including small
business)
o Attract office space and generate employment opportunities



Maintaining the Character of the Downtown/Heritage Conservation
o Preserve the small-town charm and feel
o Recognize Burlington’s history and conserve its heritage buildings
o Design buildings in a sensitive way



Preservation of Connections to the Waterfront
o Preserve physical and visual access to the Lake for all residents to enjoy



Built Form, Height and Neighbourhood Transitions
o New buildings should be mixed-use, integrate with the surrounding
neighbourhoods and have appropriate setbacks from the street to ensure
sunlight and character
o Low and midrise is an appropriate built form for the Downtown
o Height is not appropriate on Brant Street, south of Caroline Street and
between Martha Street and Burlington Avenue. Height is more appropriate
north on Brant Street.



Variety of Housing Options and Affordability
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o Protect existing and create more affordable housing
o Increase diversity of housing types including options for families

4.0



Design
o Green building design and sustainable buildings that manage the impacts
of climate change such as flooding and increasingly severe weather
events
o Cohesive design that maintains and compliments the current character of
Downtown
o Interesting architectural design that improves the quality and modernity of
Downtown



Vision
o Create a long-term cohesive vision for the downtown
o Increase the autonomy of local government and citizen
engagement/empowerment

Process to date: October 2019 to December 2019

Milestone 4A: Prepare, release, and engage on two land use concepts
The identified themes were used to inform the development of two land use concepts
for discussion with interested and affected groups about what the Downtown could look
like in the future.
A key element of this milestone was the development of the Taking a Closer Look at the
Downtown: Themes, Principles and Land Use Concepts report, October 2019,
prepared by SGL Planning and Design Inc. The report provides details on the process
to date, reflections on the findings from the public engagement in August and
September, an overview of proposed changes to the Downtown precincts and an
overview of the proposed land use built form concepts for the Downtown.
The report and the details within it formed the basis for engagement in the October to
December period.
The report presented an overview of the Land Use Vision for the Downtown and also a
map proposing a revised system of precincts to reflect the different context, needs, and
opportunities of various parts of the downtown. These two elements (vision and revised
precincts) were held constant and were the basis for both of the two concepts prepared
for discussion.
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The two concepts that were developed are distinct but both provide different ways of
achieving the overall vision for the Downtown. As noted on page 13 of the report:
The development of the concepts is not starting from scratch. It was also
necessary to take the following factors into account when developing the land
use concepts: existing context; other related City policy; Provincial and Regional
policy; and the directions given by Council for the re-examination including
specifying 2031 as the planning horizon.(“Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown:
Themes, Principles and Land Use Concepts”, SGL Planning & Design, 2019)
As highlighted in the Work Plan and subsequently confirmed in the Public Engagement
Plan this phase of the project was meant to present two concepts for discussion.
The purpose of presenting the two concepts was to start a discussion to support the
opportunity for the public to submit feedback on what they liked or what could be
improved about the built form proposed through each concept. It was clarified that it
was not a vote for one concept or another, rather a discussion to gather input to inform
the development of a single concept to be presented to Council in January.
The report was supported by 3D modelling that visually illustrated the similarities and
differences of the two concepts, to facilitate comparison based on shared understanding
and informed discussion.
Milestone 4A: Public Engagement
The public engagement in October, November and December 2019 focused on
understanding impressions and concerns related to the Vision, revised precincts and
the two land use concepts for the Downtown as presented in the Taking a Closer Look
at the Downtown: Themes, Principles and Land Use Concepts report. Seven
engagement tactics were used during the engagement period:
1. Action Labs
2. Committee Outreach
3. School Outreach (P2H)
4. Walking Tour
5. Drop in sessions
6. Survey
7. Planning & Development Committee meeting on December 5th
The details of tactics 1-6 are outlined in Appendix E –“Feedback Report on OctoberDecember 2019 Engagement”. Tactic 7, the Planning and Development Committee
meeting, is discussed in further detail below.
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Milestone 4C: Committee Meeting
On December 5th, 2019, Council considered staff report PB-89-19, Taking a Closer
Look at the Downtown Concept Discussion. Beginning at 9:30am, the Committee
meeting began with a presentation from city staff and the project consultant, SGL
Planning and Design. Staff and consultants explained the history of the project,
reviewed the givens and scope of the work of the project and walked Council through
the themes and two draft land use concepts. The session was open to the public and at
11am, three delegations were heard by Committee and any questions evolving out of
the delegations were asked of staff. Following a break for lunch, the afternoon session
of Committee, beginning at 1pm, focused on Council’s questions and comments. The
session allowed staff and the consultants to engage in a meaningful way with the
material and the Councillors and resulted in a number of items for follow up and a staff
direction to look at modifications to some key areas in a few of the precincts. In the
evening session, beginning at 6:30pm, 6 delegations were heard by Committee and
follow-up questions asked of staff.
The completion of the December 5th Committee Meeting represented the conclusion of
the discussion with the public on the merits and drawbacks of the two concepts
released for discussion seeking to understand what elements should form part of the
recommended concept.
Milestone 4B: Public Engagement Findings
The public engagement findings are addressed in detail in Appendix E.
Some general findings across all forms of engagement are included in the following list
of desires and priorities expressed by the public:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve streets for pedestrians, widen sidewalks
Make room for trees and green spaces, including green podiums
Retain character and charm / conserve heritage buildings
Enhance public spaces, including building setbacks
Lower heights / allow fewer tall buildings than the amount shown in
concepts 1 and 2
Provide (more and better) retail at grade
Emphasize the importance of transitions to neighbourhoods and to
neighbouring precincts
Address parking and traffic congestion / Ensure the provision of
infrastructure to support growth
Avoid or mitigate wind and shadow impacts
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•
•
•
•
•

Ensure a high quality of urban design to preserve the “feel” of the
downtown; the details are important
Facilitate or require the provision of affordable and diverse housing
Provide/enhance opportunities for employment / Clarify expectations for
jobs
Plan for Downtown as a community
Recognize special areas and plan for context-appropriate development

In addition to engagement tactics listed above, written submissions were also
encouraged and received. The content of the written submissions varies widely.
Staff received five written submissions during the August-September engagement
period: three from residents, one from an advisory committee, and one from a
representative of a property owner in the Downtown. These submissions are addressed
in the September Feedback Report and informed the identification of the 13 themes of
public input on what the public values about the Downtown.
During the October-December engagement period, which for the purpose of this report
covers submissions up to December 5, staff received 29 written submissions, from
various individual residents, community organizations, citizen advisory committees,
landowners, developers, and development industry advocates. These submissions
provided a wide range of feedback on the two Downtown concepts, as well as feedback
on the project process, and some comments that are out of scope of the project.
Appendix F summarizes and responds to the feedback received and identifies how it
has informed the development of the preliminary preferred concept, where applicable.
The appendix also identifies feedback that was not applicable to the development of the
preliminary preferred concept, but that will be applied to the development of detailed
policies after Council has endorsed a concept. Lastly the appendix addresses feedback
that is out of the project scope and explains why it cannot influence the current project.
For a full summary of the feedback received during this phase of the project please refer
to Appendix E – Feedback Report on October - December Engagement and Appendix F
Written Submissions and Responses Table.
A number of site-specific comments were submitted through the process to adopt the
Official Plan in 2018. At the time site-specific comments related to properties within the
Downtown were considered to be premature and staff identified that those comments
would be considered at the time of the development of the more detailed policies of the
Area Specific Plan that was underway at the time. Those site specific comments will be
considered at the time of the development of detailed policies. To review the subject
properties to which these comments please make reference to Appendix P to Staff
Report PB-04-18, see page 8.
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5.0

December 2019 to January 2020

5.1 Development of the Preliminary Preferred Concept
After the completion of the December 5th Committee meeting the City’s planning
consultants (SGL) proceeded with the evaluation of the two concepts while staff
completed the Feedback Report and responses to the written submissions. The work to
evaluate the concepts informed the development of the next deliverable prepared by
SGL Planning and Design titled: “Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Preliminary
Preferred Concept”, January, 2020 attached as Appendix A.
SGL’s report presents:





Project background;
A description of how the two concepts were evaluated;
Details of the preliminary preferred concept; and
A discussion of the next steps in the project.

The report is supported by two appendices: (A) the Evaluation Matrix, and (B) the
Preliminary Preferred Concept Descriptions and Visions. The Evaluation Matrix
appendix provides the results of the assessment of the two concepts using the criteria
and measures established in the previously released “Taking a Closer Look at the
Downtown: Themes, Principles and Land Use Concepts” report prepared by SGL
Planning and Design.
The Preliminary Preferred Concept Descriptions and Visions appendix describes the
preliminary preferred concept on a precinct-by-precinct basis and details how the
precincts have evolved in response to public feedback received during the OctoberDecember 2019 engagement period.
Please note that some of the principles identified in SGL’s October 2019 “Themes,
Principles, and Land Use Concepts” report are not directly applicable to the
development of the preliminary preferred concept, and are therefore not addressed in
detail in the current SGL report. These principles continue to be important
considerations in the project to re-examine the Downtown policies of the adopted
Official Plan and will be addressed in greater detail during the development of detailed
policies to which they are more directly applicable. For example, the themes of “Built
Form, Height, and Neighbourhood Transitions” and “Preservation of Connections to the
Waterfront” were directly applicable to the evaluation of the two initial concepts and the
development of the preliminary preferred concept, and will also inform policy
development in the next phase of the project. By contrast, the themes of “Design” and
“Art, Culture, Events, People, and Amenities” cannot be reflected in the built form
concepts and will not be applicable until the policy development stage.
SGL’s report “Preliminary Preferred Concept” presents the recommendation from SGL.
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Downtown Vision
The policies of the adopted Official Plan identify both the Downtown Urban Centre and
the Uptown Urban Centre as areas which are intended to serve as city-wide
destinations, be a focus for the provision of transit and include a wide variety of land
uses, building types and densities design and oriented to support and facilitate transit
and active transportation. The policy further describes in section 8.1.1 of the adopted
Official Plan that Urban Centres:
will contain distinct and identifiable areas that together form a unique and
distinctive neighbourhood. The design and development of Urban Centres
provide opportunities to create and/or maintain a special community identity and
a primary focal point for a wide variety of employment, residential, shopping,
leisure and educational opportunities. Urban Centres will provide amenities and
services closer to where people live or work with the objective of creating
complete communities.
The policies of the adopted Official Plan include objectives and policies that apply to
both of the Urban Centres. In section 8.1.1(3) the adopted Official Plan provides a
preamble and a set of objectives and policies specific to the Downtown Urban Centre.
The preamble describes the current role and function of the Downtown and provides a
long term vision for the area. It emphasizes the unique qualities that set the Downtown
apart from all other areas of the city and that contribute to its distinct identity.
As was noted in the Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Themes, Principles and
Land Use Concepts report prepared by SGL Planning and Design:
The public’s vision for the Downtown is to provide for a walkable, accessible,
vibrant Downtown which is similar to that set out in Section 8.1.1 of the Adopted
Official Plan.
A number of modifications to the policies of 8.1.1 will be considered through the policy
development stage to align with the preliminary preferred concept. Among a range of
others modifications, the following key policy areas will be strengthened:








The need to maintain and add new green spaces and trees, while providing
additional space for year-round activities and festivals;
To reinforce, support and enhance the character of Brant Street as the “retail
main street” of Burlington with its eclectic mix of shops, meeting places and
culture;
To identify Lakeshore Road as an important pedestrian precinct to support
connections to the waterfront to ensure the Downtown’s sense of place is
preserved;
To strengthen the concept of the Downtown as a complete community; and
To reinforce sustainability policies.
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The modifications to the policies in section 8.1.1 will be presented in Spring of 2020.
5.2 Technical Studies
A number of technical studies have been completed to date and are available on the
project webpage at Get Involved Burlington. Technical study findings have informed the
development of the preliminary preferred concept in some cases and all will also inform
policy development after a concept is endorsed by Council.









Archaeological Assessment
Cultural Heritage Resource Assessment
Market Analysis
Illustrative Economic Analysis Memo
Traffic Overview
Environmental Impact Study (EIS)
Area Servicing Report
Flood Study Report

The above-listed studies, and a summary of their purposes, are available online at
https://www.getinvolvedburlington.ca/official-plan-2019.
After Council endorses a land use vision and built form concept for the Downtown,
additional studies will be undertaken on the basis of the Council-endorsed concept, to
inform policy development. These include:



Fiscal Impact Analysis of recommended concept
Detailed Transportation Analysis of recommended concept

The technical reports posted to date will be reviewed by appropriate agencies and
further refined, as needed. Completed studies will be transmitted to Council as part of
SGL’s final report in the Spring of 2020.
5.3 Staff Direction
On December 5th, 2019 staff received the following Staff Direction:
Direct the Director of Community Planning, Regulation and Mobility that, in
planning the recommended concept for the downtown based on good planning
principles and practices, consideration be given to reducing the heights in the
Brant Street Corridor, downtown east side, Locust Street and the foot of
Lakeshore Road/Burlington Avenue; and that the overall densities more closely
align with the minimum target of 200 people or jobs per hectare; and that the
calculations of people/jobs per hectare (total and density) for the preferred
concept be included in the final report, including estimations of Old Lakeshore
Road and Waterfront Hotel (based on current Official Plan permissions).
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Staff have considered the staff direction by working with SGL to develop the Preliminary
Preferred Concept and by assessing the details of the Preliminary Preferred Concept
against the Staff Direction. The responses are discussed below and are organized into
two categories: reducing heights; and, overall densities more closely aligned with the
minimum density target.

5.3.1 Reducing Heights
The staff direction identifies four areas to consider reducing height within the concepts.
The discussion below is organized by these four areas:






Brant Street Corridor
o Brant Main Street Precinct
o Mid-Brant Mixed-Use Precinct
o Upper Brant Mixed-Use Precinct
Downtown East Mixed-Use Precinct
Locust Street
Lakeshore Road / Burlington Avenue

Based on SGL’s evaluation of the two concepts and the development of the Preliminary
Preferred Concept, a number of specific areas are recommended for reduced heights
and different built forms from the adopted Official Plan. These changes arise from
revisions to precinct boundaries, identification of sub-areas within precincts, introduction
of new transition provisions, changes to the vision and description of certain precincts,
and the introduction of one new precinct.
For complete details related to the preliminary preferred concept please refer to
Appendix A: “Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Preliminary Preferred Concept”,
January, 2020. The section below satisfies the staff direction.
Brant Street Corridor
Brant Main Street Precinct
In general, the preliminary preferred concept with respect to the Brant Main
Street Precinct reflects the approach developed as part of Concept 1. That is,
low-rise development is focused along Brant Street, with mid-rise development
permitted beyond 20 m from the street.
There are two additional changes proposed that impact height and development
potential in the Brant Main Street Precinct.
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The redesignation of a number of parcels along the east side of Locust Street
from Elgin Street to Caroline Street to the Neighbourhood Mixed Use Precinct
has reduced the development depth of parcels from the full block to half of the
block. The result is that the properties on the west side of Brant Street in the
Brant Main Street Precinct just south of Caroline Street would not have sufficient
depth to accommodate more than 6 storeys. The properties removed now are
located in the Neighbourhood Mixed Use Precinct, which is more reflective of the
existing and valued built form context.
While the mid-rise height limit is still proposed, the recommended concept also
introduces the requirement of a 45 degree angular plane from the centerline of
John Street above 5 storeys. This requirement has the effect of minimizing the
bulk and height of the building along John Street. From a pedestrian
perspective, only the first 5 storeys will be visible from the John Street sidewalks
creating a more comfortable pedestrian realm.
One further modification is the addition of a James Street node which recognizes
an existing tall building under construction as well as an existing approved tall
building, currently under appeal at the Local Planning Appeals Tribunal (LPAT).
By distinguishing this node, the policy framework clarifies that the permissions in
the James Street node are not consistent with the built form direction for the
remainder of the Brant Main Street Precinct.
The preliminary preferred concepts has included the northeast corner of
Lakeshore and Brant in the Brant Main Street Precinct. Extending the Brant
Main Street Precinct to Lakeshore reinforces the connection to the waterfront
from Brant Street and responds to feedback provided through engagement.
Staff support the preliminary preferred concept which ensures low-rise
development adjacent to Brant Street. These refinements clarify the extent of the
Brant Main Street Precinct itself to support transition to the existing low-rise
neighbourhood to the west and provide guidance for the shape of built form on
John Street.
Mid-Brant Mixed-Use Precinct
The preliminary preferred concept for Mid-Brant Mixed-Use Precinct is again
based on Concept 1. Aligning the John Street extension alongside the Rambo
Creek corridor and proposed creek side trail and additional open space
reinforces the public nature of the trail connection and enhances the transition to
the existing neighbourhood to the east. The inclusion of the John Street
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extension also supports the reinforcement of the pedestrian realm and the priority
for pedestrians along the east side of Brant Street.
Tall buildings up to 17 storeys may be permitted in the Mid-Brant Mixed-Use
Precinct. The preliminary preferred concept has maintained the low-rise built
form along Brant Street and now reinforces a low-rise interface to the existing
low-rise neighbourhood across the creek to the east. The recommended concept
further states that the development on the parcel will be subject to a 45 degree
angular plane from western property line of the creek block adjacent to the lowrise Emerald neighbourhood to the east of the precinct.
A Block Plan Study will be required prior to applications within the block from
Caroline Street to Victoria Avenue to identify the size, location, and configuration
of the public park; the boundary of the open space along Rambo Creek; the
configuration of the John Street extension and the siting of all buildings among
other things.
Staff support the preliminary preferred concept which limits tall buildings to the
centre of the precinct and requires low-rise built form closest to Brant Street and
to the existing low-rise neighbourhood to the east. This supports the continuous,
low-rise built form treatment at the street that will define the entire Brant Street
corridor as a unique and important place in the City.
Staff support the changes to the Mid-Brant Mixed-Use Precinct which have
resulted in some special transition guidance and built form provisions being
incorporated into the preferred concept.

Upper Brant Mixed-Use Precinct
The concepts presented in the Fall of 2019 maintained the permissions detailed
within the adopted Official Plan for the Upper Brant Mixed-Use Precinct. In
considering the comments submitted, the preliminary preferred concept provides
more direction to address transition to adjacent low-rise neighbourhoods in the
Upper Brant Mixed-Use Precinct.
The preliminary preferred concept proposes two main modifications that have the
effect of reducing height permissions in the Upper Brant Mixed Use Precinct
area.
The first modification is that the requirement for low-rise built form within the first
20 metres of Brant Street, similar to the Mid-Brant and Brant Main Street
Precincts, has been continued north through the Upper Brant Mixed Use Precinct
in the preliminary preferred concept. Staff support the continuation of the low-rise
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treatment of the Brant Street corridor from Prospect Street to Lakeshore Road.
This continuous, low-rise built form treatment at the street will define the entire
Brant Street corridor as a unique and important place in the City and replicate a
condition which currently exists in portions of Brant Street from Lakeshore to
Ghent Avenue today.
The second modification was to identify three sub-areas (U1, U2, and U3),
similar to the “sector” approach taken in the adopted Official Plan based on the
need for a transition to adjacent low-rise neighbourhoods. The sub-areas have
been refined from those in the adopted Official Plan and acknowledge that this
area abuts existing low-rise neighbourhoods to the east and west and must
accommodate transitions to those neighbourhoods within the precinct boundary.
U1 and U2 limit development to mid-rise and identify the requirement of a 45
degree angular plane from the property line adjacent to the existing low-rise
development similar to the approach in the adopted Official Plan. U3
acknowledges that there are a few areas that can accommodate tall buildings to
a maximum height of 25 storeys.
The preliminary preferred concept also recommends a Block Study to be
completed to identify the appropriate location for a future park.
The Upper Brant Mixed-Use Precinct expectations are similar to those set out in
the adopted Official Plan. The modifications identify the specific context of the
various blocks that make up the Upper Brant Mixed Use Precinct and set out
clear areas where tall buildings will not be permitted.
Staff support the preliminary preferred concept which proposes a context-based
approach to detail where, due to the need to transition appropriately to existing
development, a maximum of mid-rise development may be permitted in U1 and
U2 specifically.
Downtown East Mixed-Use Precinct & The new Village Square Precinct
The preliminary preferred concept for the Downtown East Mixed-Use Precinct is
again based on Concept 1 with mid-rise buildings contemplated generally south
of the Elgin Promenade. Since this character south of Elgin Promenade is much
different from the character north of Elgin Promenade, a separate precinct is
proposed for the majority of the lands south of the Elgin Promenade.
Village Square is maintained in a low-rise built form with the remainder of the
Village Square Precinct permitted to have a mid-rise built form. This built form is
a significant reduction from the 12 to 17 storeys permitted in the adopted Official
Plan and is reflective of public input. An additional recommended change is to
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require low-rise development along Martha Street to transition to the low-rise
neighbourhoods to the east.
The remaining Downtown East Mixed-Use Precinct permits tall buildings and
establishes a requirement for mixed-use residential / office development.
Staff support the preliminary preferred concept which identifies a new Village
Square precinct to acknowledge a distinct area within the previous Downtown
East Precinct.
Locust Street
Both of the concepts presented in the Fall of 2019 included all of the lands on the
east side of Locust Street from Caroline Street to Elgin Street in primarily the
Brant Main Street Precinct, with the exception of the City Hall lands.
The preliminary preferred concept removes lands along the east side of Locust
Street that either have an existing character of house-form buildings, or are
currently municipal parking lots, and places them in the Neighbourhood MixedUse Precinct. These changes support the role of Locust Street as a transition to
the adjacent Low-Rise Neighbourhood Precinct that immediately meets this area
at the intersection of Caroline Street and Locust Street. These changes are also
consistent with the vision and description of the Neighbourhood Mixed-Use
Precinct which emphasizes the maintenance of low-rise built form and
recognizes the historic lotting pattern and physical character of the Downtown
along Locust and Brant.
Staff support the shift to recognize several parcels as Neighbourhood Mixed-Use
Precinct rather than Brant Main Street Precinct and believe that this change will
support the Downtown by reinforcing the importance of transition to the existing
low-rise neighbourhoods.

Lakeshore Road at Burlington Avenue
The basis of the concepts presented in the Fall of 2019 was that the lands at the
intersection of Burlington Avenue and Lakeshore Road were part of the
Apartment Neighbourhood Precinct. This precinct was developed to
acknowledge many areas in the Downtown that are already almost completely
developed and permit the consideration of limited infill development in these
areas, in a form consistent with the existing context, including the cultural,
natural, physical, and surrounding built form. The Apartment Neighbourhood
Precinct included existing low-rise, mid-rise and tall buildings and required that
the existing built form context on adjacent sites should inform any limited infill
development within this area.
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The preliminary preferred concept removes these lands from the Apartment
Neighbourhood Precinct and redesignates them as part of the Low-Rise
Neighbourhood Precinct, specifically the St. Luke’s Neighbourhood area to
recognize that the existing single detached homes and townhomes in this area
are a built form extension of the low-rise neighbourhood precinct.
Staff support the shift to recognize that these lands currently form part of the
low-rise neighbourhood and any development here should be in keeping with
the low-rise nature of Burlington Avenue.

5.3.2 Overall Densities more closely align with the minimum target of 200
residents and jobs per hectare.
The Provincial Growth Plan delineates Downtown Burlington as an Urban Growth
Centre (UGC). The policies of the Provincial Growth Plan establish that UGCs will be
planned to be areas where investments are made in public services and commercial,
recreational, cultural and entertainment uses, where the transit network is
accommodated and supported, to be major employment centres and to be planned to
accommodate of significant population and employment growth.
The Provincial Growth Plan also establishes that Urban Growth Centres will be planned
to achieve, by 2031 or earlier, a minimum density target. This target in the case of
Downtown Burlington is 200 residents and jobs combined per hectare. This minimum
density target is measured across all lands to which the target applies. The target is not
measured on a site by site or precinct by precinct basis. It is important to note that the
target is a minimum. Provincial policy states that the targets established are minimum
standards and municipalities are encouraged to go beyond these minimum targets,
where appropriate, except where doing so would conflict with policies of the Growth
Plan, the Provincial Policy Statement or any provincial plan.

As stated in the “Taking a Closer Look: What You Need to Know Report” (Appendix C
to this report):

The Growth Plan is not just about achieving target densities. Applying the
policies of the Growth Plan is intended to support the achievement of complete
communities Complete communities contain a diverse mix of land uses; they
offer convenient access to stores, services and public services; they provide for a
mix of housing options; they provide parks, trails and recreational facilities; they
provide for more compact built form and they provide for a vibrant and active
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public realm. The Growth Plan’s objective is not to achieve higher densities
above all else. Rather the Growth Plan requires municipalities to develop a
strategy to identify the appropriate type and scale of development in Urban
Growth Centres…and the appropriate transition of built form to adjacent
areas.(pgs 15-16)
The December 5th staff direction asked staff to bring forward a recommended concept
“based on good planning principles and practices”. Planning only to meet the minimum
density target as prescribed by the Provincial Growth Plan, in the professional opinions
of staff and our consultants, would not constitute good planning principles and practices
for the following reasons:


Developing a defensible plan for the Downtown, which includes the lands
identified within the Urban Growth Centre, is not just about reaching a number;
rather, it requires looking at the Downtown in a fine-grained way to determine for
each area of the plan:
o

The vision;
o The rationale related to the function of the area;
o The appropriate built form; and,
o The fit with the existing context


Given that this project has a timeframe to 2031, an assumption about what the
market might deliver by 2031 was provided in SGL’s Land Use Concepts
Report. Using a market approach to determine what might occur by 2031 is a
practical and reasonable approach to understanding what change could look like
for the next 11-year time frame, and reflects a probable growth assumption.



Based on input from the City’s market consultants Watson Associates, total
persons and jobs of 22,360 at a density of 213 people and jobs is what is likely to
occur by 2031. This figure includes the Old Lakeshore Road precinct and the
Waterfront Hotel as it is a market based analysis.



Focusing solely on the achievement of the UGC target is also not in keeping with
many of the themes identified through engagement including for example,
maintaining the character of the Downtown/heritage conservation or achieving
affordable housing.

For the reasons provided above, the preliminary preferred concept as proposed, is
based on good planning principles and practices.
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6.0 Staff Position
Staff support the preliminary preferred concept presented in the Taking a Closer Look at
the Downtown: Preliminary Preferred Concept, January 2020 attached as Appendix A.
The preliminary preferred concept addresses and responds to key themes highlighted
and reiterated through the public engagement findings.
The preliminary preferred concept treats the existing and approved context of the
Downtown appropriately and identifies further areas to protect and further areas that
require more detailed policy guidance for transition.
In many respects the preliminary preferred concept strives to acknowledge and retain
existing built form, while establishing the potential for change in the Downtown that is
reasonable and more consistent with the public’s vision for Downtown
The preliminary preferred concept will support the achievement of the Urban Growth
Centre target by 2031 or earlier.
The preliminary preferred concept represents a vision for land use and built form, on the
basis of which detailed policies can be developed. Feedback has been received that
the concept and the vision did not consider all of the themes identified through the early
engagement on the project (described in September 2019 Feedback Report and SGL’s
October 2019 “Themes, Principles, and Land Use Concepts” report). Staff
acknowledge that some of the 13 themes are not directly applicable to the work
completed to date to develop a preliminary preferred concept. Staff commits that all 13
themes remain important considerations in the overall project and will be fully
addressed at the time of the development of detailed policies. Staff further
acknowledges that more detailed policies beyond the vision and descriptions for the
precincts are needed to address the feedback and concerns raised through
engagement and to represent good planning principles.
The release of the modifications to the policy framework (Milestone 8B) will be the
opportunity to understand the final vision and policies for the Downtown. At the time of
considering the modifications, Council and interested and affected stakeholders will
have another opportunity to understand how each of the themes are reflected and how
the policy framework will set the stage to deliver on the vision and its elements for the
Downtown.
Comparison: adopted Official Plan with the preliminary preferred concept
For the purpose of comparison a number of key themes describing the difference
between the adopted Official Plan policies in the Downtown as compared with the
preliminary preferred concept are presented below.
Unique Areas
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The preliminary preferred concept divides the Downtown area into more distinct
precincts acknowledging context on a finer scale to support the land use and built form
vision. The preliminary preferred concept has more precincts than the adopted Official
Plan. The previous Downtown Core, a single precinct in the adopted Official Plan is
now divided into four precincts: Lakeshore Mixed-Use Precinct; Downtown East MixedUse Precinct; Village Square Precinct; and Mid- Brant Mixed-Use Precinct. The new
precincts reflect that these areas are distinct and merit unique treatment. This approach
focuses on smaller pieces of the larger system to determine the context, vision, role and
built form guidance for each of these precincts.
Stable Neighbourhood Areas
The preliminary preferred concept proposes nuances to the transitions to existing lowrise neighbourhoods and proposes to add a number of key areas to be acknowledged
as forming part of those existing neighbourhoods found within and around the
Downtown. These changes recognize new boundaries of the stable neighbourhoods
that form an important part of the downtown community.
Parks, open space, connections to the Lake
The preliminary preferred concept presents a more comprehensive vision for the
networks that connect public spaces, improves walkability and support the connections
to the waterfront and access to the Lake. The concept schedule describes the existing
trails and connections that exist and that can be planned for in the future to not only
improve connections within the Downtown but also improve and enhance connections
to the rest of the City.

Key Areas of Height Permission Changes from the Adopted Official Plan to the
Preliminary Preferred Concept
The purpose of this table is to identify key shifts from the policies of the adopted Official
Plan to the preliminary preferred concept plan. This table only describes discrete areas
where changes to the precinct, height and built form directions have changed what
could be developed. In all cases, development will also be guided by the City’s
approved Urban Design Guidelines and applicable Official Plan policies.
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Area
description

Adopted
Adopted OP
OP
Height
Designation Permission

Preliminary
Preferred
Concept
Precinct

Preliminary
Preferred
Concept
Precinct
(associated
visual)

Burlington
Avenue and
Lakeshore
Road

Downtown
Mid-Rise
Residential
Precinct:
Special
Policy Area

Maximum 6
storeys

Low-rise
Neighbourhood
Precinct – St.
Luke’s /
Emerald

Maximum 2.5
storeys

A portion of
the East
side of Brant
Street north
of Blairholm
Avenue

Upper Brant
Precinct,
Sector 2
(S2)

Maximum 11
storeys. Requires
terraced built form
at 45 degree
angular plane
measured from a
property line
shared with lands
designated
Residential LowDensity.

Neighbourhood
Mixed-Use
Precinct

Maximum 3
storeys

West side of
Brant Street
at Olga
Drive

Upper Brant
Precinct,
Sector 3
(S3)

Maximum 17
storeys. Requires
terraced built form
at 45 degree
angular plane
measured from a
property line
shared with lands
designated
Residential LowDensity and
ground oriented
dwellings required
along the shared
property line with
lands designated
Residential LowDensity.

Upper Brant
Precinct (U1)

Maximum of 3
storeys within 20
metres of Brant
Street.

Maximum 25
storeys. Requires
terraced built form

Upper Brant
Precinct (U3)

Brant St
from Ghent
Avenue

Upper Brant
Precinct
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Maximum 11
storeys with a 45
degree angular
plane from the
west property line
adjacent to the
neighbourhood.

Maximum of 3
storeys within 20
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north to
Prospect
Street

at 45 degree
angular plane
measured from a
property line
shared with lands
designated
Residential LowDensity.

metres of Brant
Street.
Maximum 25
storeys.
Requires
terraced built
form at 45 degree
angular plane
measured from a
property line
shared with lands
designated
Residential LowDensity.

Locust
Street and
Caroline
Street

Brant Main
Street
Precinct

3 storeys at Brant,
maximum of 11
storeys adjacent
to John/Locust.
Requires terraced
built form with 45
degree angular
plane from the
centre of Brant
Street.

Neighbourhood
Mixed-Use
Precinct

Maximum 3
storeys

Block
bounded by
Elizabeth
Street, Pine
Street and
Lower
Rambo
Creek and
the Elgin
Promenade

Downtown
Core
Precinct;
Downtown
Mid Rise
Residential
Precinct

Downtown Core
Precinct:

Village Square
Precinct (V1
and V2)

V1: Existing
Village Square
area and Martha
Street Maximum
3 storeys.

Maximum 12
storeys.
Additional height
up to a maximum
of 17 storeys with
the provision of
specified office
floor space or
underground
parking provided.

V2: Requires a
45 degree
angular plane
above 80% of the
street width.
Maximum 11
storeys.

Downtown Mid
Rise Residential
Precinct:
Maximum 11
storeys.
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Lakeshore
Road and
Brant Street

Downtown
Core
Precinct

Northwest
corner of
Lakeshore
Road and
Locust
Street

Downtown
Core
Precinct

Lakeshore
Road, John
Street, Pine
Street and
Elizabeth
Street

Downtown
Core
Precinct

Townhomes
south of
Pine Street
from Pearl to
Martha

Downtown
Mid-Rise
Residential
Precinct

Maximum 12
storeys.
Additional height
up to a maximum
of 17 storeys with
the provision of
specified office
floor space or
underground
parking provided.

Brant Main
Street Precinct

Maximum 12
storeys.
Additional height
up to a maximum
of 17 storeys with
the provision of
specified office
floor space or
underground
parking provided.

Lakeshore
Mixed Use
Precinct (L1)

Maximum 12
storeys.
Additional height
up to a maximum
of 17 storeys with
the provision of
specified office
floor space or
underground
parking provided.

Lakeshore
Mixed-Use
Precinct (L2)

Maximum 11
storeys.

Apartment
Neighbourhood
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Maximum of 3
storeys within 20
metres of Brant
Street.
Maximum 11
storeys.
On John Street
requires terraced
built form at 45
degree angular
plane above the
5th storey
measured from
the centre of
John Street.
Maximum 3
storeys within 20
metres of
Lakeshore.
Maximum 11
storeys.

Maximum 3
storeys within 20
metres of
Lakeshore.
Maximum 15
storeys with
maximum 750
m2 floor plate
above 3 storeys.

Height of new
buildings should
be based on the
surrounding
context within the
Precinct.
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Northeast
corner of
Pearl Street
and
Lakeshore
Road

Downtown
Core

Maximum 12
storeys.
Additional height
up to a maximum
of 17 storeys with
the provision of
specified office
floor space or
underground
parking provided.

Lakeshore
Mixed-Use
Precinct (L3)

Further analysis
is required to
determine the
appropriate
maximum height.

East side of
Brant Street
north of
Caroline
Street
extending to
the first
property
north of
Victoria Ave

Downtown
Core

Downtown Core:

Mid Brant Mixed
Use Precinct

Maximum 3
storeys within 20
metres of Brant.

Brant Main
Street

Maximum 12
storeys.
Additional height
up to a maximum
of 17 storeys with
the provision of
specified office
floor space or
underground
parking provided.

Maximum 3
storeys abutting
Rambo Creek.
Maximum 17
storeys in the
centre of the
block subject to a
45 degree
angular plane
from the western
property line of
the creek block.

Brant Main Street:
3 storeys at Brant,
maximum of 11
storeys adjacent
to John/Locust.
Requires terraced
built form with 45
degree angular
plane from the
centre of Brant
Street.

Block
generally
bounded by
Caroline
Street, John
Street, Elgin

Downtown
Core
Precinct

Maximum 12
storeys.
Additional height
up to a maximum
of 17 storeys with
the provision of
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Downtown East
Precinct

Maximum 17
storeys with two
levels of office
space required
within the
podium.
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Promenade
and Martha
Street.

specified office
floor space or
underground
parking provided.

Area south
of New
Street, east
of Martha
Street and
north of the
Elgin
Promenade /
Centennial
Path

Downtown
Mid-Rise
Residential
Precinct

Maximum 11
storeys.

Low-rise
Neighbourhood
Precinct – St.
Luke’s /
Emerald

Maximum 3
storeys

Existing
Buildings:
Courtland
Drive and
Harris
Crescent

Downtown
Mid-Rise
Residential
Precinct

Maximum 11
storeys.

Low-rise
Neighbourhood
Precincts – St.
Luke’s /
Emerald

Maximum 3
storeys

Existing midrise and tall
building
areas
(western
edge and
eastern
edge)

Downtown
Mid-Rise
Residential;

Maximum 11
storeys.

Apartment
Neighbourhood
Precinct

Downtown
Tall
Residential
Precinct

Maximum 21
storeys.

Height of new
buildings should
be based on the
surrounding
context within the
Precinct

For a complete picture of the policies for the Downtown please refer to the adopted
Official Plan (April 2018). For the details related to the preliminary preferred concept
plan please see Appendix A.
7.0

Next Steps

The project is at milestone 5A during which a concept is recommended to Council. The
next steps in the project are detailed below, including the expected timeframe of the
work. These timeframes may be subject to change.
Milestone Description

Timeframe
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5B
6

7
8A
8B
9

10

Report back to the public about Council’s
decision
Finalize Technical Work, which can only begin
after a concept is endorsed by Council in
milestone 5A
Prepare changes to the adopted Official Plan
Present changes to the adopted Official Plan to
Council for endorsement.
Report back to the public about Council’s
decision
Forward the proposed modifications to the
adopted Official Plan that were endorsed by City
Council to Halton Region.
Report back to the public about Halton Region’s
decision and next steps for the adopted Official
Plan.

After January 27th,
2020 Council Meeting
January – March
2020
January – March
2020
April 2020
After Council Meeting
After Council Meeting

After Draft Decision
on the adopted
Official Plan is
provided to City
Council for
endorsement.

Strategy/process
8.0 Strategy/process
8.1 Connections to Interim Control By-law Project
The scoped re-examination of the adopted Official Plan is being undertaken at the same
time as the Interim Control By-law Land Use Study. The findings of the Interim Control
By-Law Land Use study were released in late December 2019 (PL-01-20) and will be
presented to the Community Planning, Regulation and Mobility Committee on January
14, 2020. A Council decision on the ICBL is anticipated for January 30, 2020.
The ICBL Land Use Study proposes an Official Plan amendment to the existing in-force
OP and a Zoning By-Law amendment to strengthen the integration between land use
and transit by introducing policies related to transit-supportive development; strengthens
the concept of Major Transit Station Areas into the Official Plan; establishes a policy
framework including an MTSA typology distinguishing the GO Station MTSAs from the
Downtown Bus Terminal; introduces development criteria for development applications
within the ICBL study area; updates or adds definitions to the OP to align with Provincial
policy documents and/or assist in the interpretation of OP policies; and, introduces
additional permitted uses and heights on lands in proximity to the Burlington GO
Station.
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The findings of the Interim Control By-law Land Use Study and the Council approved
OPA will inform the development of the modifications to the adopted Official Plan for the
Downtown.
For more detail related to the findings of the Interim Control By-law Land Use Study
please refer to: https://www.burlington.ca/en/services-for-you/interim-control-bylawicbl.asp.

8.2 Project Timeframe
It is critical that the re-examination of the Official Plan is completed and approved by the
Region by Q2 of 2020.
Regional Approval of adopted Official Plan (April 2018)
As noted above in December 2018 the Region provided an Opinion of Non-conformity
related to the adopted Official Plan submitted for approval (see section 1.0 of this report
for more details). The effect of this tool is to stop the clock on the Planning Act
timeframe expectations for approval.
As was noted at the December 5th session this provision has provided staff at the
Region and staff at the City the opportunity to work together to address the Region’s
outstanding issues while being sheltered from the risk of appeal of non-decision on the
matter. It is important to be respectful of the intent of establishing the pause and to
move to quickly resolve the outstanding issues from the Region’s perspective. At this
time the short list of remaining issues continues to be worked on by Regional and City
staff. The expected completion of this project and the resolution of the remaining
conformity issues with respect to the adopted Official plan will align closely. It is critical
that the modifications to be proposed as an outcome of this project are delivered as
expeditiously as possible.
Alignment with Vision to Focus
The Vision to Focus document highlights this project as a key action related to Focus
Area 1: Increasing Economic Prosperity and Community Responsive Growth
Management. The Key Action states:
Determine the future vision for the downtown by completing the review of the
Official Plan policies and the Interim Control Bylaw land use study with a focus
on reasonable growth, not over development, that reflects the community’s vision
for Burlington…
The sooner this framework is in place the sooner City staff will be able to apply the
framework to the consideration of future development applications.
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Growth pressures exist in the Downtown. Growth and development represent a key
opportunity to support the City in achieving broader objectives like enhancing green
spaces and open spaces, enhancing active transportation infrastructure and improving
the experience of active and sustainable transportation in the Downtown.
The critical deliverable of the re-examination is delivering a policy framework that plans
for growth and ensures that development applications conform to the broader vision for
the Downtown. This framework is needed to ensure that every development application
demonstrates how it incrementally supports the vision for the downtown and the
achievement of the vision of each of the precincts, including the achievement of
important community and city-building objectives stated in Council’s Strategic Plan and
in the City’s Official Plan.
Absent this Downtown vision, development may not be achieving the key goals and
objectives of the Official Plan, Places to Grow and Council’s Strategic Plan.
Options Considered
This report and its attachments have carefully documented the project findings to date
reflecting two land use concepts for discussion which have shaped the preliminary
preferred concept.

Financial Matters:
Funding of $600,000 from the Policy initiatives reserve fund was approved as part of the
2019 budget for Official Plan related initiatives to cover a number of related studies,
including the scoped re-examination of the adopted Official Plan.

Climate Implications
In accordance with the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2019), planning
in Burlington must have as a guiding principle the need to “integrate climate change
considerations into planning and managing growth such as planning for more resilient
communities and infrastructure – that are adaptive to the impacts of a changing climate
– and moving towards environmentally sustainable communities by incorporating
approaches to reduce greenhouse gas emissions” (Growth Plan 2019, s.1.2.1).
This report recommends a land use vision and built form concept which will shape the
physical environment of Downtown Burlington to the year 2031 and beyond. The
preliminary preferred concept proposes a more sustainable form of development:
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Higher densities will make more efficient use of land and resources including
infrastructure and community services;
Higher densities and transportation network improvements will support transit
usage and active transportation (including walking and cycling) as alternative
modes of travel to reduce reliance on private motor vehicles and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions;
A mix of land uses will provide increased opportunities for people to live, work,
shop, study, and play in Downtown Burlington, reducing residents’ need to travel
long distances on a daily basis;
Opportunities for increased and enhanced green spaces will protect the
Downtown’s creeks, streams, and waterfront, mitigate the urban heat island
effect, and improve climate resiliency;
Intensification within the Downtown protects our rural and Greenbelt lands from
urban sprawl by directing growth to an existing built-up area of the City.

The Climate Change lens will also be considered as detailed policies are developed to
support the achievement of the recommended concept.

Enterprise Risk:






Financial Sustainability
Climate Change
Growth & Affordability
Transportation
Legislative Changes

Engagement Matters:
The project has been guided through its stages by a Public Engagement Plan, included
in this report as Appendix B that was developed in consultation with key stakeholders.
The Public Engagement Plan identifies key milestones and objectives. For details of
engagement refer to the Public Engagement Plan and the details provided of the Project
Milestones throughout this report.

Conclusion:
As is noted in the report “Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Preliminary Preferred
Concept” attached as Appendix A the preliminary preferred concept was built upon the
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basis of Concept 1 with a number new elements and a number of elements from
Concept 2 as released in SGL’s October 2019 report “Taking a Closer Look at the
Downtown: Themes, Principles and Land Use Concept” which was informed by the
findings of the first phase of public engagement. The preliminary preferred concept is
reflected in SGL’s January 2020 report “Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown:
Preliminary Preferred Concept” attached as Appendix A which refines precinct
boundaries, develops transition guidance and built form direction, defines the green
space, open space and active transportation networks through the Downtown informed
by the findings from public engagement and comments, technical studies, the
evaluation of the concepts and planning considerations. The preliminary preferred
concept establishes an overall vision that will be supported by the development of
detailed modifications to the adopted Official Plan policies in spring 2020.
The recommended concept represents a vision that acknowledges context and
identifies what should be achieved incrementally over time to deliver the important
themes identified throughout the public input and engagement stages and supports the
achievement of the vision for the Downtown.

Respectfully submitted,

Alison Enns

Jenna Puletto

Project Manager – Official Plan

Senior Policy Planner-Official Plan

905-335-7600 ext. 7787

905-335-7600 ext.7445

Thomas Douglas
Policy Planner- Official Plan
905-335-7600 ext. 7811

Appendices:
A. Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Preliminary Preferred Concept,
prepared by SGL Planning & Design Inc., January 2020.
B. Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown Policies in the Adopted Official Plan:
Public Engagement Plan
C. Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: What You Need to Know, prepared by
SGL Planning & Design Inc., August 2019.
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D. Feedback Report on August to September 2019 Engagement
E. Feedback Report on October-December 2019 Engagement
F. Written Submissions and Responses Table August to September and October to
December

Notifications:
Curt Benson, Region of Halton
Agency Notification List
OP Mailing List (email)
Project Mailing List (email)

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, the Chief Financial
Officer and the Executive Director of Legal Services & Corporation Council. Final
approval is by the City Manager.
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1
1.1

Introduction

Why is the City Re-examining the Adopted Official Plan?

On February 7, 2019 Burlington City Council voted to re-examine the policies in the
City’s Official Plan which was adopted by Council on April 26th, 2018. The approved
Council motion directs Staff to commence a process to re-examine the policies of the
Official Plan in their entirety as they relate to matters of height and intensity and
conformity with provincial density targets.
A Council workshop was held on March 18, 2019 to obtain further Council feedback on
this direction. Council’s further feedback resulted in focusing the work on the
Downtown and on refinements to the Neighbourhood Centres policies. This report
focuses on the Downtown only.
The outcome of this work will be modified policies for the Downtown that will guide
development in the Downtown until 2031, including the height and density of buildings.
The modified policies will be informed by both the public engagement and finalized
technical reports. The policies will be documented in a Final Report prepared by SGL
Planning and Design Inc. and will be forwarded to Burlington City Council in Spring
2020 for their adoption.
1.2

What is the purpose of this Report?

This report is provided on behalf of the City of Burlington by SGL Planning and Design
Inc. as an interim summary of the Preliminary Preferred Concept Plan. The full report
will be finalized based on the endorsed concept. The completion of the technical
studies, based on the endorsed concept will include transporation, servicing, fiscal
anaylsis and floodplain analysis.
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of the evaluation of concept 1 and
concept 2 that were presented to the public in the fall and Council on December 5, 2019
and provide a description of the preliminary preferred concept.
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2

Evaluation Process

Evaluation Process

2.1

An evaluation matrix (Matrix) was prepared based on the study principles, background
and initial technical reports (e.g Heritage, Market Analysis, E.I.S), input from public
engagement and input from City staff and the Planning and Development Committee.
The principles that guided the evaluation are noted in detail in the previous report
Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Themes, Prinicples and Land Use Concepts,
and are highlighted in the Matrix. As part of the evaluation process it was determined
that some criteria addressed more than one of the Principles and a result were
consolidated to minimize repetition within the evaluation. Some Principles were
removed from the evalution as it was determined that there is enough detail at this
stage to differentiate between the concepts and that existing policies or legislation will
address these criteria or will be further detailed in the next phase with the preparation of
Official Plan policies. For example:
•

•

Maintaining the Character of the Downtown/Heritage Preservation
o Principle 11: Protect and integrate heritage buildings – will be addressed through
existing polciies/legislation
Variety of Housing Options and Affordability
o Principle 18: Provide opportunities for a variety of housing options – will be
addressed through existing and new policies

The criteria and measures were developed based on the principles. The Matrix,
attached in Appendix A, details the evaluation of the Concept 1 and 2. A snapshot of
the Matrix shown in Figure 1 shows how the principles, criteria, and measures have
been used to evaluate the Concepts and the colours identify the preferred option for
each of the measures.
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Figure 1: Evaluation Matrix Snapshot

A description of the evaluation of each Concept by each criteria and measure is
provided in the Matrix along with an explanation of the rationale for the preliminary
preferred concept.
Not all principles were used to inform the evaluation as they did not differentiate
between the Concepts but will be used to inform the Official Plan policies for the
Downtown.
Technical analyses of the preliminary preferred plan including fiscal, stormwater,
servicing and transportation analyses will inform future policy requirements to
implement the preliminary preferred concept.
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3

Preliminary Preferred Concept

The results of the evaluation were informed by the fall engagement ,Committee and
Staff input, and technical studies. Based on the results of the evaluation, a preliminary
preferred concept was confirmed. The preliminary preferred concept is based on
Concept 1 with further refinements. The preliminary preferred concept also refines the
boundaries of some of the precints and the visions associated with each precinct and is
detailed in the table found in Appendix B, Preliminary Preferred Concept Plan
Descriptions and Visions. The table provides details of the vison, height and built form
for each Precinct as well as some details that will futher inform the development of the
Offcial Plan Policies.
The concept and precinct boundaries are shown in Figure 2 - Preliminary Preferred
Concept. A few changes were made to the precincts based on the evaluation and
public input. These change are noted below and highlighted in Figure 3 – Precinct
Changes
1. This existing low rise area has been changed from Apartment Neighbourhood to
Low Rise Neighbourhood;
2. The block has been chaged from Lakeshore Mixed Use to Brant Main Street;
3. A new Village Square Precinct has been created;
4. This area has been changed from Apartment Neighbourhood to Low Rise
Neighbourhood to reflect the existing 2 and 3 storey built form.;
5. This area has been changed from Brant Main Street to Neighbourhood Mixed
Use Precinct;
6. Additions to the Parks, Promenades, Trails and Green Connector Streets; and
7. Addition of the James Street Node which denotes tall buildings under
construction and approved.
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Figure 2 – Preliminary Preferred Concept
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1. This existing low rise area has been changed
from Apartment Neighbourhood to Low Rise
Neighbourhood;
2. The block has been chaged from Lakeshore
Mixed Use to Brant Main Street;
3. A new Village Square Precinct has been
created;
4. This area has been changed from Apartment
Neighbourhood to Low Rise Neighbourhood to
reflect the existing 2 and 3 storey built form;
5. This area has been changed from Brant Main
Street to Neighbourhood Mixed Use Precinct;
6. Additions to the Parks, Promenades, Trails and
Green Connector Streets; and
7. Addition of the James Street Node which
denotes tall buildings under construction and
approved.
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Figure 3 – Precinct Changes
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4

Next Steps

Following the January 16, 2020 Community Planning, Regulation and Mobility
Committee meeting, the endorsed plan will be confirmed through the next phase of the
project through Q1 2020, based on comments received and technical reports, including
fiscal, stormwater, servicing and transportation analyses. The endorsed concept,
including any refinements will inform the preparation of the draft Official Plan policies. In
the Spring of 2020, Council will consider the final report which will include policies to
implement the preferred concept and modify the Adopted Official Plan Policies.
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Appendix A: Evaluation Matrix
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Table 1: Evaluation of City of Burlington Downtown Precinct Concepts 1 and 2
The following tables set out the evaluation of the two concepts by criteria and measures. The coloured legend indicates their evaluation in relation to the measures:
More Preferred

Equally Preferred

Less Preferred

Green Space, Open Space and Parks
The public’s vision for the Downtown is to provide for a walkable, accessible, vibrant downtown. The public’s vision also stresses the need to maintain and add new green spaces and trees, while providing
additional space for year-round activities and festivals. The character of Brant Street as the ‘retail main street’ of Burlington with its eclectic mix of shops, meeting places and culture will be supported and
enhanced. Lakeshore Road east and west of Brant Street will also be maintained as an important pedestrian precinct to ensure the Downtown’s sense of place is preserved.
Principle: Create additional parks, trails and open spaces
Principle: Enhance and create safe inclusive public spaces
Principle: Create spaces for year-round activities and festivals in the public and private realms
Criterion 1) Ability to incorporate new parks and trails into the existing urban fabric
Measure
1. Has new parkland, trails or open
space been proposed?

Concept 1
A new park is proposed at the intersection of Brant
and Ghent, as well as a central park within the No
Frill’s Plaza block.
A trail is proposed along Rambo Creek from Caroline
to north of Victoria.

Concept 2
A new park is proposed at the intersection of
Brant and Ghent, as well as a central park within
the No Frill’s Plaza block.
A trail is proposed along Rambo Creek from
Caroline to north of Victoria.

Rationale for Preferred Concept
Both concepts are based on the same
precinct/land use plan and therefore both
propose new parks and trails.
An on-street trail connection is proposed to link
the Rambo Creek trail to the Elgin Promenade
and south to the waterfront trail along Elizabeth
Street.
A further detailed block plan study will be
required to determine the size, specific location
and configuration of the two new Parks.
An extension of Elgin promenade is further
proposed to extend west of Brant Street to west
of Burlington Avenue.
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Criterion 2) Ability to enhance and create safe and inclusive public gathering places
Measure
1. Ability to create safe public spaces

Concept 1
All proposed parks and trails are visible and open to
the public both by view and access. With the
proposed John Street extension along Rambo creek,
the proposed trail would be an open, safe public
space to walk or ride a bike.

Concept 2

Rationale for Preferred Concept

All the proposed parks and trails are visible and
open to the public both by view and access,
except the proposed extension along Rambo
Creek given that the open space will be located to
the rear of the mid-rise blocks. Locating the trail
along Rambo Creek behind the proposed mid-rise
built form may create a more unsafe or
uncomfortable space for the public.

Concept 1 is preferred over Concept 2 due to
the visibility and public access to the proposed
trail along Rambo Creek adjacent to the
proposed John Street extension.

Concept 2
New trails are proposed as part of the
precinct/lands use plan.
Provides for realistic development opportunities,
which can create wider boulevards/sidewalks
through development or re-development
particularly on Brant Street and Lakeshore Road
A six storey built form along Brant Street and
Lakeshore Road could create a sense of
enclosure.

Rationale for Preferred Concept
Both options provide opportunities for improving
walkability throughout the Downtown with
proposed trails and opportunities for wider
sidewalks.

Criterion 3) Improve walkability of the Downtown
Measure
1. Potential to improve walkability
of the Downtown and improve
the comfort of the pedestrian.

Concept 1
New Trails are proposed as part of the precinct/lands
use plan.
Provides for realistic development opportunities,
which can create wider boulevards/sidewalks through
development or re-development particularly on Brant
Street and Lakeshore Road.
The three storey built form along Brant Street and
Lakeshore Road is preferred as it creates more of an
intimate streetscape and sense of openness for the
pedestrian.
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Concept 1 is preferred along Lower Brant Street
and Lakeshore Road to create a sense of
openness.

Preserving and Encouraging Places to Shop and Work
Maintaining retail space and encouraging additional retail space along Brant Street, Lakeshore Road and Pine Street will create vibrant streetscapes. Providing the opportunity for small urban squares
through redevelopment at key locations can also improve the vibrancy of downtown streets. Creating a vibrant downtown requires a full range of activities including shopping, living, working and
recreating. Providing opportunities for office space is essential to providing additional opportunities to increase employment. Village Square is a unique shopping destination within the Downtown that
residents value.
Principle: Enhance and create vibrant places and streetscapes to encourage businesses to locate downtown
Principle: Plan for office and other employment opportunities
Principle: Protect the Village Square
Criterion1) Provide a range of employment opportunities
Measure
1. Ability to maintain and create vibrant places
and streetscapes

Concept 1
Both concepts create the opportunity to create
vibrant retail streetscapes by increasing retail
space, creating wide boulevards and providing
opportunities for small urban squares.

Concept 2
Both concepts create the opportunity to create
vibrant retail streetscapes by increasing retail
space, creating wide boulevards and providing
opportunities for small urban squares.

Rationale for Preferred Concept
Along Brant Street and Pine Street, the Official
Plan should set a maximum store frontage to
ensure a varied shopping street which can
improve the walkability and vibrance of the
shopping streets.

2. Ability to attract office space in stand-alone
or mixed-use buildings

The Downtown East Mixed-Use Precinct
provides an opportunity to incorporate office
employment in mixed use buildings, although
the entirety of the Precinct is not required to
accommodate planned office development.
The mid-rise buildings south of the Elgin
Promenade east of John Street are not needed
to accommodate offices. Anticipated office
space demand can be accommodated north of
the promenade. The mid-rise buildings provide
a better transition to the Village Square and to
the existing mid and low-rise buildings in and
adjacent to the Precinct.
Village Square is maintained with low rise as
the permitted height which is preferred to
maintain its unique character.

The Downtown East Mixed-Use Precinct
provides an opportunity to incorporate office
employment in mixed use buildings, although
the entirety of the Precinct is not required to
accommodate planned office development.
The tall buildings south of the Elgin Promenade
are not preferred as they are not required for
office development and don’t provide an
opportunity for transition to adjacent low-rise
development.

Concept 1 is preferred. However, it is proposed
to reduce the size of the Downtown East Mixed
Use Precinct and create a new Village Square
Precinct generally south of the Elgin
Promenade which does not require office
development as part of a mixed use building.

Mid-rise is permitted within and around Village
Square which likely will not maintain its unique
character.

Concept 1 is preferred as it permits a low-rise
built form to encourage the existing buildings to
remain or appropriate buildings to be redeveloped within Village Square.

3. Ability to protect Village Square
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Maintaining the Character of the Downtown
Maintaining the character of the Downtown is very important to residents. Some refer to it as the “small town” identity particularly of Brant Street. This reference to “small town” is referring to the low-rise
character of Brant Street as well as the intimate shopping street generally south of Caroline Street and the large homes on the west side of Brant Street.
Principle: Enhance and maintain the “small town” identity of Brant Main Street Precinct
Principle: Maintain Low to Mid-rise built form on Brant Street
Criterion 1) The character elements of Brant Street are maintained
Measure
1. Low rise built form character at street level is
maintained

Concept 1
A maximum 3 storey low-rise character is best
able to maintain the existing low-rise character
of Brant Street. The 20 metre Step back to midrise buildings will create a sense of openness
along Brant Street.

Concept 2
Proposed a mid-rise built form where no step
back is required resulting in the potential for a 6storey building with no podium to be built on
Brant Street. This built form does not maintain
the low-rise character of Brant Street.

The mid-rise buildings along John Street should
require a 45 degree angular plane step back
above a 5 storey podium.

The mid-rise building façade on John Street
could create an uncomfortable pedestrian
environment without setbacks above the
streetwall.

2. Character of small retail shops is
maintained

The eclectic character of small retail shops
could be maintained, or infill may replicate the
small, low-rise character along Brant Street.

Rationale for Preferred Concept
Concept 1 is best able to maintain a low-rise
character of 1 to 3 storeys along Brant Street to
encourage existing buildings to remain or
appropriate scaled buildings to be redeveloped.

The eclectic character of small retail shops may
be replaced with a maximum 6 storey built form
with no step back/podium along Brant Street.

The five storey height reflects 80% of the street
width and the angular plane above five storeys,
minimizes the sense of building mass and
height from the pedestrian realm. From the
sidewalk on John Street, only five storeys will
be visible.
Concept 1 with a maximum height permission of
3 storeys in the first 20 metres, provides a
greater opportunity to maintain the existing retail
space and existing 1 to 3 storey buildings along
Brant Street.
As noted above, the Official Plan should set a
maximum store width in the Brant Main Street
Precinct to replicate the unique small retail
shops along Brant Street.
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Criterion 2) The built form on Brant Street maintains Low to Mid-rise height.
Measure
1. Low to mid-rise built form is permitted along
Brant Street

Concept 1
This concept proposes low-rise built form
adjacent to Brant Street and mid-rise abutting
John Street.
The mid-rise building façade on John Street
could create an uncomfortable pedestrian
environment without setbacks above the
streetwall.

Concept 2
This concept proposes a low to mid-rise built
form along Brant Street.

Rationale for Preferred Concept
Concept 1 is best able to maintain a low-rise
character along Brant Street.

A six storey low to mid-rise built form along
Brant Street could create a sense of being too
enclosed.

The mid-rise buildings along John Street should
require a 45 degree angular plane step back
above a 5 storey podium.
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Preservation of Connections to the Waterfront
The waterfront south of Lakeshore Road is a key asset of the City and a unique characteristic of Burlington’s Downtown. People cherish the waterfront and the open space within Spencer Smith Park.
The real opportunities for improved pedestrian connections and access to the waterfront are within the blocks south of Lakeshore Road, but those blocks are either under construction (between Elizabeth
Street and Pearl Street) or not subject to the re-examination (Waterfront Hotel and Old Lakeshore Precinct). Opportunities to maintain public views can be addressed through built form along the northsouth streets.
Principle: Maintain public views of waterfront and pedestrian connections
Criterion 1) Public views of the waterfront are maintained
Measure
1. Ability of the built form to maintain public
views of the waterfront

Concept 1
Concept 1 calls for tall buildings beyond 20
metres from Lakeshore Road with slender point
towers with a maximum floor plate of 750 sq. m.
above the first 3 storeys.

Concept 2
Concept 2 calls for mid-rise buildings on the
remaining undeveloped blocks along Lakeshore
Road mid-rise buildings have larger floor plates
that reduce the views looking along the sidewalk
of north-south streets.

In comparison, the 17 storey Berkeley tower on
Maria Street has an 856 sq. m. floor plate.
These narrow towers set back above a 3 storey
podium can best provide for increased views
looking along the sidewalk of north-south
streets.
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Rationale for Preferred Concept
In Lakeshore Mixed Use Precinct Concept 1 is
preferred for the blocks east of Brant Street with
slender point towers.
However, for the block west of Locust Street a
mid-rise building is preferred to fit into the
character of that block and transition to the lowrise neighbourhood to the west.

Built Form, Height and Neighbourhood Transition
Both Concepts propose a variety of built form and heights ranging from 1 to 25 storeys. However, appropriate transitions to the adjacent low-rise neighbourhoods are a significant concern amongst
residents. The evaluation looks to confirm what is the right built form and height for the right locations.
Principle: Provide appropriate transition to low-rise neighbourhoods
Principle: Permit greater heights in northern part of the Downtown
Principle: Limit additional Tall buildings on Lakeshore Road
Criterion 1) The built form adjacent to existing low-rise neighborhoods allows for appropriate transitions
Measure
1. Ability to Respect Existing Physical
Character1

Concept 1
Maintains existing low-rise character of Village
Square and Brant Street.

Concept 2
Changes to the character of Village Square may
occur given the proposed mid-rise built form for
Brant Street and Village Square

Rationale for Preferred Concept
Concept 1 is preferred as it permits a built form
that respects the character in key areas
including Brant Street and Village Square.

2. Ability to provide for a compatible transition
to existing residential areas.

Provides for appropriate transitions throughout
the downtown including around the Village
Square.

Provides for appropriate transitions through the
downtown with the exception of Mid Brant along
Rambo creek where proposed mid-rise
buildings may provide less of an appropriate
transition and around Village Square.

Concept 1 is preferred but reinforcement of the
need for a transition to low-rise neighbourhoods
will be made in a few locations.

Provides better opportunity for transition within
the Mid Brant precinct with proposed low-rise
buildings adjacent to Rambo Creek and existing
neighborhood.
The Upper Brant Precinct does not provide
appropriate transition to low-rise houses on
Alfred Crescent or Grove Tree Lane.
Downtown East Precinct does not provide for
transition to low-rise neighbourhoods east of
Martha Street.
The Apartment Neighbourhood Precincts
include existing low-rise buildings in some

The Upper Brant Precinct does not provide
appropriate transition to low-rise houses on
Alfred Crescent or Grove Tree Lane.
Downtown East Precinct does not provide for
transition to low-rise neighbourhoods east of
Martha Street.
The Apartment Neighbourhood Precincts
include existing low-rise buildings in some
areas, which may lead to incompatible
development.

1

The low-rise lots on either side of Burlington
Avenue along Lakeshore Road should be
changed to low-rise neighbourhood to reflect
the low-rise character of these lots and adjacent
homes along Burlington Avenue.
The low-rise townhouses and apartments at the
south-east corner of James Street and Martha
Street should be changed to low-rise
neighbourhood to reflect the low-rise character
of these lots.
The low-rise apartments on Courtland Drive and
the singles and low-rise apartments on Harris
Crescent should be changed to low-rise
neighbourhood.

Physical Character is defined in the adopted Official Plan as “The distinctive qualities within a physical area which are defined by elements such as: scale, massing, vegetation, topography, lotting
pattern, colour, texture, material and the relation between structures, spaces and landforms”.
7
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areas, which may lead to incompatible
development.

Transition policies will be provided in Upper
Brant adjacent to low-rise neighbourhoods and
along Martha Street north of Pine Avenue
adjacent to low-rise neighbourhoods.

Criterion 2) Greater heights are permitted in northern part of the Downtown
Measure
1. Ability to locate tall buildings in the Upper
Brant Precinct

Concept 1
Provides for Tall Buildings as part of the Upper
Brant precinct. As well as some tall buildings
within the Mid Brant Precinct and the Downtown
East Precinct.

Concept 2
Provides for Tall Buildings in the Upper Brant
Precinct and Downtown East Precinct.

Rationale for Preferred Concept
Both concepts provide for tall buildings in the
upper Brant Precinct.
It is proposed that the 3 storey streetwall for the
first 20 metres be extended through the Upper
Brant Precinct.
Some of the blocks will not provide an
appropriate transition to the adjacent low-rise
neighbourhoods with tall buildings. It is
proposed that the western block south of Olga
Drive and the eastern block south of Ghent
Avenue be limited to mid-rise buildings.

Criterion 3) Additional Tall buildings are limited on Lakeshore Road
Measure
1. Permitted heights on Lakeshore Road be
limited and appropriate for their context.

Concept 1

Concept 2

Rationale for Preferred Concept

Concept 1 provides 3 storeys within 20m of
Lakeshore Road and tall buildings behind which
is appropriate.

On the remaining undeveloped blocks, mid-rise
buildings are proposed.

Neither Concept 1 nor 2 are preferred overall as
the preferred concept along Lakeshore depends
upon the context within each block.

However, tall buildings are not appropriate for
the block west of Locust Street.
For the block east of Pearl Street, setting back a
tall building 20 metres from Lakeshore Road will
place it closer to the townhouses to the north. A
greater separation should be provided to the
townhouses.

Mid-rise buildings west of Locust Street best fit
in to the context of the buildings on that block
and the low-rise neighbourhood to the west.
However, east of John Street, mid-rise buildings
are not defensible when considering the
adjacent context of the existing tall buildings in
the block from Elizabeth to Pearl Street,
approved west of Martha Street, underconstruction on the Bridgewater site, permitted
within the Old Lakeshore Road Precinct and
8
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West of Locust Street in the Lakeshore Precinct
mid-rise built form is preferred with a maximum
3 storey built form in the first 20 metres from
Lakeshore.
In the blocks between Brant Street and
Elizabeth Street, low-rise built form up to 3
storeys in the first 20 metres of Lakeshore
should be permitted with tall buildings to the
north of the 3 storey built form. In the Brant to

contemplated on the Downtown Waterfront
Hotel Site through the master planning project
which is currently on hold .

John block, a maximum of 15 storeys should be
permitted. In the John to Elizabeth block, a
maximum of 17 storeys should be permitted.
In the block east of Pearl Street, further analysis
of the current application is required to
determine the appropriate maximum height
including consideration of the existing and
planned context, the potential impact on the
townhouses to the north, the heritage building
on site, separation distance to the proposed
tower to the east and the relationship to the
pedestrian realm along Lakeshore Road and
Pearl Street.

9
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Transportation Network and Active Transportation
The capacity of the current road network was assessed and the opportunities for network improvements were considered.
Principle: Provide a road network that allows for efficient and safe travel through Downtown Burlington
Criterion 1) Capacity of the road network
Measure
1. Ability of road network to accommodate
anticipated traffic

Concept 1
The existing conditions traffic analysis found
that the existing road network has capacity.

Concept 2
The existing conditions traffic analysis found
that the existing road network has capacity.

Rationale for Preferred Concept
Further traffic analysis will be conducted of the
preferred concept.

2. John Street Extension

John Street is proposed to be extended as a
local road north to Victoria Avenue. This
connection is important to provide local access
to the block. If a public road were not extended
a private road would be required for access. A
public road adjacent to Rambo Creek is
preferred to increase access to the widened
open space along Rambo Creek and to act as a
wider transition to the low-rise neighbourhood to
the east.

John Street is proposed to be extended as a
local road north to Victoria Avenue. This
connection is important to provide local access
to the block. If a public road were not extended
a private road would be required for access.

Concept 1 is preferred as it extends John Street
as a local road north adjacent to the expanded
open space along Rambo Creek which creates
a wider transition to the low-rise neighbourhood
to the east.
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Defensibility
The concept must be defensible from both the perspective of meeting Provincial and Regional policy as well as being economically feasible to develop and being compatible with the existing and planned
adjacent context.
Principle: Land use vision is defensible
Criterion 1) Land use plan is defensible
Measure
1. Land use plan meets the policy
requirements of the Province and the
Region

Concept 1
The concept meets the Growth Plan and
Regional policy requirement to accommodate
significant population and employment growth
to serve as a high-density major employment
centre and to be a focal area for commercial,
recreational, cultural and entertainment uses.

Concept 2
The concept meets the Growth Plan policy
requirement to accommodate significant
population and employment growth to serve as
a high-density major employment centre and to
be a focal area for commercial, recreational,
cultural and entertainment uses.

Rationale for Preferred Concept
Both concepts will meet the Growth Plan and
Regional policy requirements.

2. Existing and approved buildings have
been considered as part of the proposed
built form and heights.

In Downtown East and Upper Brant precincts
existing tall buildings are present. As such
additional tall buildings are defensible. Tall
buildings are not defensible where a transition is
not provided adjacent to low rise
neighbourhoods.

In Downtown East and Upper Brant precincts
existing tall buildings are present. As such
additional tall buildings are defensible. Tall
buildings are not defensible where a transition is
not provided adjacent to low rise
neighbourhoods.

Concept 1 is generally preferred.

Along Lakeshore Road, tall buildings are
defensible east of Brant Street when
considering the adjacent context of the existing
tall buildings in the block from Elizabeth to Pearl
Street, approved west of Martha Street, underconstruction on the Bridgewater site, permitted
within the Old Lakeshore Road Precinct and
contemplated on the Downtown Waterfront
Hotel Site through the master planning project
which is currently on hold.

Tall buildings are not appropriate in the south
portion of the Downtown East Precinct due to
the existing mid-rise buildings and the low-rise
built form of the Village Square.

Tall buildings are not defensible west of Locust
Street due to compatibility to the low-rise
neighbourhood to the west.

Along Lakeshore Road, mid-rise buildings are
defensible west of Locust Street to provide a
transition to the adjacent mid-rise building and
the low-rise neighbourhood to the west.
However, mid-rise buildings are not defensible
east of John when considering the adjacent
context of the existing tall buildings.
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However, transition policies will be provided in
Upper Brant Precinct adjacent to low-rise
neighbourhoods and along Martha Street north
of Pine Avenue adjacent to low-rise
neighbourhoods.
In addition, refinements to the Lakeshore
Precinct should be made in accordance with the
Rationale for Preferred Concept under Criterion
3: Additional Tall buildings are limited on
Lakeshore Road on page 8.

Criteria 2) Land Use Concept is economically viable
Measure
1. Assessment of economic viability

Concept 1
Mid-rise buildings with ground floor retail are
economically viable. Concept 1 accommodates
mid-rise buildings in Main Street Brant Precinct
while still providing a sense of openness along
Brant Street with up to 3 storey built form for the
first 20 metres.

Concept 2
Buildings at the high end of the low to mid rise
built form may be viable with at grade retail but
will result in a sense of enclosure along Brant
Street.

Rationale for Preferred Concept
Concept 1 is preferred along Brant Main Street
Precinct to provide mid-rise buildings as a
viable built form with commercial at grade and
achieves a sense of openness along Brant
Street with up to 3 storeys in the first 20 metres
of Brant Street.

Concept 1 accommodates tall buildings in the
Downtown East Precinct north of the Elgin
Promenade which could viably provide for at
least 2 floors of commercial offices.

Concept 2 accommodates tall buildings which
could viably provide for at least 2 floors of
commercial offices, but the entire area is not
required to meet the market demand.

Concept 1 is preferred; however, it is proposed
to reduce the size of the Downtown East Mixed
Use Precinct and create a new Village Square
Precinct generally south of the Elgin
Promenade which does not require office
development as part of a mixed use building.
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Appendix B: Preliminary Preferred Concept
Descriptions and Visions
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Preliminary Preferred Concept Descriptions and Vision
Precinct
Brant Main Street

Max Heights
• Max. 3 storeys for 20
m. from Brant Street
• Mid rise – max. 11
storeys with a 45
degree angular plane
above 5 storeys on
John Street

Vision
The Brant Main Street Precinct will serve as a unique destination within the
Downtown and City-wide. It will be enhanced as a priority retail main street
where the character of small retail shops lining the street is maintained.
Permitted uses are primarily retail and service commercial uses on the
ground floor with residential uses above. A maximum storefront size will be
implemented.
To reduce the massing of the mid-rise buildings along John Street, buildings
should be set back above the 5th storey on a 45 degree angular plane, which
means each floor is setback approximately 3 metres from the floor below.
To ensure a vibrant retail streetscape with varied small retail shops, the
Official Plan set out a maximum width of a retail store front.
Brant Street is identified as a Pedestrian Priority Street. New buildings should
have a 6 m. setback from the curb to create enhanced public sidewalk space.
Where possible the pavement width of Brant Street should be minimized,
and the sidewalk/boulevard space maximized to create a safe, comfortable
and animated pedestrian environment with Clear Path Zones and bump outs
to narrow the distance to cross at key intersections. Consideration should be
given to converting Brant Street to a flex street south of Caroline Street.
A new festival square, which is partially completed, could be located on the
City parking lot between Brant and John Streets, potentially with
underground parking, with due consideration for constraints on the site
including an existing pipeline.
James Street node recognizes the existing tall building currently under
construction and an approved tall building currently under appeal.
Only those buildings designated under the Heritage Act are currently
protected from demolition.
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Mid Brant

• Max. 3 storeys for 20
m. from Brant Street.
• 3 storeys abutting
Rambo Creek
• Max. 17 storeys in
centre of the block
subject to a 45
degree angular plane
from the western
property line of the
creek block.

The Mid Brant Precinct will serve as a mixed-use neighbourhood containing a
significant amount of retail space including servicing a food store function.
The precinct will function as a major retail centre that serves the day-to-day
and weekly shopping needs of Downtown residents.
To support a walkable community the entire area must provide an accessible
and attractive pedestrian environment with wide sidewalks, and greenway
connections to adjacent residential neighbourhoods. Future development
will also result in the redevelopment of surface parking lots and the
intensification of under-utilized buildings.
Brant Street will be enhanced as a Pedestrian Priority Street with wide
sidewalks, bringing buildings close to the street and small urban squares
adjacent to Brant Street. The extension of John Street will reduce the number
of driveways necessary along Brant Street and help to improve the
pedestrian priority of Brant Street through this precinct.
An increased open space buffer will be provided along Rambo creek with a
walking trail along the west side of the Creek. John Street will be extended
north as a local road abutting the open space. Together the open space and
John Street will create a significant separation from the low-rise
neighbourhood to the east.
To create an appropriate height transition to the neighbourhoods to the east,
a 45 degree angular plane will be measured from the western property line
of the creek block.
A new public urban park will also be created in the block. A detailed block
plan study will be required prior to applications with the block from Caroline
Street to Victoria Avenue to identify the size, location and configuration of
the public park; the boundary of the open space along Rambo Creek; the
configuration of the John Street extension and the siting of all buildings.
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Upper Brant

• Max. 3 storeys for 20
m. from Brant Street
• U1 – Mid-rise – max.
11 storeys with 45
degree angular plane
from the rear
property line of the
existing low-rise
properties to the
west

The Upper Brant Precinct will accommodate a variety of building heights
proportional to the depth of lots along Brant Street between Prospect Street
and Blairholm Avenue with at grade commercial uses for buildings fronting
onto Brant Street.
Development will generally achieve height and density that reflects that the
Upper Brant Precinct is the closest precinct to higher-order transit at the
Burlington GO Station within the Urban Growth Centre. This precinct will
contribute to the creation of a transit, pedestrian and cycling oriented area.
The tallest buildings will be located north of Ghent Avenue in U3 as well as
the existing building at the south western corner of Ghent Avenue and Brant
Street.

• U2 – Mid-rise – max.
11 storeys with 45%
plane from the rear
Adjacent to Brant Street, buildings are to be a maximum of 3 storeys for the
property line of the
first 20 metres.
existing low-rise
properties to the east
South of Ghent Avenue in U1 and U2, compatibility with adjacent low-rise
• U3 – max. 25 storeys neighbourhoods will be achieved through a transition using a 45 degree
angular plane resulting in a maximum mid-rise building height.

A new public urban park will be created along Ghent Avenue. A detailed
block plan study will be required prior to applications north of Ghent Avenue
and on the southeast corner of Brant Street and Ghent Avenue to identify the
size, location and configuration of the public park and the siting of all
buildings.
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Lakeshore

• L1- Max. 3 storeys for The Lakeshore Precinct will serve as the gateway to the Waterfront with
20 m. from Lakeshore linkages between the waterfront trail and north south green connector
then Mid rise – 11
streets and off-street trails.
storeys

L1
L2
L3

• L2- Max. 3 storeys for
20 m. from Lakeshore
then max. 15 storeys
with max 750 sq. m.
floor plate above 3
storeys

This precinct will continue to develop as a priority retail main street
particularly on the north side of Lakeshore Road.

Permitted uses are primarily retail and service commercial uses on the
ground floor with residential uses above.
Lakeshore Road is identified as a Pedestrian Priority Street1 where the
streetscape provides a safe and comfortable environment with Clear Path
• L3 – Maximum height
Zones2 and bump outs3 to narrow the distance to cross at key intersections.
requires further
analysis.
The Precinct is largely already developed with existing buildings ranging from
12 to 17 storeys on the north side of Lakeshore Road and one approved
building of 26 storeys and with one site with permission up to 22 storeys on
the south side of Lakeshore Road.
The permitted maximum heights shall be context specific for each block.
In the L3 sub area, further analysis is required to determine the appropriate
maximum height including consideration of the existing and planned context,
the potential impact on the townhouses to the north, the size of the tower
floor plate in order to minimize shadowing, the heritage building on site,
separation distance to the proposed tower to the east and the relationship to
the pedestrian realm along Lakeshore Road and Pearl Street. The
appropriate height and other built form parameters of this site will be
addressed in the final report.

1

Pedestrian Priority Streets encourage pedestrian use of the space by making walking the easiest form of transportation
Clear Path Zones provide an unobstructed and clear path of travel for pedestrians
3
Bump outs refer to extending a small width of the sidewalk curb out into the street to slow traffic
2
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Village Square

• V1- Max. 3 storey
• V2 – Mid rise with 45
degree angular plane
above 80% of the
width of the street.

The character, scale and sense of place of the Village Square Precinct will be
maintained and celebrated as a retail destination within this Precinct.
Mid-rise buildings will provide a transition to the Village Square and will
contain at grade retail along Pine Street.
An existing 6 storey building north of the Village Square reflects this planned
mid-rise character.
To ensure a vibrant retail streetscape with varied small retail shops, the
Official Plan will set out a maximum width of a retail store front.
Retail along Pine Street will provide an intimate relationship to the street
with a minimum setback of 4 metres from the curb.
Abutting Martha Street, north of Pine Street, development should maintain
the existing low-rise character.

Downtown East

• Max. 17 storeys with
max 750 sq. m. floor
plate above 3 storeys
• 45 degree plane from
centre line of Martha
Street.

The Downtown East Precinct will serve as a pre-eminent destination for
major office, post-secondary education institutions and residential uses.
The existing Presbyterian Church and the multiple heritage buildings in this
precinct will limit the development potential. However, only those buildings
designated under the Heritage Act are currently protected from demolition.
The precinct will also be a focus for the provision of public parking.
New buildings shall be required to provide for at least two levels of office
space within the podium.
Along Martha Street, compatibility with adjacent low-rise neighbourhoods
will be achieved through a transition using a 45 degree angular plane from
the centre line of Martha Street to the tower portion of the building.
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Neighbourhood Mixed Use

• Max. 3 storeys.

The Neighbourhood Mixed Use precinct provides a transition to the adjacent
Low-Rise Neighbourhood Precincts by maintaining the existing low-rise built
form. The existing character of house form buildings, lotting pattern and
historical vernacular will be maintained and adaptive re-use for office, retail
and institutional use will be permitted.
The precinct recognizes and conserves the low-rise character of the
Downtown along sections of Brant and Locust Streets.
Only those buildings designated under the Heritage Act are currently
protected from demolition.
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Apartment Neighbourhood

• Height of new
buildings should be
based on the
surrounding context.

Only limited infill development will be permitted within the Apartment
Neighbourhoods which reflects the existing context within the precinct,
including the cultural, natural, physical and surrounding built form and
provides a transition to any adjacent low-rise neighbourhoods.

Old Lakeshore Road

• 6 to 15 storeys

Out of scope - no change to adopted Official Plan
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Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown Policies in
the Adopted Official Plan - Public Engagement Plan
Background
An Official Plan (OP) is a statutory document that describes the city’s long-term
land use and infrastructure strategy, dealing with issues such as the form and
location of new housing, industries, offices, shops and elements of complete
communities like parks and open space. In April 2018, City Council adopted a new
Official Plan for Burlington.
Earlier this year, Burlington City Council voted to re-examine the policies in the
adopted Official Plan, specifically the policies for downtown Burlington. Over the
next few months, the City of Burlington will be looking for your feedback and ideas
to help refine and improve the downtown policies. This is your opportunity to help
shape the policies that will guide development in the downtown, including the
height and density of buildings. To learn more about the project, check out the work
plan report posted in the documents library on the Get Involved Burlington webpage.
To include as many voices as possible in this important conversation about the
future of the downtown, the City will be hosting several public engagement
activities designed to give the community an opportunity to provide meaningful
input. The input that is gathered will inform a staff recommendation to Burlington
City Council in January 2020. Based on the direction received from Council, City
staff will return to Council in March 2020 with recommendations for revised draft
policies for the downtown.
Engaging people on issues that affect their lives and their city is a key component
of democratic society. Public involvement encourages participation, actions and
personal responsibility. Burlington’s commitment to public engagement is reflected
in its Community Engagement Charter, adopted by City Council. The Charter
establishes the commitments, responsibilities and concepts of the relationship
between the City of Burlington and the citizens of Burlington related to public
engagement. The goal of community engagement is to lead to more informed and,
therefore, better decision-making.

The following plan provides a roadmap of the engagement activities that will
take place over the next few months, highlighting at which points in the process
engagement will take place, who will be engaged and the level of engagement.
The plan also clearly defines which aspects of the process the City and public
can influence throughout the discussion. To assist in creating this plan, the City
reached out to some of the community groups and members who participated in
the previous engagement for the adopted Official Plan and discussions about the
downtown. Through a guided discussion, these groups and individuals shared their
input about the types of public engagement and communications approaches they
felt would be effective in reaching a broad section of participants in the engagement
about the re-examination of the downtown policies in the adopted Official Plan. The
feedback they shared was captured by City staff and is reflected in this plan. Details
of the themes captured during this engagement are available in Appendix B. A draft
of the engagement plan was shared with all groups who met with the City to ensure
the themes were captured correctly and further feedback was considered in the
finalization of the plan.
A companion piece to this Engagement Plan is “Taking a Closer Look at the
Downtown: What You Need to Know” is available at getinvolvedburlington.ca. This
background document covers the history of this project and the process the City is
currently undertaking to re-examine the downtown policies in the adopted Official Plan.

Project Overview
•

On Feb. 7, 2019, Burlington City Council voted to re-examine the policies in
Burlington’s Official Plan, which was adopted in April 2018.

•

On Monday, March 18, 2019, City staff and members of Burlington City Council
discussed the scope of work for further study at a Committee of the Whole
workshop. Through the discussion it was identified that, while Council supports
many of the policies in the adopted Official Plan, an area that requires targeted
reconsideration is the Downtown Precinct Plan.

•

On May 27, 2019 Council approved the work plan report and terms of reference
for the scoped re-examination of the adopted Official Plan.

•

On June 11, 2019, a Committee of the Whole workshop was held to assist in the
creation of a community engagement plan for the scoped re-examination of the
adopted Official Plan.
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Decision Statement

Objectives of Engagement

At the beginning of an engagement process, it is helpful to know, “what is the
decision to be made?” The decision statement clearly identifies:

The following objectives provide a clear understanding of what the public
engagement will strive to achieve through the community discussion about the
downtown policies in the adopted Official Plan:

•

What decision needs to be made

•

Who is the decision maker

•

When the decision is required.

By March 2020, Burlington City Council will vote to endorse changes to the policies
in Burlington’s adopted Official Plan that guide development in the downtown,
including the height and density of buildings. Any changes endorsed by Burlington
City Council will then be forwarded to Halton Region for review and approval.

•

Provide relevant information about the project, decision-making process and
how the public can provide input and feedback;

•

Provide multiple channels for people to provide meaningful input, both online
and in person, at appropriate decision points;

•

Create an ongoing record of what is said during engagements and make it
available to the public throughout the process, so they can track the progress
of the project, including reports back to the community to highlight how
feedback was or was not incorporated into the final recommendation to
Council;

•

Gather meaningful input from members of the community whose voices are
historically underrepresented in conversations about city issues;

•

Establish getinvolvedburlington.ca as the main online platform for up-to-date
information about the project and upcoming engagement opportunities;

•

Use clear, plain language to inform the public about which aspects of the
process are out of our control and cannot be influenced.

Summary of Stakeholders
A stakeholder is anyone who has an interest or concern about a specific topic. In
determining who the stakeholders are for the re-examination of the downtown
policies, a mapping process was used to capture all the people who are affected by
this work, those who have influence or power over the work and those that have an
interest in its outcome. More than 100 groups and individuals were identified, in the
following categories:
•

Residents and resident groups

•

Indigenous Communities

•

Community organizations; special interest, advocacy, and activism groups

•

Businesses and business groups

•

Development industry

•

Government and public service providers (internal and external)

•

City Citizen Advisory Committees and arms-length city agencies

•

Private and non-profit community service providers

•

Elected officials

•

Media

2

Project Milestones and Engagement Level
At its meeting on May 27, 2019, City Council approved the work plan for the
re-examination of the downtown policies in the adopted Official Plan. The
key milestones for the project are presented below. For each milestone, the
engagement plan identifies where public input will take place, who will be involved
in the engagement and what level of engagement will occur. The different levels
of engagement are based on the International Association of Public Participation
(IAP2)’s Public Participation Spectrum, which is also a component of Burlington’s
Community Engagement Charter.
*The shaded areas in the table below indicate project milestones where significant
public engagement opportunities will take place.
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Timing (WHEN)

Milestone

Message (WHAT)

Stakeholders (WHO)

Level of Engagement

July 2– 16, 2019

1A) Engagement Plan

Develop the engagement plan with
input from key stakeholders

Community groups and individuals who
participated in previous engagement for
adopted Official Plan:
• Charter Action Team
• Engaged Citizens of Burlington (ECOB)
• Members of Burlington’s Citizen
Advisory Committees
• Halton-Hamilton Home Builders
Association (HHHBA)
• Members of Burlington City Council

Consult with ECOB,
Charter Action Team,
Citizen Advisory
Committees, HHHBA

Develop the engagement plan through
pre-engagement with key stakeholders

Involve/Collaborate
with City Council

1B) Report back to participants about how their feedback was or was not incorporated into the engagement plan and why
Early August,
2019

2) Release engagement plan and
background information about the
project to the public

Share information about the history
and importance of the project as well
as the finalized engagement and
communication plan

Individuals and groups interested and
affected by the re-examination of the
downtown policies

Inform

Mid to late
August 2019

3A) Identify what’s important to the
community about the downtown and
use these themes to guide the creation
of two concepts that will show how the
downtown could look.

Lead interactive public engagement
opportunities for the community to
share what matters most to them when
it comes to downtown Burlington.
Gather feedback to inform the creation
of two concepts

Individuals and groups interested and
affected by the re-examination of the
downtown policies

Involve/Collaborate

3B) Report back to the public about how their input was or was not used in the creation of the two concepts and why
October to early
November 2019

4A) Review and evaluate the two
concepts of the downtown. Release
technical reports.

Lead interactive public engagement
Individuals and groups interested and
opportunities for community to review affected by the re-examination of the
the two concepts and select the
downtown policies
elements they want to see in downtown
Burlington. Feedback gathered will be
used to inform a revised downtown
concept that will go forward to Council
as a recommendation.

Involve/Collaborate

4B) Report back to the public about how their feedback can or cannot contribute to development of the recommended concept and why
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Timing (WHEN)

Milestone

Message (WHAT)

Stakeholders (WHO)

Level of Engagement

Early December
2019

4C) Council meeting to share
information and receive further
feedback

Hold a Council workshop to share the
feedback that has been received on the
two concepts, analysis of the feedback,
and present how the project will move
forward.

Burlington City Council; individuals
and groups interested and affected by
the re-examination of the downtown
policies

Consult

December 2019
and January
2020

5A) Recommend a concept of the
downtown to City Council

a) Present the recommended concept
of the downtown to City Council
b) Council to decide on
recommendation with opportunities
for the public to delegate

Burlington City Council, individuals
and groups interested and affected by
the re-examination of the downtown
policies

Inform
Consult

5B) Report back to the public about Council’s decision
January to
February 2020

6) Finalize technical work

Based on the direction from Council,
City staff will implement modifications
to the downtown policies that Council
adopted in 2018

n/a

n/a (no engagement)

January to
February 2020

7) Prepare changes to the adopted
Official Plan

n/a
Based on the direction from Council,
City staff will work to revise the policies
in the adopted Official Plan related to
the downtown

n/a (no engagement)

March 2020

8A) Present changes to Council

Staff will present recommended policy
modifications to City Council for
endorsement. Members of the public
may delegate at this meeting.

Burlington City Council, individuals
and groups interested and affected by
the re-examination of the downtown
policies

Consult

8B) Report back to the public about Council’s decision
April 2020

9) Forward the proposed modifications Halton Region to review and consider
n/a
to the adopted Official Plan that were
Burlington’s revised adopted Official Plan
endorsed by City Council to Halton Region
10) Report back to the public about Halton Region’s decision and next steps for the adopted Official Plan

4
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Inform

Policies and Factors That Cannot be Influenced
In every public engagement process, it is important to be aware of the things
that cannot be influenced: either because they are beyond the City’s control (for
example things that are required by regional or provincial policy or law), or because
they are outside the scope of the project as set out in the Council-approved work
plan. In discussing the refinement of the downtown policies in the adopted Official
Plan, the following aspects of the project are considered ‘givens’ and will not be
included in engagement activities:
1.

The re-examination is focused on the downtown only, not the whole city.

8. Although City Council must endorse any modifications to the adopted Official
Plan, Halton Region is the authority that will decide whether to grant final
approval to any modifications endorsed by the City.
9. Modifications must be endorsed by City Council by March 2020.
10. The City does not have control over the speed of change related to
development, e.g. property owners are guided by market forces and planning
policies in deciding when and if they will redevelop their property.
11. The re-examination is a policy exercise and will not address the design of
individual buildings.

2. Planning policy is guided by various legislative requirements and policy
documents, such as the Planning Act, Provincial Policy Statement, provincial
plans, the Halton Region Official Plan, Bill 108, and the Metrolinx Regional
Transportation Plan. These legislative requirements include policies for the Urban
Growth Centre (UGC), Major Transit Station Areas (MTSAs), and Mobility Hubs.

12. Through policies and actions, the City of Burlington guides city building,
however, it is property owners that construct the buildings and design the sites
that support city-building objectives.

City Council has directed staff to report back on any changes to the Urban
Growth Centre and Major Transit Area designations after the completion of the
Official Plan and Interim Control By-law studies. This analysis will not form part
of the current project.

The strategies that will be used for public involvement to re-examine the
downtown policies directly reflect the feedback provided to the City in July, from
the community groups and members who participated in the previous engagement
for the adopted Official Plan. The input provided encouraged the City to provide
engagement opportunities that allow for smaller, two-way discussions with the
community and to ensure online options were available for those who are unable to
attend in-person meetings. Details of the themes captured during this engagement
are available in Appendix B.

3. The scope of work, timing and resources, including the terms of reference,
has been approved by Council through staff report PB-47-19, including the
development of two land-use concepts as a starting point for the conversation
with the community. Please refer to the terms of reference and the work plan
report to understand what will not be discussed as part of this project, e.g. the
Old Lakeshore Road precinct and the Downtown Waterfront Hotel.

Forms of Engagement and Communication to the Public

4. Previous development approvals will not be revoked.
5. The proposed downtown plan and policies must be developed with the
objective of being able to withstand possible appeals to the Local Planning
Appeal Tribunal (LPAT).
6. The basis of the re-examination is the adopted Official Plan, not the current,
in-effect Official Plan.
7. The Interim Control Bylaw (ICBL) Land Use Study and the Integrated Mobility
Plan are separate studies, distinct from the re-examination of the adopted
Official Plan. The Mobility Hubs study, also separate, is currently on hold.
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Timing (WHEN)

Milestone

Stakeholders (WHO)

Form of Involvement

Form of Communication

July 2 – 16, 2019

1A) Engagement Plan

Community groups and individuals
who participated in previous
engagement for adopted Official
Plan (as above)

• In-person meetings with guided
discussion (see Appendix A)

• Email, phone

Develop the engagement plan with
input from key stakeholders

• Online survey to Citizen Advisory
Committees

1B) Report back to participants about how their feedback was or was not incorporated into the engagement and
communications plan and why
Early August,
2019

2) Release engagement plan and
background information about the
project to the public

Individuals and groups interested
and affected by the re-examination
of the downtown policies

Mid to late
August 2019

3A) Identify what’s important to the Individuals and groups interested
and affected by the re-examination
community about the downtown
and use these themes to guide the of the downtown policies
creation of two concepts that will
show how the downtown could
look.

• Information posted to Get
Involved Burlington website

• Get Involved Burlington survey
platform
• email
• Media release, city website, social
media posts, Get Involved
newsletter, Councillor
newsletters and social media
channels, posters and TV screens
in city facilities, newspaper ad in
Burlington Post

• Two community workshops about • Media release, city website, social
the downtown, featuring 2-way
media posts, Get Involved
newsletter, Councillor newsletters
conversation to learn about what
matters most to the community
and social media channels,
posters and TV screens in city
• Online survey coordinated with
facilities, newspaper and online
same questions from workshops
ads in Burlington Post
on Get Involved Burlington
website

• Pop-up events
3B) Report back to the public about how their input was or was not used in the creation of the two concepts and
why

6

• Media release, city website, social
media posts, Get Involved
newsletter, Councillor newsletters
and social media channels
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Timing (WHEN)

Milestone

Stakeholders (WHO)

October to early
November 2019

4A) Review and evaluate the two
Individuals and groups interested
concepts of the downtown. Release and affected by the re-examination
technical reports
of the downtown policies

Form of Involvement

Form of Communication

• Two community workshops about • Media release, city website, social
the downtown, to discuss options
media posts, Get Involved
for the future of the Downtown
newsletter, Councillor newsletters
and social media channels,
using a variety of tools including
posters and TV screens in city
visualization and models, featuring
facilities, newspaper and online
2-way conversation to understand
more about the community
ads in Burlington Post, direct mail
to Burlington homes
response to the range of elements
found within the 2 concepts.
• Online survey coordinated with
same questions from workshops
on Get Involved Burlington
website
• Pop-up events

4B) Report back to the public about how their feedback can or cannot contribute to development of the
recommended concept and why

• Media release, city website, social
media posts, Get Involved
newsletter, Councillor newsletters
and social media channels

Early December
2019

4C) Council meeting to share
information and receive further
feedback

City Council; individuals and groups Consultation with Council
interested and affected by the
re-examination of the downtown
policies

• Media release, city website, social
media posts, Get Involved
newsletter, Councillor newsletters
and social media channels, and
newspaper ads.

December 2019
and January
2020

5A) Recommend a concept of the
downtown to City Council

Burlington City Council, individuals
and groups interested and affected
by the re-examination of the
downtown policies

• Media release, city website, social
media posts, Get Involved
newsletter, Councillor newsletters
and social media channels

Delegations from the public

5B) Report back to the public about Council’s decision

January to
February 2020

6) Finalize technical work

n/a

• Media release, city website, social
media posts, Get Involved
newsletter, Councillor newsletters
and social media channels
n/a

n/a
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Timing (WHEN)

Milestone

Stakeholders (WHO)

Form of Involvement

Form of Communication

January to
February 2020

7) Prepare changes to the adopted
Official Plan

n/a

n/a

n/a

March 2020

8A) Present changes to Council for
endorsement

Burlington City Council, individuals
and groups interested and affected
by the re-examination of the
downtown policies

Delegations from the public

• Media release, city website, social
media posts, Get Involved
newsletter, Councillor newsletters
and social media channels

8B) Report back to the public about Council’s decision

April 2020

9) Forward the proposed
modifications to the adopted
Official Plan that were endorsed by
City Council to Halton Region

n/a

• Media release, city website, social
media posts, Get Involved
newsletter, Councillor newsletters
and social media channels,
posters and TV screens in city
facilities, newspaper and online
ads in Burlington Post
n/a

10) Report back to the public about Halton Region’s decision and next steps for the adopted Official Plan

8

n/a

• Media release, city website, social
media posts, Get Involved
newsletter, Councillor newsletters
and social media channels,
posters and TV screens in city
facilities, newspaper and online
ads in Burlington Post
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How the City Will Collect and Respond to Feedback
Throughout the engagement process, City staff will diligently collect and record all
input provided by stakeholders. All input will be recorded by theme into response
tables, showing in detail how the comments were considered and how they did or
did not shape the study process, the modifications proposed to Council, and why.
For an example of how the City will respond to feedback throughout the process
please see Appendix B for a detailed list of the input collected in the pre-engagement
process and how it informed the development of this engagement plan.

Evaluating the Public Engagement Process
To assist in measuring how the public participation contributed to the project decision
to be made, the following will be used to evaluate the public participation process.
1.

Once the project is complete, measure the degree to which community
members felt they:
a. Understood the project’s process and its limitations
b. Understood how the feedback they provided influenced the outcome of the
City Council submission to Halton Region.

2. Evaluate each form of engagement.
How did each of the engagement approaches used help to achieve the
engagement objectives?
3. Analyze how the feedback received about the forms of engagement impacted
the overall public participation process as the project moved forward.

List of Appendices
A. Guided Discussion Document (Milestone 1)
B. What We Heard During Pre-engagement (Milestone 1)
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Appendix A - Guided Discussion Document
Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown Policies in
the Adopted Official Plan - Public Engagement Plan
Introduction
Over the next few months, the City of Burlington is re-examining the downtown
policies in the City’s adopted Official Plan. City staff have direction from Council to
engage the community in this work.
To make the engagement plan the best possible, we need your help to create an
engagement and communication plan that will encourage a broad section of the

community to participate and have their say. In re-examining the adopted Official
Plan, the City wants to hear from all interested in the project and/or affected by the
outcome, including those that were not represented in the previous engagement on
the adopted Official Plan.

Why we are here today
For today’s discussion, there are a few things that are helpful to remember. Council
has directed staff to complete the re-examination, including the following project
milestones:
Today, we are at Milestone 1 and we are seeking your input on the development of
the engagement and communication plan.

Project Milestones

Goal

1.

Develop the engagement plan with input ECOB, ChAT, Existing City Citizen
from key stakeholders
Advisory Committees + Council

Collaborate with Council
Consult with ECOB, ChAT, Citizen
Advisory Committees

2. Technical background work +
introduction to the project

Share information about the history
and importance of the project as well
as the finalized engagement and
communication plan

Those interested and affected by the
re-examination

Inform (no engagement)

3. Develop two land-use scenarios
for downtown, as a starting point
for the conversation with the
community

Get input to develop criteria for the
development of the two land-use
scenarios

Those interested and affected by the
re-examination

Involve/Collaborate

4. Review and evaluate the two landuse scenarios

Use scenarios as starting point for a
discussion with the community. Input
and ideas will be used to determine a
preferred scenario.

Those interested and affected by the
re-examination

Involve/Collaborate

5. Recommend a preferred land-use
scenario

Council + those interested and affected
Present recommended land-use
by the re-examination
scenario to Council
Council decision on final land-use
scenario and opportunities for the public
to delegate

Engagement Plan
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Who

Level of Engagement on IAP2 Spectrum

Inform (no engagement)
Consult
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Project Milestones

Goal

Who

Level of Engagement on IAP2 Spectrum

6. Finalize technical work

Final adjustments made on
recommended land-use scenario based
on Council decision

Council + those interested and affected
by the re-examination

Inform (no engagement)

7. City staff prepares modifications to
the adopted Official Plan

Staff make written changes required in
adopted Official Plan

n/a

n/a (no engagement)

8. Modifications

City Council endorses changes to
adopted Official Plan. Opportunities
provided for the public to delegate

Council + those interested and affected
by the re-examination

Consult

9. Forward revised plan to Halton
Region

Halton Region to review and consider
through the approval process for the
City of Burlington adopted Official Plan.

n/a

n/a (no engagement)

10. Communicate results

Share results of Council’s endorsed
Council + those interested and affected
changes + results of re-examination, e.g. by the re-examination
Halton Region’s decision.

Inform (no engagement)

Project Givens

7. The Interim Control ByLaw (ICBL) Land Use Study is a separate study

Now that you know what is up for discussion, we also want you to know what is not
up for discussion. We think these points are important in order to be up front about
which aspects of this process cannot be influenced.

8. Halton Region is the authority that approves the City’s Official Plan and decides
whether to approve any modifications endorsed by the City

1.

10. The City doesn’t have control over the speed of change related to development,
e.g. developers are guided by market forces.

The re-examination is focused on the downtown only, not the whole city

2. Planning policy is guided by legislative requirements, such as Provincial Policy
Statement, provincial plans including Urban Growth Centre policies, Halton
Region Official Plan, Bill 108, Big Move/Metrolinx

9. Modifications must be endorsed by City Council by March 2020

3. The scope of work, timing and resources including the terms of reference,
has been approved by Council through staff report PB-47-18, including the
development of two land use scenarios as a starting point for the conversation
with the community
4. Previous development approvals will not be revoked
5. The proposed downtown plan and policies must be developed with the
objective of being able to withstand possible appeals to the LPAT
6. The basis of the re-examination is the adopted Official Plan, not the current,
in-effect Official Plan
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Discussion

2. Ways to Engage

1. Scope of Engagement
•

Through discussions at Council meetings, Council has identified a list of
topics that need to be included in the engagement with the community.
These topics are listed below.

Looking at the direction from Council, we want to talk to you today about
techniques, tools and communication approaches that will help ensure broad
participation in the re-examination.
Milestone 3: Develop two land-use scenarios for downtown

•

The height of buildings

•

Density of development

What:	Gather input to develop criteria for the two land-use scenarios which will
be used as a starting point for the conversation.

•

Location of intensification

Who:	Those interested and affected by the re-examination

•

Degree of change

When:	Mid-July – mid-August 2019

•

Options and trade-offs

How:	Involve and Collaborate

•

The development of policies that ensure development respects and
maintains downtown Burlington’s identity/sense of place, and its role as a
shared core area for all residents of the City

•

Which of the engagement techniques in the chart on the right do you
feel would be most successful in gathering representative input from the
community?

•

How the downtown connects/relates to the rest of the City

•

Can you think of any others?

•

The use of mechanisms to achieve desired amenities and infrastructure
(including office space, retail space, affordable housing, seniors’ housing,
parks, open space, street trees, public spaces)

Milestone 4: Review two land-use scenarios

•

The approach to policy development, e.g. the use of strictly defined
development maximums or flexible development ranges

•

Compatibility with established neighbourhoods that surround the
downtown

•

The development of policies to protect the waterfront, small retail spaces,
and cultural heritage resources.

What:	Use scenarios as starting point for a discussion with the community.
Input and ideas will be used to determine a preferred scenario.
Who:

When: Late September to early December 2019
How:
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Involve/Collaborate

•

Which of the engagement techniques in the chart on the right do you
feel would be most successful in gathering representative input from the
community?

•

Can you think of any others?

Please share your thoughts on this list.
Are there items missing?

Those interested and affected by the re-examination
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Engagement techniques to consider:
Focus group-small group discussion designed to listen
and gather info.
Existing Citizen’s Advisory Committees
Online polling

Kitchen Table Talks/Coffee Klatches – informal
gathering for coffee and conversation
Group workbooks – guided discussion book used to
gather feedback.
Ideation – ideas or concepts submitted by the public

World cafes – groups of people discuss a topic at
several tables, with individuals switching tables.

Pop-up events – spontaneous location to gather
feedback.

Events where people gather – e.g. community centres,
parks etc.
Charettes – a visual workshop with the aim of
developing a design or vision for a project.

Surveys
Feedback frames – anonymous voting on ideas

3. Additional Questions
•

Thinking of the ideas you’ve provided; can you give us some guidance on time
of day and days of the week that you think would be the most successful for
gathering representative input from the community?

•

To provide as many people as possible the opportunity to participate in the reexamination of the downtown policies, can you share ideas for communication
approaches and outreach techniques that would be successful in reaching a broad
section of the community? Have you seen other approaches that worked well?

•

What would a successful engagement look like to you?

•

In your opinion, is there any communication approach that should be avoided?

Get Involved Burlington platform
getinvolvedburlington.ca
Crowd sourcing
Workshops – a group of people engaged in a discussion
& activities on a particular subject.
Appreciative inquiry – a facilitated process to discover
past and current best practices to inform future
decisions.
Round tables – a facilitated discussion on a given topic
in a short amount of time.
OTHER – what’s your idea?

Thank you for your participation.
The ideas and feedback you shared today will be used by City
staff to create an engagement and communication plan for the
re-examination of the adopted Official Plan.
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Appendix B - What we heard during Pre-engagement
Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown Policies in
the Adopted Official Plan - Public Engagement Plan
From July 2 to July 17, staff met with a variety of key stakeholders in order to support
the creation of an engagement and communication plan that will encourage a broad
section of the community to participate and have their say.
Staff met with engaged citizens, the City’s Charter Action Team, representatives
from Engaged Citizens of Burlington, and representatives from Hamilton-Halton
Feedback
Feedback Detail
Theme
It is critical to be clear about the process including
expectations related to engagement.

Home Builders Association. In addition, all Citizen Advisory Committees were
provided a link to a survey to provide input in the pre-engagement process. Oneon-one meetings with Councillors and the Mayor were also held to share feedback
received to date and gather additional input.
The feedback has been organized into a number of themes and the action related to
how this feedback will be reflected in the engagement plan has also been identified.
A draft of the engagement plan was released to all pre-engagement participants on
July 25, 2019. All comments received on the draft were incorporated into the final
version of the engagement plan and this appendix.

City’s Approach to Respond
The background report, “Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: What You Need to Know”
will define the context of the project, the project milestones and the relationship to the
Engagement Plan.

PROCESS

The Engagement Plan focuses on the techniques associated with Milestone 3 and 4.
The description of the milestone provides sufficient information to be clear about the
objective of the engagement for a given milestone. For example, in several interviews, the
concern that milestone 4 would be a vote on a preferred scenario was commonly heard.
Milestone 4 is framed in the project process and the engagement plan as conversation
based on two concepts, rather than a choice between two concepts.
It is important to reference the Engagement Charter

The engagement plan will make clear reference to the Engagement Charter and how it was
followed in preparation of the engagement plan.

The timing of the project is very aggressive. This was a
concern last time and continues to be a concern for many
participants in pre-engagement.

Routine and continuous feedback loops will keep those interested in the project updated
as to how feedback heard has influenced the understanding of the progress to date. It is
acknowledged that the time frame is brief. It is also acknowledged that the public and staff
have the benefit of the work and the feedback collected to date through the Downtown Area
Specific Plan. This work will build on that solid foundation.

One pre-engagement participant commented that the tight
timeline is favourable as it clearly lays out expectations and
will keep everyone moving forward.
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COMMUNICATION

PROCESS

Feedback
Feedback Detail
Theme

City’s Approach to Respond

Some participants expressed concern that insufficient
resources had been allocated to the project, and that in
combination with the amount of time allocated, this could
lead to an imperfect engagement process.

The time and resources allocated to the project were approved by Council in the project
work plan (May 2019) and are identified in the Engagement Plan as givens. The project team
will work with the available time and resources to conduct the best possible engagement
process, ensuring that as many people as possible are given the opportunity to participate.

It is important to build buy-in to the process.

The pre-engagement exercise is an important first step in building buy-in on the project
process and approach. Expectations about the process will be communicated throughout.
Concerns that are raised about approach will be dealt with as they arise through feedback.

It is important that staff share technical reports with the
public as they become available

Staff will share the technical reports as part of milestone 4

Choice of language is very important. Using planning jargon
should be avoided in favour of plain language. Consider
attaching a glossary of terms.

The Engagement Plan and the Background Report have adopted a plain language approach
including names for milestones that are clear and understandable.

It is important to set clear expectations about how the
public can expect to hear about how the feedback received
influenced the project, or if the feedback received could not
influence the project, why it could not. Need a commitment to
communicating feedback.

The Engagement Plan will establish expectations about the feedback loop. This
development of the Engagement Plan and this Appendix is the first demonstration of the
influence that feedback has had on the project. This also provides the opportunity to ensure
the subtleties of a comment have been accurately captured.

A number of key messages need to be reinforced including:

Several additional givens have been included in the Engagement Plan.

•

The future design of buildings cannot be determined
during this project. Guidance for design comes in part
from Official Plan policies, zoning regulations and a
variety of design guidelines.

Project communications will include necessary background information to generate
understanding of the planning process and the legislation that governs it, as it relates to
this project.

•

Developers build the buildings and take the risks; the City
guides city-building.

•

Amendments to the Official Plan and the Zoning Bylaw
are always contemplated in land use planning, and such
amendments are not a failure of a policy framework.

Dialogue throughout will be used to build mutual understanding and trust.
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EXPECTATION
SETTING

INCLUSIVE

COMMUNICATION

Feedback
Feedback Detail
Theme

City’s Approach to Respond

When posing questions take care to ensure they are
communicated neutrally and ensure there is enough latitude
for responses. Engagement should seek to understand
and respond to public feedback, rather than to attempt to
influence public opinion.

Plain language will be used in developing surveys. Testing of key surveys or questions will
be used, where possible. Response guidance will not be designed to limit responses, in
appreciation of the various issues to be considered.

Direct mailings were often highlighted as an important way to
connect with new and diverse groups.

The City Talk engagement edition delivered in July/August highlighted this project.

The engagement plan must provide the opportunity for as
many people as possible to be engaged in the project.

The Engagement Plan proposes the development of a layered approach that:

Direct mailings will be considered as a potential communication method.
•

Invites engaged volunteers

•

targets those typically hard to reach

•

replicated in digital format

•

replicated in paper format

City-wide engagement is important.

The Engagement Plan and the proposed tactics will include meetings and pop-up
engagements in the Downtown and throughout all other wards.

Remove barriers and utilize tactics to engage groups that are
traditionally underrepresented in City engagements, including
youth, young families, commuters, lower-income residents,
and members of ethnic/cultural minorities.

Specific tactics will be used to remove barriers and create a welcoming atmosphere
to support engagement. Efforts will be made to proactively reach out to historically
underrepresented groups.

In general, it is valuable to see the givens listed. There are
a lot of messages embedded within each of the givens and
clarity may be required.

The Background Report includes a wide range of pieces of context to support a more
detailed understanding of the givens and the project.

Several new givens were highlighted to be considered for
addition or modification- see above.

Additional givens have been included in the Engagement Plan.
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Example tactics may include pop-up events at commuter transit stations and recreation
facilities, as well as partnering with local schools, faith organizations, cultural organizations,
and non-profit service providers.
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Feedback
Feedback Detail
Theme

BUILDING UNDERSTANDING

EXPECTATION SETTING

Success was defined by the respondents in a number of ways:
•

the project was informed by diverse opinions from new
or typically under-represented groups. Supported by
information about demographics, where possible.

•

the project supported opportunities for direct, personal
discussions.

•

the project results in a direction that allows the city to
build forward momentum on other priorities.

•

the project was informed by focused, relevant feedback.

•

the project received media coverage that supports people
in understanding how the project evolved.

City’s Approach to Respond
The Engagement Plan establishes a set of evaluation questions to get at a number of these
dimensions of measuring success.

Be clear about what can be reasonably accomplished given
the time constraints of the project.

The Engagement Plan attempts to describe in sufficient detail the commitment to the public
and the objectives of the engagement plan. Clarity about commitment will ensure that
expectations are clear.

Not a one-time endeavor.

The Engagement Plan identifies how the project details including the project givens and
feedback will be used to communicate the project’s progress and help interested and
affected parties track how feedback influenced the plan. The Engagement Plan proposes a
commitment to communicating where we began, where we are including how we got there,
and where we will go next.

Be careful to avoid a “show and tell” feeling. It must be
The Engagement Plan outlines the degree of engagement for each project milestone, in
clearly communicated that interested and affected parties are accordance with IAP2 and the City’s Engagement Charter. The Engagement Plan outlines
engaged in a dialogue.
that engagement on the land use scenarios will be at an “Involve/Collaborate” level rather
than an “Inform” level.
Provide visualization tools such as a 3D-model to show
change.

Staff will employ a variety of tools and opportunities, including visualization and digital
models to help participants understand what the potential future could look like at the
street level in the downtown. The dynamic nature of a digital model allows for flexibility and
variety throughout discussions.
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BUILDING UNDERSTANDING

Feedback
Feedback Detail
Theme

City’s Approach to Respond

Roles and Responsibilities
• role of the public
• role of the planner
• role of City Council
• role of the Region of Halton
• role of the development industry/builders

A brief info sheet has been developed to discuss the roles and responsibilities in relation to
this project and to planning in general. This information will be posted on the Get Involved
webpage.

Several participants expressed that there would be value
in the City providing a “Planning 101” information package,
similar to the staff presentation to Planning & Development
Committee in December 2018, that will help the public to
understand the planning process/framework within which
Burlington planning decisions are made.

City staff acknowledge the positive feedback on the presentation to Planning &
Development Committee in December 2018. Staff agree that it would be beneficial, both
for the current project and in general, to raise public awareness of the Ontario planning
framework that guides Burlington’s planning decisions.

All participants who raised this point specifically used the
words “public education”, although some participants made
the distinction that the desire is for the City to educate the
public on the general planning process (beyond the scope
of the current project), not for the City to educate the public
in such a way as to influence public opinion, for example by
advocating for the merits of certain types of development.
New topics / topics that need to have more profile
•

Climate lens

•

Major Transit Station Areas and Mobility Hubs

•

Distinguishing Policy Issues from Implementation Issues

•

Trade-offs and options. Avoid oversimplifying discussion
to height alone.
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Staff note that a difficulty in creating such an education piece is the need for continuous
updates. The information presented to P&D Committee in December is already outdated due
to changes to provincial policy, and further changes are expected in the coming months.
Development of a general “Planning 101” information package is considered to be out
of scope of the current project, and unfeasible given the time and resources currently
allocated. However, the Background Memo for the current project does contain the
information needed for the public to understand the planning framework as it applies to the
current project. Furthermore, staff have prepared a “Roles and Responsibilities” information
sheet that further explains the roles of various players within the planning framework, again
as they apply to the current project.
Discussion of these topics will be presented to varying degrees in the Background Report
and throughout the project.
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Feedback
Feedback Detail
Theme
Diverse opinions about the value of pop-up engagement
approaches. Many cautioned against these types of
approaches as input may not be as comprehensive as using
other approaches. Others highlighted the need for the City
to “go to the public” rather than expect the public to “come
to the City”, and suggested pop ups are an effective way to
expand awareness and draw in new interested groups.

City’s Approach to Respond
The Engagement Plan proposes the development of a layered approach that will include
pop up engagements. The tactics however will not focus on major festivals and instead will
target public gatherings where participants will have time and interest to engage.

ENGAGEMENT APPROACHES

Existing Citizen Advisory Committees are well positioned to be Existing Citizen Advisory Committees will be engaged throughout.
engaged.
The recent success of the Citizen Action Labs was often
referenced as a productive tool.

Staff acknowledge the widespread positive feedback on the recent Citizen Action Labs
engagement and are currently examining this precedent to determine what aspects are
applicable and transferable to the current project.

Small discussions and collaborative discussion-based
sessions were often referenced.

In planning specific tactics opportunities for small discussions and collaboration will be
considered.

Cater to all with a wide variety of options including in-person
and online. In the case of in-person opportunities, ensure a
wide range of locations, times and days to cater to diverse
participants.

In scheduling specific tactics including pop up sessions, consideration will be made to
ensure diverse options exist to be engaged.

Statistically significant or scientific approaches including the
use of Artificial Intelligence tools should be used to report on
the validity of the feedback.

It is not feasible to achieve statistically significant response rates to engagement initiatives,
due to timing and budget constraints, as well as the self-selection that is inherent in
respondents (i.e.: people interested in the project will respond in greater numbers).
While acknowledging these limitations, staff will endeavour to seek out diverse public
input by: promoting widespread awareness of the project and its impact on all parties;
providing opportunities for as many people as possible to participate in the engagement
process; making additional efforts to facilitate the equitable involvement of historically
disadvantaged or underrepresented groups.

Face-to-face communication including canvassing should be
considered.

In planning specific tactics, opportunities for face-to-face interactions will be considered.
However, given the time and budget constraints of this project, it will not be possible to
canvass door to door.
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ENGAGEMENT APPROACHES

Feedback
Feedback Detail
Theme
Volunteer groups could assist in the dissemination of project
information and collection of feedback. This suggestion was
made with an acknowledgement that it would be necessary
to ensure that volunteer bias could not influence public
feedback.

City’s Approach to Respond
Volunteer recruitment and training is not feasible given the time and resource constraints
associated with this project.
Staff believe that the involvement of volunteers in the collection of public feedback is not
desirable; however, staff welcome the involvement of community champions who may
volunteer to raise community awareness of the project, for example by directing members of
the public to the project’s Get Involved webpage.
Staff also wish to acknowledge the role of volunteers (key stakeholders) who have shaped
the project through their involvement in the pre-engagement process.

Citizen Jury or other randomized selection gets away from
relying strictly on those who are interested in volunteering.
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Staff acknowledge that randomly selecting participants is one way to seek out diverse
opinions. Given a limited time and budget staff will be taking a layered approach that:
•

Invites engaged volunteers

•

targets those typically hard to reach

•

replicated in digital format

•

replicated in paper format
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Public Engagement Plan - Notes and Comments
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Introduction

1.1

What is the Purpose of this Report?

This report is provided on behalf of the City of Burlington by SGL Planning and Design
Inc. It is the first step in the re-examination of the Official Plan, and it is intended to
provide you with a guide to the background to the City’s Official Plan (OP) Policies for
the Downtown and the process the City is currently undertaking to re-examine the
Downtown OP Policies. The report:
•

provides background on how we got here;

•

describes the objectives of the draft Downtown Precinct Plan;

•

describes the Official Plan re-examination process;

•

summarizes the public events during the OP process and what was heard;

•

describes the key Provincial, Regional and City policies that determine what can
happen in the downtown;

•

explains the connection to other ongoing projects;

•

describes the purpose of the Engagement Plan; and

•

sets out the next steps.

A companion piece to this report is the Public Engagement Plan. It provides a roadmap
of the engagement activities that will take place over the next few months, highlighting
at which points in the process engagement will take place, who will be engaged and the
level of engagement. The plan also clearly defines which aspects of the process the
City and public can influence throughout the discussion.

1.2

Why is the City Re-examining the Adopted Official Plan?

On February 7, 2019 Burlington City Council voted to re-examine the policies in the
adopted Official Plan. The approved Council motion directs Burlington’s Director of City
Building to commence a process to re-examine the policies of the Official Plan in their
entirety as they relate to matters of height and intensity and conformity with provincial
density targets.
A Council workshop was held on March 18, 2019 to obtain further Council feedback on
this direction. Council’s further feedback resulted in focusing the work on the
Downtown and on refinements to the Neighbourhood Centres policies.
A work plan for re-examining the Official Plan policies was presented by City Staff to
Planning and Development Committee on May 21, 2019 and approved by Burlington
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City Council on May 27, 2019. The work plan is further described in Section 2.4 of this
Memo.
The outcome of this work will be modified policies for the Downtown supported by a
Final Report prepared by SGL which will include the results of public engagement and
finalized technical reports.

1.3

What is the Purpose of an Official Plan?

An Official Plan is a statutory document that describes the City's long-term, land-use
strategy for the next 20 years. It is prepared with input from the public and helps to
ensure future planning and development will meet the specific needs of the community.
An official plan deals mainly with issues such as:
• the location and form of new housing, industry, offices and shops;
• the anticipated needs for services such as roads, watermains, sewers, parks,
schools and community amenities;
• where future growth will happen in the City and how to make effective use of land;
• opportunities for community improvement initiatives; and
• community identity, place-making and urban design.
An Official Plan is typically intended to plan for a 20-year time frame but could provide
direction beyond that time period. The Re-examination of the OP is intended to guide
planning to 2031.

1.4

How Did We Get Here?

1.4.1 The Official Plan Review
The City commenced an Official Plan Review in 2011. The review included preparation
of numerous studies, analysis and public engagement over an 8 year period including
preparation of a Mobility Hubs Opportunities and Constraints Study, Employment Land
Studies, and a Commercial Strategy Study. This review was intended to conform with
and implement the Region’s Official Plan and conform to the new Growth Plan for the
Greater Golden Horseshoe (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Chart of the City of Burlington Official Plan Process History

1.4.2 The Mobility Hub Area Specific Planning
A Mobility Hub, as defined by Metrolinx, is a major transit station area that has the
potential to accommodate a range of employment, housing, recreation and shopping
around it. Mobility Hubs are intended to be mixed-use neighbourhoods that are
walkable, bikeable and transit-oriented and to be a focus for intensification. The Hubs
will also take advantage of Metrolinx's planned Regional Express Rail, which will feature
two-way, all-day service every 15 minutes along the Lakeshore West line. The four
areas included in the Mobility Hubs Study were Aldershot, Burlington, and Appleby GO
Stations, as well as Downtown Burlington.
A major transit station area (MTSA) is an area around a higher order transit station or
the area around a bus depot in an urban core or downtown. Higher order transit
includes subways, GO lines, streetcars and buses in dedicated rights of way. An MTSA
is generally the area within a 10-minute walk (500 to 800 metres) of the transit stations.
However, the Region is required to delineate the specific boundary of the MTSA, which
will be done as part of their current Official Plan review. Lands within an MTSA are
required to provide a diverse mix of uses, support transit, be a focus for growth, and in
certain cases achieve a minimum density.
The Halton Region Official Plan recommends that Mobility Hubs receive a higher level
of development intensity and design consideration to support transit than what may be
applied in other MTSAs.
Following the identification of Mobility Hubs by Metrolinx, the City’s long term 2015 2040 Strategic Plan identified the importance of Mobility Hubs near the City’s GO
Stations and in the downtown.
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In July 2016, Burlington City Council approved staff report PB-48-16 , which outlined a
work plan, allocation of staff resources and required funding to simultaneously develop
four Area Specific Plans, one for each of Burlington’s Mobility Hubs. An Area Specific
Plan, also sometimes called a Secondary Plan, is a plan that is more detailed than an
Official Plan and guides future development in a specific geographic area. An Area
Specific Plan can include a variety of studies and contains specific policies to guide
future development.
City Council unanimously approved the project, with the goal of completing all four Area
Specific Plans no later than June 2018. In April 2017, the Mobility Hubs Team began a
comprehensive public consultation program around the future vision for each of the
Mobility Hubs as shown in the timeline for the Downtown Mobility Hub work in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Downtown Mobility Hub Study Timeline

1.4.3 Downtown Mobility Hub Area Specific Plan
Staff began working on the Downtown Mobility Hub Area Specific Plan in advance of the
other three Mobility Hubs with the objective of including a vision for the downtown in the
draft New Official Plan in late 2017. The New Official Plan provided an opportunity to
strengthen the existing policy framework for the downtown.
The boundary for the Downtown Mobility Hub included both the existing “Downtown
Mixed Use Centre” boundary in the current Official Plan as well as the Urban Growth
Centre (UGC) boundary, which is described later in this memo. The Downtown Area
Specific Plan was developed with a long term, full build-out perspective which extended
well beyond 2031.
1.4.4 Adoption of the Official Plan
The City of Burlington Official Plan 2018 was adopted by Burlington City Council on
April 26, 2018. On December 4, 2018, the Region of Halton provided a notice to the
City advising that the adopted Official Plan does not conform with the Regional Official
Plan in a number of respects including issues related to agricultural, employment,
transportation and natural heritage. The Region did not identify any issues of
conformity with the Downtown Precinct policies.
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The Region informed the City that the City can make additional modifications before the
plan is approved by the Region with appropriate planning justification and public
consultation. Today, the adopted Official Plan is still under review by the Region for
regional approval.
City Council together with the direction to re-examine the Official Plan also passed an
Interim Control By-law (ICBL) and put the Mobility Hub Area Specific Planning on hold.
For more details about the ICBL please see section 4.3.
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2

The Process

2.1

What were the Objectives of the Downtown Precinct Plan?

The Downtown Mobility Hub planning study informed the Downtown Precinct policies in
the adopted Official Plan. During the public events described in Section 2.2, the
community provided a significant amount of feedback on the Downtown including their
collective desires to:
•

Protect the character and experience of Brant Street;

•

Protect views to the lake;

•

Protect low density residential areas through transitions between taller buildings and
existing homes; and

•

Locate taller buildings closer to the Burlington GO Station where they will be more
walkable to higher order transit where additional transportation infrastructure is
available and fewer compatibility issues are present.

Based on this input, a draft new precinct plan, supported by high-level land use policy
directions, was created and detailed in a September 28, 2017 report to the Committee
of the Whole. This draft precinct plan evolved with numerous refinements between
September 2017 and April 2018 and was ultimately reflected in the adopted Official
Plan.
The new Precinct Plan refined the existing Downtown Precinct System and created 13
precincts. The precinct policies are based on the following objectives:
•

Establishing the Downtown as a major centre for office, retail, service commercial,
residential, cultural and public service facilities;

•

Establishing minimum density targets for the Urban Growth Centre;

•

Establishing a precinct system that recognizes areas with a common character;

•

Providing effective transitions with adjacent development;

•

Protecting significant public view corridors to Lake Ontario, the Brant Street Pier,
City Hall and other landmarks;

•

Providing retail and service commercial activities that serve the needs of Downtown
residents and employees;

•

Providing access to a range of public parks and open spaces;

•

Recognizing the Lake Ontario waterfront as a major asset and local and regional
destination;
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•

Expanding public access to parks, open spaces and the Lake Ontario waterfront
within the Downtown;

•

Conserving cultural heritage resources and maintaining character defining areas
significant to the Downtown;

•

Providing continuous, harmonious, safe, and attractive pedestrian-oriented
streetscapes;

•

Permitting building heights and intensities within the Urban Growth Centre that will
support and enhance its role as a mobility hub;

•

Requiring a mix of uses that reinforces the Downtown’s role as a complete
community;

•

Ensuring the Downtown continues to have a strong employment base to support its
long-term success;

•

Concentrating the tallest developments in areas that have the greatest pedestrian
access to higher-order transit and which are located away from Lake Ontario;

•

Supporting business and employment development by allowing supportive heights
and densities;

•

Locating the tallest developments in areas with the greatest pedestrian access to
Burlington GO;

•

Mitigating future traffic congestion;

•

Supporting new and expanded pedestrian priority and cycling corridors with
adjacent active and supporting uses at grade; and

•

Ensuring the Downtown has adequate lands to accommodate future community and
government public service facilities (community centres, schools, libraries, etc.).

2.2

What Public Events were Held During the Official Plan Process?

Numerous engagement events were held during the creation of the Official Plan from
2017 to 2018 and specifically influenced the development of the Downtown Official Plan
policies, including:
Downtown Visioning:
Approximately 70 people attended a workshop on April 20th, 2017 to talk about their
vision for the Downtown.
Downtown Mobility Hub Draft Concepts Workshop:
Approximately 75 people attended a workshop on June 21st, 2017 to review and
comment on the draft concepts.
Downtown Mobility Hub Draft New Precinct Plan Workshop:
Approximately 85 people attended a workshop on September 7th, 2017 to review and
comment on two draft concepts.
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Official Plan Open Houses:
Open Houses were held on November 16th and 20th 2017 and, February 12th and 15th
2018 to provide the public opportunities to review and discuss the proposed new Official
Plan including the Downtown Precinct Plan.
Statutory Public Meetings:
A statutory public meeting was held on November 30th 2017 and a number of additional
meetings were held to provide the public with an opportunity to comment on the
proposed new Official Plan. Specific to the downtown, an additional public meeting was
held on January 23, 2018 to discuss the proposed Downtown Precinct Plan and
associated policies.
On February 27th 2018, a Statutory Public Meeting was held on the proposed New
Official Plan prior to the April 24th 2018 meeting that was held to recommend adoption
of the New Official Plan. The Official Plan was adopted by Council on April 26 th, 2018
after a series of multiple-day sessions.

2.3

What did the City Hear During the Official Plan Process?

The key areas of interest from the public consultation sessions have been categorized
based on the elements the public would like to see increased, improved and supported;
addressed; and protected.

Increase, Improve and Support:
Safe, Usable, Inclusive, Interactive spaces for all ages:
by supporting existing and new open spaces, parks and a
community centre that are safe, usable, inclusive and
interactive and by accommodating seasonal activities and
events for multiple age groups (ice rinks, festivals, markets
etc.);
Walkability: through a well-connected public realm with
active animated streets where people can walk, linger and
interact;
Safe cycling infrastructure: through a well-connected
cycling network with cycling amenities and some separate
bike lanes;
Public transportation options: by supporting and
expanding the public transportation network, including
increased links to schools, grocery stores and other
community amenities, and bus terminal improvements;
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Diversity of housing options: through support of a range
of different and affordable housing choices to cater to all
ages and abilities;
Existing and new retail: by supporting downtown
businesses and by maintaining the downtown’s character,
improving John Street, providing business supportive
densities and ensuring loading and delivery access; and
Public Engagement: by providing residents with enough
time to engage and increase resident engagement and
clearly explaining the required growth targets for
Burlington.

Address:
Congestion and Parking: by supporting the public
transportation network and providing additional public
parking near the waterfront.
Building height and transition concerns: by clearly
explaining planning rationale for where height is being
located, ensuring and explaining how height will be
regulated, and by reducing losses of sunlight and privacy
through appropriate building height transitions.

Protect:
Existing Character: by ensuring built form, height and
transition support and respect existing character, and
providing clear policies for heritage protection.

Waterfront Connections and Views: by preserving
waterfront views and protecting view corridors.

Images Source: Google Images and SGL
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2.4

What is Involved in Re-Examining the Downtown Policies?

To re-examine the Official Plan policies for the Downtown, the City of Burlington, with
the assistance of SGL Planning and Design, are creating a modified precinct plan for
the Downtown. The modified precinct plan is intended to guide development to 2031.
A Public Engagement Plan has been developed to share project milestones and their
relationship to engagement. The Public Engagement Plan identifies a number of
policies and factors that cannot be influenced or changed because they are beyond the
City’s control (for example things that are required by regional or provincial policy or
law), or because they are outside the scope of the project as set out in the Councilapproved terms of reference.
The breakdown below references the project milestones presented in the Public
Engagement Plan and the related tasks within each:
o

o

o

Milestones 1-2:
▪

Review background material;

▪

Prepare this memo;

▪

Develop a public engagement plan;

▪

Release engagement plan and this memo to the public;

Milestones 3-4:
▪

Identify what’s important to the community about the downtown;

▪

Update technical studies;

▪

Develop two land use concepts for the downtown;

▪

Develop 3-D mapping;

▪

Engage the public to evaluate the two concepts;

Milestone 5:
▪

o

o

Milestones 6-7:
▪

Finalize technical work based on the recommended concept;

▪

Prepare modifications to the Adopted Official Plan policies for downtown based
on the recommended concept;

Milestone 8:
▪

o

Present a recommended land use concept for the downtown to Council, seek
Council approval to proceed with this concept;

Present modified Adopted Official Plan policies to Council for endorsement;

Milestones 9-10:
▪

Forward Council-endorsed modifications to Halton Region for final approval;
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▪

Communicate to the public about Halton Region’s decision.

A detailed explanation of the study can be found in Appendix C of staff report PB-47-19.
Figure 4 below provides a high level timeline with general details of project tasks,
milestones and timing of public engagement.

2019
September to November

2019
June to September

2019-2020
December to March

March 2020
Council Decision

Region’s
Decision

October
Interactive
Public Engagement

August
Interactive
Public Engagement

Prepare and Release
Engagement Plan

Prepare Land Use
Concepts

Prepare
“Taking a Closer Look
at the Downtown:
What You Need to
Know” Report

Evaluate Land Use
Concepts

Council Workshop
Council Meeting
Recommended
Concept
Finalize Technical
Work

Public Engagement

Prepare Official Plan
Revisions

Update Technical
Work

Figure 4: Scoped Re-examination Milestones and Timing
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3

Governing Policies and their Role in the Outcome

Three levels of government influence land use planning in Burlington. The Provincial
Government, Halton Region and the City of Burlington. Each has key policy documents
that guide how development and growth can happen in the City. Policies in the City of
Burlington OP must conform with or be consistent with the Provincial and Regional
policies.
For more information on the roles of the different government levels that govern
Burlington’s planning decisions, check out the Get Involved page on the City’s website.

3.1

What is The Provincial Policy Statement?

The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) is a high-level policy document that applies
across the Province. The City’s plans are to be consistent with the PPS. The vision of
the PPS is to promote a mix of housing, employment, recreation, parks and open
spaces and transportation choices including the use of walking, cycling and transit
before other modes of travel.
The PPS requires that densities of development be transit supportive and support
walking and cycling. Promoting intensification, the policies require municipalities to
identify appropriate locations for intensification and require municipalities to promote
appropriate development standards to facilitate intensification. These development
standards include height, density, setbacks etc. So, it is up to the municipality to
identify the appropriate locations and appropriate standards for intensification.
The PPS also requires municipalities to maintain and where possible enhance the
vitality and viability of downtowns and Main streets. It also requires municipalities to
create a sense of place by promoting well-designed built form, promoting culture and
conserving heritage buildings. Recently, the provincial government has released a
revised PPS for consultation.
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3.2

What is A Place to Grow, Growth Plan for the Greater Golden
Horseshoe?

The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe is the Province’s plan for growth
and development in the Greater Golden Horseshoe, as shown below in Figure 5. The
plan establishes the long-term framework for where and how the area will grow by
setting population and employment forecasts for each regional and single tier
municipality along with intensification and greenfield density targets for each.
The aim of the plan is to revitalize downtowns, create complete communities, provide
greater housing choices, curb urban sprawl by protecting farmland and reduce traffic
gridlock. According to the Growth Plan’s vision, Urban centres and Downtowns will be
vibrant and characterized by more compact development patterns that support climate
change mitigation, and provide a diversity of opportunities for living, working, and
enjoying culture.
The Growth Plan requires growth to be focused in certain strategic growth areas.
These include Urban Growth Centres and Major Transit Station Areas. The Growth
Plan delineates Downtown Burlington as an Urban Growth Centre as shown on Figure
5.
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Figure 5: Greater Golden Horseshoe and Urban Growth Centres

Urban Growth Centres are to be a focus for public services and commercial,
recreational cultural and entertainment uses. They are to serve as major employment
centres and accommodate significant population and employment growth. The Growth
Plan also sets minimum density targets for each Urban Growth Centre with a density of
200 residents and jobs combined per hectare assigned to Burlington. The Province
delineated the boundary of each Urban Growth Centre including downtown Burlington.
Figure 6 conceptually illustrates the Urban Growth Centre boundary.
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Figure 6: Downtown Burlington Urban Growth Centre

Major Transit Station Areas (MTSAs) generally comprise an area within approximately
500 to 800 metres of a higher order transit station such as a GO station, but also
include a major bus depot in an urban core or downtown. The bus depot in Downtown
Burlington is considered to be a Major Transit Station Area and has been identified as
an MTSA and a Mobility Hub in the Region’s Official Plan. The Interim Control By-law
study is assessing the role and function of the bus depot as an MTSA and Mobility Hub.
The Growth Plan sets minimum densities for Major Transit Station Areas on priority
transit corridors but not for the major Transit Station Area in Downtown Burlington. A
number of major transit stations have been identified by Metrolinx as Mobility Hubs.
The Growth Plan is not just about achieving target densities. Applying the policies of
the Growth Plan is intended to support the achievement of Complete Communities.
Complete Communities contain a diverse mix of land uses; they offer convenient access
to stores, services and public services; they provide for a mix of housing options; they
provide parks, trails and recreational facilities; they provide for more compact built form
and they provide for a vibrant and active public realm (sidewalks, squares and parks).
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The Growth Plan’s objective is not to achieve higher densities above all else. Rather,
the Growth Plan requires municipalities to develop a strategy to identify the appropriate
type and scale of development in Urban Growth Centres and Major Transit Station
Areas and the appropriate transition of built form to adjacent areas. The critical
directive for the context of this study is what is the appropriate type and scale of
development and transition to adjacent areas in the Downtown.

3.3

How does the Halton Region Official Plan Guide Planning in the
Downtown?

The Halton Region Official Plan (ROP) must be consistent with the PPS and conform to
the Growth Plan. It distributes population and employment growth and assigns
intensification and greenfield density targets to each of the local municipalities.
According to Halton’s vision and objectives, urban areas are to be compact, support
transit and active transportation, reduce car dependency, and promote live-work
opportunities. The objectives are also to identify an urban structure that supports
Intensification Areas and to facilitate and promote intensification and increased
densities.
Intensification Areas includes Urban Growth Centres, Major Transit Station Areas
including Mobility Hubs, Intensification Corridors and Mixed Use Nodes. Downtown
Burlington falls into the first two categories and contains one of four Mobility Hubs in the
Region. The ROP considers Intensification Areas as the highest priority for urban
development. Higher density development and mixed uses are to be directed to
Intensification Areas, and local municipalities are required to prepare detailed official
plan policies for Intensification Areas. In those policies, local municipalities are to
promote pedestrian-oriented development, walking and cycling, integration with
surrounding neighbourhoods and protection of the physical character of those
neighbourhoods.
The ROP delineates the boundary of the Urban Growth Centre in Downtown Burlington.
Urban Growth Centres are considered an intensification area and the policies reflect
those of the Growth Plan. The ROP requires local municipal official plans to show how
the density target for Urban Growth Centres can be met.
The Region is currently reviewing its Official Plan. Halton is required to review and
update its Official Plan to be consistent with and conform to Provincial policies and
plans. The review will ensure the ROP is consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement
2014 and conforms with the updated Growth Plan 2019, Niagara Escarpment Plan and
the Greenbelt Plan.
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3.4

What is the City’s Vision in the Adopted Official Plan?

The 2018 Adopted Official Plan was prepared to align with the vision expressed in the
2016 Council Strategic Plan. The Strategic Plan contained four key strategic directions.
The Adopted Official Plan builds upon these four strategic directions:
A CITY THAT GROWS: The City of Burlington attracts talent, good jobs and
economic opportunity while having achieved intensification and balanced,
targeted population growth for youth, families, newcomers and seniors.
A CITY THAT MOVES: People and goods move throughout the city more
efficiently and safely. A variety of convenient, affordable and green forms of
transportation that align with regional patterns are the norm. Walkability within
new/transitioning neighbourhoods and the downtown are a reality.
A HEALTHY AND GREENER CITY: The City of Burlington is a leader in the
stewardship of the environment while encouraging healthy lifestyles.
AN ENGAGING CITY: Community members are engaged, empowered,
welcomed and well-served by their City. Culture and community activities thrive,
creating a positive sense of place, inclusivity and community.

3.5

What are the Key Policy Directions that Influence the Downtown?

Downtown Burlington is a strategic growth area and an intensification area under
Provincial and Regional Policy. According to these policy documents, the Downtown is
intended to accommodate a significant amount of new growth, both residential and
employment.
The role of the Downtown is not just to accommodate intensification. It is a place to live,
work, shop and recreate. It contains City wide services and cultural facilities. It is also
the heart of City and contributes to residents’ sense of place.
The Growth Plan set a density target of 200 persons and jobs per hectare for the Urban
Growth Centre component of the Downtown. According to the latest estimates of City
staff based on recently completed, under-construction and approved but not yet built
projects, the density is approaching 188 persons and jobs per hectare. However, the
density target is a minimum and municipalities are encouraged by the Province to go
beyond the minimum targets.
Although the Growth Plan sets a minimum density target, it is up to the City to
determine how to achieve that target and how to accommodate intensification. The City
is required to develop a strategy to identify the appropriate type and scale of
development in the Downtown Urban Growth Centre and in the Major Transit Station
Areas as well as the appropriate transition of built form to adjacent low rise residential
areas.
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That is the role of the Downtown Precinct Plan and the Scoped Re-examination –
identify the appropriate type, scale and form of intensification to be accommodated by
2031 and the appropriate transition to adjacent low rise residential areas.
The Provincial and Regional policies speak to more than density, they also require the
City to promote pedestrian-oriented development, walking and cycling, provide for a
range and mix of housing, support integration with surrounding neighbourhoods and
protect the physical character of those neighbourhoods. The goal of the Scoped Reexamination is how best to accommodate new growth while maintain and strengthening
residents’ sense of place.
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4

Connections to Other Projects

A number of other studies are underway at the City and at the Region of Halton. This
section provides a brief review of them. More detailed information can be found on the
City’s and Region’s websites.

4.1

What is the Timing of the Region’s Official Plan Review?

In 2014, the Region of Halton initiated the review of the Regional Official Plan as
required by the Planning Act. This review was divided into three phases: Directions
Report, Background and Technical Analysis and Policy Development.
The review is currently in Phase 2. The Regional Official Plan review will consider
growth to the year 2041, whereas the Scoped Re-examination of the City’s adopted
Official Plan will consider growth to the year 2031.
The Region has targeted completion by the end of 2020, however, it is possible that the
timeframe could extend further given the number and magnitude of changes to
Provincial plans, policy statements, legislation and regulation. After the Region amends
its Official Plan, the City will have one year to update its Official Plan to bring it into
conformity with the Region’s Plan.

4.2

What’s the Status of the Area Specific Plan for the Downtown Mobility
Hub?

Section 1.4 describes Mobility Hubs and the history of the Mobility Hub Area Specific
Plans.
Given Council’s current focus on the Scoped Re-examination of the adopted Official
Plan and the Interim Control Bylaw, work on the Mobility Hubs Study, including the
development of the Area Specific Plans, was placed on hold in spring 2019. When the
Mobility Hubs Study is reinitiated, the work will be focused on the development of the
Area Specific Plans for the Aldershot, Burlington and Appleby GO Stations. In the
meantime, work on the Downtown will continue as part of the Scoped Re-examination of
the Official Plan. The outcome of this work will be Official Plan policies to guide
development in the Downtown and direct future work, as necessary.
4.2.1 Mobility Hub Technical Studies
During the Mobility Hub Study, staff along with a consulting team undertook a series of
technical studies. These studies included a Market Analysis Report; Environmental
Impact Study Report; Functional Servicing Study Report; Financial Impact Analysis
Report; High-Level Operational Transportation Review; an Archaeological Assessment
Report and a Cultural Heritage Resource Assessment Report. Technical memos
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summarizing findings to date were released at the time of the draft precinct plan in
September 2017.
It was expected that the Downtown Mobility Hub Area Specific Plan would include a
series of land use and phasing schedules based on the finalized technical reports.
When the work on the completion of the Area Specific Plan for the Downtown was
paused, these technical reports were paused as well. However, the work to date and
further scoped transportation, servicing and financial impact work will be finalized and
released and will inform the Scoped Re-examination.

4.3

What is an Interim Control By-Law?

On March 5, 2019, Burlington City Council voted in favour of a staff report
recommending an Interim Control Bylaw (ICBL). The ICBL temporarily puts a hold on
development within a specific study area for a period of one year, with a maximum
extension of a second year.
The lands in the ICBL study area approved by City Council include the Downtown
Urban Growth Centre (UGC) and lands in proximity to the Burlington GO Station.
During the one-year “freeze” on development in the study area, the City will complete a
land-use study to:
•

Assess the role and function of the downtown bus terminal and the Burlington
GO station on Fairview Street as Major Transit Station Areas;

•

Examine the planning structure, land use mix and intensity for the lands identified
in the study area; and

•

Update the Official Plan and Zoning bylaw regulations as needed for the lands
identified in the study area.

The study area of the ICBL Land Use Study overlaps the study area for the Scoped Reexamination of the adopted Official Plan and will be completed during the same time
period. Findings from both initiatives may inform each other. To learn more about the
ICBL go to the ICBL background page on the City’s website.
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The Engagement Plan and What You Should Know

5.1

What is an Engagement Plan?

An Engagement Plan is a guiding document that sets out the process to be followed for
public participation in a project. City staff will use this document throughout the life of
the project, ensuring the public participation goals are implemented. For the Scoped
Re-examination of the Official Plan, a Public Engagement Plan has been prepared that
contains the following elements:
•

Decisions to be made by the study and informed by public input;

•

Stages of the Study and opportunities for public input at each stage;

•

Project “givens”: givens are those factors that the project cannot influence or
change;

•

Public participation techniques that can be used to ensure successful participation;

•

Communication techniques explaining opportunities to get involved; and

•

Discussion on how the success of the Engagement Plan will be evaluated.

5.2

What Does Meaningful Engagement Look Like?

Meaningful engagement clearly indicates the decisions to be made during the study. It
provides as many people as possible the opportunity to participate in the decisions.
The engagement will be meaningful if participants feel that their voices were heard,
even if not all of their comments could be incorporated into the final outcome of the
project. While not everyone will agree on every aspect of the results, everyone should
feel the process produced valid results and that input received influenced the decisions
made.
Burlington’s commitment to public engagement is reflected in its Community
Engagement Charter, adopted by City Council. The Charter establishes the public
engagement commitments, responsibilities and concepts of the relationship between
the City of Burlington and the citizens of Burlington. The goal of community engagement
is to lead to more informed and, therefore, better decision-making.
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5.3

What Does Meaningful Feedback/Input Look Like?

Meaningful engagement includes meaningful feedback. Meaningful feedback and input
is a mutual understanding and exchange of ideas between the public and the City staff
and its consultants. In order to provide meaningful feedback, you should be informed
and have an understanding of the project givens, the decisions to be made and the
process of getting to a conclusion for the study.

5.4

What You Should Know to get Involved

You can get informed by reading this memo and follow the project’s “Get Involved
Burlington” page on the City’s website where key information and project updates will be
posted. City staff can be contacted through this page. You can also review the Public
Engagement Plan to understand the opportunities to provide your input.
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6

Next Steps

For the Scoped Re-examination, the next step is to finalize the background technical
studies that were initiated during the Mobility Hub Area Specific Planning Study
including, but not limited to, studies on cultural heritage, municipal servicing and
transportation.
The next step will be to learn from the public what’s important to the community about
the downtown. We will use these themes to guide the creation of two land-use and built
form concepts for the downtown. We will also use the themes and principles developed
with the public to create evaluation criteria, which will be used to evaluate the two
concepts.
We will then share the two land-use and built form concepts to start a discussion with
the public. Based on public and technical inputs and application of the evaluation
criteria, a recommended concept will be developed and presented to Council for
endorsement.
The concept endorsed by Council will be used to refine the Downtown Precinct Plan
policies in the adopted Official Plan. Those refined policies will in turn be presented to
Council for endorsement. The concept and policies endorsed by Council will then be
sent to Halton Region for final approval.
The opportunities for public input and discussion during these steps are clearly set out
in the Engagement Plan.
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Appendix D to PL-02-20

Taking A Closer Look at the Downtown: Feedback Report
Introduction
On February 7, 2019 Burlington City Council voted to re-examine the policies in the adopted Official Plan. The approved
Council motion directs Burlington’s Director of City Building to commence a process to re-examine the policies of the
Official Plan in their entirety as they relate to matters of height and intensity and conformity with provincial density targets.
A Council workshop was held on March 18, 2019 to obtain further Council feedback on this direction. Council’s further
feedback resulted in focusing the work on the Downtown and on refinements to the Neighbourhood Centres policies.
A work plan for re-examining the Official Plan policies was presented by City Staff to Planning and Development
Committee on May 21, 2019 and approved by Burlington City Council on May 27, 2019.
The outcome of this work will be modified policies for the Downtown supported by a Final Report prepared by SGL
Planning Consultants retained by the City which will include the results of public engagement and finalized technical
reports.

Public Engagement Plan
In the summer of 2019 an engagement plan was developed by City staff to present a road map of the engagement
activities that will take place over the course of the project, highlighting at which points in the process engagement will
take place, who will be engaged and the level of engagement. The engagement plan outlines that public input, among
other inputs, are required to inform the following decision:
By March 2020, Burlington City Council will vote to endorse changes to the policies in Burlington’s adopted
Official Plan that guide development in the downtown until 2031, including the height and density of buildings.
The engagement plan also clearly defines which aspects of the process that cannot be influenced: either because they
are beyond the City’s control, or because they are outside of the scope of the project as set out in the Council-approved
work plan. Those givens are established in the engagement plan.
The engagement plan identified that in the summer and fall of 2019, there will be two key opportunities for public
engagement where input will directly influence a recommendation that will be presented to Burlington City Council in
March 2020.
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Engagement Feedback Report: August to September 2019
A critical objective set out in the public engagement plan was to create an ongoing record of what is said during
engagements and to make it available to the public throughout the process, so that they can track the progress of the
project, including reports back to the community to highlight how feedback was or was not incorporated in the final
recommendation to Council. The purpose of this report is to provide that record.
This feedback report summarizes what we heard through the August engagement period and includes feedback received
up to and including the September 14th Food for Feedback event.

Engagement Tactics
Online and In-Person Survey
The key tool for engagement in the first phase of project engagement was a survey. The survey was designed to be
delivered in both a paper version and an online version. The survey questions were developed to ascertain what matters
most about the Downtown. The survey was composed of several context-setting questions, namely questions about
which ward the respondent lives in and if the respondent had been involved in the engagement related to the creation and
adoption of the new Official Plan in 2018.
For the full survey please refer to Appendix A. The survey questions probed what people like and dislike about the
Downtown today. For both of these “current state” questions the survey asked the respondent to describe why they
identified the issues.
The survey questions then turned to looking to the future of the downtown and asked about what needed to be protected,
and what the respondent would like to see more of in the downtown. For each response, the respondent was asked to
rank the top three things in order from 1 to 3, with 1 being the most important. The final question of the survey offered an
opportunity to offer any comments or thoughts about the downtown that the respondent wished to add.
There were also two optional questions looking for feedback on the survey. Please see Appendix F for a summary of the
feedback received on the surveys.
The surveys were primarily completed online, however two other approaches were used to collect feedback. First, paper
copies were made available at all pop-up events. Second, working with the Halton Multicultural Council, the survey was
translated into 5 languages: Arabic, Simplified Chinese, Punjabi, Spanish & Tagalog. The surveys were delivered to
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various communities by community outreach workers. In all paper copy versions of the surveys, no information about age
was collected.
Citizen Action Labs
On August 22nd, City staff held two Citizen Action Labs workshops facilitated by Juice Inc., one in the afternoon and one in
the evening. In the afternoon, there were approximately 45 attendees grouped into 9 tables of 4 to 6 people while the
evening workshop was attended by approximately 25 attendees grouped at 5 tables of 4 to 6 people.
Participants worked in small groups led by Innovation in a Box-trained facilitators to discuss, identify and weight what is
most important to participants about the downtown. Like the survey, the Citizen Action Lab process sought to understand
what is most important about the downtown.
The workshop began with an introduction from City Staff and Juice Inc. outlining the purpose of the event. This included
sharing that there are a number of givens (planning legislation, conformity with Provincial and Regional plans and policies)
and a wide range of inputs (agency, technical reports, findings of public engagement) that will go into the development of
the alternative concepts and the recommendation to Council.
After an ice-breaking exercise, the process began with an
independent brainstorm where individual members of each of the
tables answered the question “What is most important to you
about the Downtown?”. The answers were written down on postit notes and placed on the activity mats (See Figure 1).
Then as a team, table participants grouped their individual
brainstorm inputs into like themes (See Figure 2). Each person
had 3 votes to help narrow the range of themes that were
brought forward to the next step. The team was then asked to
sort the highest voted themes into a rubric based on their
perception of both the impact of a theme and the resources that
would be required to implement that theme.
Figure 1: Individual Brainstorm Exercise
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For the next activity, each table was tasked to work together to prioritize themes by weighting the themes while staying
within their allotted 100 “points”. This resulting in the effective weighting of each theme.
Once the themes were weighted, the table teams placed the themes on the work mats to show the themes and their rank.
The map of the study area was used by the teams to indicate where within the Downtown the themes might best be
applied (See Figure 3).

Figure 2: Grouping Exercise

Figure 3: Ranking and Location Exercise
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Pop-Up Events
City staff held 17 pop-ups at community events throughout Burlington
between August 13th and August 31st, and at the Food for Feedback event in
mid-September. Staff visited every ward in the city and engaged with
hundreds of members of the public providing information on the Adopted
Official Plan project, directing interested parties to the Get Involved website,
completing hard copy surveys and directing interested parties to the Citizen
Action Labs workshop held on August 22nd. A full list of Pop-up events can be
found in Appendix B.

Figure 4: Pop Up Event at Burlington Centre Farmer's Market

Findings
Each tactic used to gather feedback gave the team different data to understand. To describe the nuances of analysis of
each tactic, this report breaks down each tactic and discusses the approach for analyzing the data and describing the
results.

Sources of Input
Citizen Action Lab
By virtue of the process described above the table teams at both the afternoon and evening Citizen Action Labs prepared
their own unique analysis through the Innovation-in-a-Box approach for their table. The output from the Citizen Action
Labs was unique as it was supported by detailed, small table discussions among diverse groups. The richness of the
ideas that formed the full recorded component of the session was also included in the analysis. For reference, the table
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below identifies the weighting that came as a result of the process undertaken by each table. Through discussion teams
were able to weight and prioritize the themes as a group.
Afternoon
Table No.

Highest Ranked Theme

Description

1 Design

Mid-rise buildings set back from the street, not big towers

2 Coherent Planning Processes

Set height restrictions and don't change them

Parks and Green Spaces &
3 Defendable, Stable Neighbourhoods

Make more parks and greenspace, provide neighbourhood
transitions that protect character

6 Small Town Feeling, No High rises

Parks, landscape & greening, wide sidewalks, opportunities to sit
and linger and safe pedestrian spaces.
Complete community, diversification, inclusive, a welcoming
destination
Independent retailers protected and maintained tree canopy,
walkable

7 Types of Growth

Mixed use with height located on Brant Street North

Restrict Height and Remove Mobility
8 Hub

Height is most appropriate on Brant Street nearer to the Go station
with low rise on Brant South of Caroline Street

9 Future Development

Built Form, Height and Neighbourhood Character

4 Walkability and Green Spaces
5 Vision for the Downtown
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Evening
Table No.

Highest Ranked Theme
Downtown Development: Keep the
1 Charm

Description
Height restrictions, density control, close streets to create open
spaces

2 Building Height and Structure

Low to mid-rise heights, human scale is important, low rise with
step backs from the street on Lakeshore and Brant Streets.

3 Lakefront

Connections to the waterfront, parking and traffic

4 Preserve old and new

Low-rise, protect heritage and access to the waterfront

5 Residential Development

Variety of heights, a community hub and access to transit.
Development proportional to lot size.

Staff then reviewed all tables and determined that 10 main themes emerged from this facilitator-led work. Each theme
includes a brief description of the most often mentioned elements and can be found in Appendix C.

Survey
Who responded to the Survey?
One of the key advantages of the online survey is that it offers a simple way to collect basic information about the people
who have responded to the survey. Reporting on these statistics is useful for evaluating the City’s success in obtaining
feedback from a diverse range of interested and affected parties, which was identified in the Engagement Plan as an
important objective. Understanding the demographics who have participated in the process to date also allows the City to
adapt to ensure underrepresented demographics can be better represented in subsequent phases of the project. The
statistics below reflect only the data from registered users of Get Involved Burlington.
Overall, there were 308 responses to the survey with respondents from every Ward in Burlington and from a wide range of
ages and demographic groupings. The online survey had a total of 218 respondents. In addition to the online surveys, 10
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surveys were completed in hard copy at pop-up events and an additional 80 were completed with the help of settlement
workers and distributed through the Halton Multicultural Council’s membership network. Demographic data was captured
for online surveys completed on the Get Involved website only since online respondents were all required to register as
users on the Get Involved web platform.

Registered Get Involved Users:
Participants by Age
50
40

Did you Participate in any Previous
Official Plan Engagement?

30
20
10

8%

0
19 - 25

26 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 - 74

75 plus

25%

n/a

Yes

All Surveys:
Responses by Ward

No
I prefer not to say

100

67%

80
60
40
20
0
I don't
know

Ward 1

Ward 2

Ward 3

Ward 4

Ward 5

Ward 6
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What do you like about Downtown? Sample Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have friends that come from other cities, just because Burlington downtown is special. Everything is close by,
everything has a familiar sense, and everything is at a walking distance.
It is where I live and walk and ride my bike and shop and eat and drink. It feels like a small town. Strong sense of
community. I feel completely safe. I feel like I belong. It is beautiful.
I like the small businesses in the downtown, it is nice to walk around and be able to shop. I also like how close the
lake is to the downtown, one can go to Spencer Smith park and enjoy.
I love that it is walkable. I love that I can find parking easily (and FREE on evenings & weekends!). The waterfront
is great. It feels safe.
Greenspace, bike and walking paths along the water and continued residential development.
Compared to other city downtowns I feel like Burlington is a beautiful mixture of community for all audiences. The
waterfront is for everyone to enjoy, I love the mix of residential, shops, restaurants- it’s so accessible and still has a
quaint downtown feel with something to offer everyone. I feel proud to take visitors to Our downtown

What don’t you like about Downtown? Sample Comments
•

•
•
•
•
•

High rises that are going on our "main street" in the DT namely, Brant St. high rises have no business on main
streets, I'm OK with intensification, but it should be set back from the main street. Soon, Brant will just be high
rises and there will no desire for people to go to the DT unless they live there.
Traffic is getting worse
Downtown is often empty and doesn't really look like a Downtown. It has to be better than this. The shops and
restaurants are very expensive. No places for children to play. Areas around the lake needs renewal.
Sometimes, traffic can be heavy along Brant St and some loud/fast cars can be obtrusive along the roadway.
I dislike the class divide. The new developments signal to me that only wealthy people are allowed to enjoy
downtown. That it's for them, not me.
Traffic jams, construction, small independent retailers are moving out.
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What do you want to protect and see more of in the future?
The surveys were analyzed by grouping like phrases and ideas into 12 themes. This work pulled from the questions
“what would you like to protect” and “what you would like to see more of” in the downtown. All responses were themed.
To gain an understanding of the prevalence of the comment or issue each was weighted by counting the number of times
that each of the themes were mentioned. Further, sub themes were identified within each of the 12 themes to help define
those themes and to inform the principles and criteria that will guide the creation of two concepts for the downtown as part
of the second round of engagement for this project. This listing of 12 themes can be found in appendix D.
Further, the survey asked respondents to rank the top 3 things by importance after both of the questions “what would you
like to ensure is protected in downtown Burlington as our city continues to grow?” and “what would you like to see more of
in downtown Burlington?”.
Given the open-ended nature of the questions there were some challenges in analyzing the information. Staff believe that
the summarized themes capture these issues but for reference, an analysis of the top 3 themes ranked first across all
surveys is provided below:
What would you like to ensure is protected in downtown Burlington as our city continues to grow? Ranked First
Responses
1. Built Form, Height and Neighbourhood Transitions
2. Preservation of Connections to the Waterfront
3. Green Space/Open Space/ Parks
As our City continues to grow, what would you like to see more of in downtown Burlington? Ranked First
Responses
1. Preserving and Encouraging Places to Shop and Work
2. Green Space/Open Space/ Parks
3. Arts, Culture, Events, People & Amenities
The final question of the survey was an open-ended question that gave people the chance to reinforce their earlier
comments or to provide new comments. The comments were diverse and wide ranging. For reference, a sample of the
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comments received in response to this open-ended question are provided below. Note: some comments have been
paraphrased.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intensification is a City-wide problem
I am worried that the downtown may die from lack of business and lack of variety of stores
I am not interested in seeing high rise anything downtown.
Please listen to the people this time around.
Look for benchmarks from other communities that have successfully evolved.
Let’s move on from our mistakes. Make better decisions. See how new growth will support schools and
businesses. Set a vision based on great ideas.
I love the layout and size of downtown as it is.
Downtown need to be more vibrant at nighttime and more of a 365 destination
I moved to Burlington in 2015. I have seen some of the downtown charm disappear already. Traffic congestion
has increased.
I feel developers get far too much leverage.
Burlington downtown is a work in progress, has been since we first moved here. I am noticing the creative ways
the city is evolving.
I’ve grown up in the City and would love to see it continue to grow and develop instead of just staying the same.
But maintenance of the Brant Street sightline, preservation of parks, green space and trees are also very important.
I fear Burlington is lost and having grown up and spent most of my life here, it deeply saddens me that this mess
downtown was allowed to happen to our lovely city.
Tall buildings have been a part of Burlington Downtown since 1969…A more compact city is a city with more
opportunity for all.
The current provincial planning environment makes all planning for downtown essentially moot.
For the past few years all we as residents ever hear about is downtown. For the good of the entire city the
downtown core needs to be redeveloped.
I love our downtown. It feels like home. I worry that as it develops along the path it is going to no longer feel
welcome
We love our downtown and have been deeply saddened to see what’s happening to it…the downtown offer less in
the way of shopping options than it did 30 or 40 years ago…High end, high density residential development
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•
•

•
•
•

downtown will further erode the attractiveness of the downtown as a destination and it certainly won’t put families
there.
Downtown isn’t really a destination for me, unless I am going to the waterfront or No Frills. The few food and
shopping options aren’t geared towards a middle-class income.
What Burlington has, whether by design or accident, is something special that few other cities have. I think that
what draws people here is the “small town feel”. We must figure out how to retain that while growing and
expanding.
The space is limited, so approval of large developments needs to add value to the City.
I don’t want downtown to become a high-rise jungle but I am in favour of intensified housing to bring in more people
to live downtown.
Is it possible to work with developers, planners and citizens to satisfy all our provincial targets, achieve housing
intensification and affordability without giving up the ambiance and pleasure so many citizens derive from
downtown?

Food for Feedback
Planning staff hosted a booth at the City’s “Food for Feedback” event in Central Park on Saturday, September 14, 2019.
This event was attended by almost 1,000 members of the public, who had the opportunity to provide input on various City
projects at different booths. Through this event, City staff were able to engage with a wide range of people including
typically difficult to reach groups such as youth, families and newcomers. At the booth for the Taking a Closer Look
Project, Planning staff provided information about the project and the work completed to date and presented a summary
of the comments that had been received from the public through the survey and Citizen Action Labs in August. This
summary was organized into the twelve themes listed in Appendix D. Visitors to the booth were asked whether they felt
that these themes were an accurate reflection of public interests and concerns, and whether they felt that anything had
been missed.
Visitors to the booth provided verbal and written comments. Written comments were brief, each written on a Post-it note
that was added to the presentation board. 58 Post-it notes were added by members of the public. The verbal and written
comments received at Food for Feedback indicated that participants felt that the 12-theme summary of August
engagement accurately represented their interests and concerns with the exception of the summary of transportation
matters. It was identified that while the summary of the transportation-related comments reflected the public’s concern for
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the safety of traffic conditions, it did not capture public concern for traffic congestion and ensuring efficient movement of
travelers. As such, the themes have been refined to separate transportation into two themes: one pertaining to safety and
walkability, and the other, pertaining to congestion and efficient movement. The refined list of themes (now 13 in number)
can be found below on Page 14 of this report.

Other Submissions
The project team also received five written submissions from members of the public, including three submissions from
individual residents, one from the Mayor’s Millennial Advisory Committee, and one from a representative of a property
owner in the downtown study area. These submissions comprised detailed discussion of the downtown and were
generally consistent with the themes that emerged from the survey and Citizen Action Labs. The most frequently
referenced themes in the written submissions were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Built Form, Height, and Neighbourhood Transition
Design
Safe, Useable, and Inclusive Public Spaces
Walkability: Safer and Less Car-Centric, More Transit & Cycle Options
Variety of Housing Options and Affordability
Maintaining the Character of Downtown and Heritage Preservation

These written submissions have been considered alongside the other sources of input.

Summary of What We Heard
The findings from the various tactics worked together well to produce a unified set of themes. Some general observations
were that:
•
•

The Citizen Action Labs were a good predictor of the overall themes;
The findings from the Survey added a lot of richness to the data that allowed for refinement and to develop more
elaboration on what people generally described within the respective themes;
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•
•

By virtue of the survey tool, and potentially as a result of the diverse settings of the pop-ups throughout the City,
feedback was received by a diverse range of age groups from throughout the city.
The timing of the Food for Feedback event was an important opportunity to field test the themes identified through
the Citizen Action Labs and the Survey and allowed for further refinement.

Engagement Themes
1. Green Space/Open Space/ Parks
- Protect existing parks and the waterfront and create more parks and green spaces
- Protect existing trees, plant more trees and find better approaches to enhance the tree canopy
- Protect and enhance natural heritage and environment
2.
-

Safer, More Useable and Inclusive Public Spaces
Inclusive public spaces for all members of the community
Public gathering spaces should be safe for everyone
Public space should be inviting and encourage people to visit

3. Arts, Culture, Events, People & Amenities
- Enhance the downtown’s role as a year-round destination (tourism, culture, public art, shopping, leisure)
- Diverse services for future residents
- Festival and events and programming
4. Walkability: Safer, More & Better Pedestrian Spaces that are Less Car-Centric with More Transit & Cycle Options &
Infrastructure
- Walkability: safer, more & better pedestrian connections with a pedestrian priority area downtown
- Improved public transit
- Safer and more cycle Infrastructure
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5. Traffic Congestion
- Improve traffic efficiency in the Downtown, especially on Lakeshore Road and Brant Street
- Create mitigation strategies for future traffic that is generated as the Downtown grows
6. Parking
- Ensure that as development occurs, more parking is incorporated
- Keep parking free/reduce costs
- Parking should be limited in the downtown to allow for more green space and park space
7. Preserving and Encouraging Places to Shop and Work
- Retain and attract a wide variety of retail businesses (including small business)
- Attract office space and generate employment opportunities
8. Maintaining the Character of the Downtown/Heritage Preservation
- Preserve the small-town charm and feel
- Recognize Burlington’s history and preserve its heritage buildings
- Design buildings in a sensitive way
9. Preservation of Connections to the Waterfront
- Preserve physical and visual access to the Lake for all residents to enjoy
10. Built Form, Height and Neighbourhood Transitions
- New buildings should be mixed-use, integrate with the surrounding neighbourhoods and have appropriate
setbacks from the street to ensure sunlight and character
- Low and midrise is an appropriate built form for the downtown
- Height is not appropriate on Brant Street, south of Caroline Street and between Martha Street and Burlington
Street. Height is more appropriate north on Brant Street.
11. Variety of Housing Options and Affordability
- Protect existing and create more affordable housing
- Increase diversity of housing types including options for families
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12. Design
- Green building design and sustainable buildings that manage the impacts of climate change such as flooding
and increasingly severe weather events
- Cohesive design that maintains and compliments the current character of Downtown
- Interesting architectural design that improves the quality and modernity of Downtown
13. Vision
- Create a long-term cohesive vision for the downtown
- Increase the autonomy of local government and citizen engagement/empowerment

Some of the public comments received could not be used as they were out of scope of the project. A discussion of these
comments is contained in Appendix E.

How will this feedback be used?
The feedback, apart from the elements defined as out of scope, will be summarized from the various methods of
engagement with the public. The 13 themes identified through the summary of the engagement with the public will
generate principles. Together, this feedback will inform the development of two clear concepts for discussion with
interested and affected groups about what the downtown could look like in the future. A critical output will be a list of
criteria that will be developed. These criteria will be used to evaluate the concepts in support of developing a
recommendation to Council in early 2020.

What is Next
In the fall, the project will shift into the next major public engagement period. From mid-October to early November a
survey, a series of Action Labs as well as other informal feedback and discussions on the two proposed concepts will be
delivered. The findings of that engagement period, including some preliminary discussion of a preferred scenario, will be
presented to Council in early December at a Council workshop.
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Evaluation of the Tactics used in the August Engagement
As part of the engagement plan a number of approaches to evaluating the public engagement process were identified.
Two areas are identified to be considered after engagement is complete:
•
•

How did each engagement approach help to achieve the engagement objectives?
How did the feedback about the forms of engagement impact the overall public participation process as the project
moved forward?

An evaluation of the August engagement tactics is contained in Appendix F.
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Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown
Get Involved Burlington
Please take a few moments to complete this short survey about downtown Burlington.
To learn more about re-examination of the downtown policies in the Official Plan, please
read the Engagement Plan and the "Taking a Closer Look: What You Need to Know"
report.
Introduction
Earlier this year, Burlington City Council directed City staff to re-examine the downtown
policies in Burlington’s adopted Official Plan. By March 2020, Burlington City Council
will vote to endorse changes to the policies in Burlington’s adopted Official Plan that
guide development in the downtown until 2031, including the height and density of
buildings. Please answer the following questions about what matters to you about
downtown Burlington. The survey will take approximately ten minutes to complete.
Feedback gathered from this survey, the Citizen Action Labs and pop-up events, will be
used to inform the creation of two concepts of what the downtown could look like in the
future. These concepts will be shared with the public in October for further review and
input. For your reference of what the downtown entails, please refer this to this map
here from the Adopted Official Plan. Thank you for lending your voice to help shape the
future of downtown Burlington.
1. Which ward do you live in? If you're unsure, visit Burlington's Ward Map here.
(Choose all that apply) (Required)
o Ward 1
o Ward 2
o Ward 3
o Ward 4
o Ward 5
o Ward 6
o I don't know
2. Did you participate in any public engagement opportunities when the new Official
Plan was created and adopted in 2018? (Choose all that apply) (Required)
o Yes
o No
o I prefer not to say
3. What do you like about downtown Burlington? (Required)
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Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown
Get Involved Burlington
4. Now that we know what you like about the downtown, please tell us why.

5. What do you dislike about downtown Burlington?

6. Now that we know what you dislike about the downtown, please tell us why.
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Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown
Get Involved Burlington
7. What would you like to ensure is protected in downtown Burlington as our city
continues to grow? Keeping in mind, things such as: social environment, economic
environment, culture, physical features or education, etc. (Required)

8. From the list of items, you created in question 7, please select the top 3 things that
are most important to you and rank them in order from 1 to 3 with 1 being the most
important. (Required)

9. As our City continues to grow, what would you like to see more of in downtown
Burlington? Keeping in mind, things such as: social environment, economic
environment, culture, physical features or education, etc. (Required)
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Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown
Get Involved Burlington
10. From the list of items, you created in question 9, please select the top 3 things that
are most important to you and rank them in order from 1 to 3 with 1 being the most
important. (Required)

11. Do you have any other comments or thoughts about downtown Burlington you’d like
to share? (Required)

Optional Questions
We'd like to ask you two additional questions about the survey.
12. Did you find this survey to be: (Choose all that apply)
o Too short
o Just right
o Too long
13. Do you have any other feedback on this survey?
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Appendix B: Pop-up events August 12th to August 29th
#
1
2
3
4
5

Event Name
Movies in the Park
Movies Under the Stars
Burlington Farmer’s
Market
Love My Playground
n/a

6
7
8
9

Children’s Festival
Concerts in the Park
n/a
Adult Public Skate

City/Cllr Kearns
Burlington Public Library
(BPL)
City
City
BPL
City

10
11

n/a
n/a

BPL
BPL

12
13

n/a
Burlington Farmer’s
Market
Aldershot Farmer’s
Market
Recreational Swim
Park, Play & Stay

BPL
Farmer’s Market

Tue Aug 20
Wed Aug
21
Fri Aug 23
Sat Aug 24

Aldershot BIA

Sat Aug 24

9am-1pm

484 Plains Rd E

1

City
Cllr Kearns

Mon Aug 26
Thu Aug 29

11am-2pm
9am-12pm

Mountainside Rec Centre
Thorpe Park

3
2

14
15
16

Event Host
BDBA
City
Farmer’s Market

Date
Tue Aug 13
Thu Aug 15
Fri Aug 16

Time
7pm-9pm
7pm-9pm
8am-1pm

Location
Spencer Smith Park
Spencer Smith Park
Burlington Centre

Ward
2
2
4

Sat Aug 17
Sat Aug 17

11am-1pm
2pm-4pm

Spencer Smith Park
Tansley Woods Library

2
4

Sun Aug 18
Sun Aug 18
Mon Aug 19
Tue Aug 20

11am-2pm
7pm-7:30pm
5:30pm-7pm
12:30pm2pm
6pm-8pm
11:30am2:30pm
11am-12pm
8am-1pm

Spencer Smith Park
Central Park
Haber Library (Alton)
Appleby Ice Centre

2
2
6
5

Brant Hills Library
Brant Hills Library

3
3

Haber Library (Alton)
Burlington Centre

6
4
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Appendix C: Citizen Action Labs Themes
1. Building Form
- Emphasis on good design and architecture including setbacks, terracing etc.
- Transitions to neighbourhoods are important
- Focus on human scale design and development
- Various comments regarding height:
o Blended approach to height and density with a mix of low and midrise
o Restrict height, no high rises
o More height and taller buildings with cool/interesting architecture
o Specific direction:
▪ Low on Brant, Lakeshore Road and close to the water
▪ Height in the north part of downtown (11+)
▪ Terracing back mid-high
2. Neighbourhood/Downtown Character
- Feel of a small town, charming community
- Preserve old amongst the new – ensure new development is complementary with existing
character/form/heritage
- Complete community
- Less intensification
3. Housing Objectives
- Affordable Housing (social and market)
- Provide a range of housing, unit types for all ages and stages of life including seniors, students, families etc.
- secondary and garden suites
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4. Public Access to Waterfront
- Provide and expand public waterfront access and don’t lose what we have
5. Transportation/Traffic
- Maintain and enhance walkability throughout the downtown including wider sidewalks, sheltered travel
between buildings, pedestrian only Brant St. (south of Caroline) in the summer etc.
- Decrease congestion
- Support a balanced system of various modes (mode diversity) including improved transit and cycling
network, walking – more Active Transportation options
- Parking access is important
6. Design
- Focus on sustainable and quality/unique architecture/design
- Human scale design and development that contributes to a vibrant pedestrian realm, including landscaping
and quality streetscaping
- Design that respects heritage
- Emphasis on accessibility and 8-80 Design
7. Green Space/Open Space
- Protect and enhance downtown tree canopy
- Protect and provide more green people places - greenspace, open spaces, POPs, public realm, green roofs
- Plan for programming such as farmers market, child friendly spaces etc.
- Ensure continuity of green spaces (connected system)
8. Arts, Culture & People
- Consider the inclusion of an entertainment district
- A downtown that supports tourism, events, nightlife,
- A downtown that is inclusive, welcoming and attracts a diversity of people (age, culture, background)
- Incorporate public art
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9. Business & Amenities
- Provide a variety of retail and everyday amenities such as grocery, doctors, more restaurants
- Attract and support small business with low/affordable rents and incentives to fix up store fronts
- Expand employment opportunities to enhances economic prosperity
10. Preserving Local Decision Making
- Decision making should be a simple process and predicable
- Height permissions should not be changed
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Appendix D: Survey Themes
SURVEY THEMES
Preserving & Encouraging Places to Work and Shop
Green Space, Open Space, Park Space
Art, Culture, Events, People & Amenities
Walkability
Built Form, Height and Neighbourhood Transitions
Maintaining the Character of Downtown and Heritage Preservation
Safer, More Useable and Inclusive Public Spaces
Parking
Preservation of Connections to the Waterfront
Vision
Design
Variety of Housing Options and Affordability
0

50

100

150

200

250

1. Green Space/Open Space/ Parks
- Protect existing parks and the waterfront and create more parks and green spaces
- Protect existing trees, plant more trees and find better approaches to enhance the tree canopy
- Protect and enhance natural heritage and environment
2.
-

Safer, More Useable and Inclusive Public Spaces
Inclusive public spaces for all members of the community
Public gathering spaces should be safe for everyone
Public space should be inviting and encourage people to visit
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3. Arts, Culture, Events, People & Amenities
- Enhance the downtown’s role as a year-round destination (tourism, culture, public art, shopping, leisure)
- Diverse services for future residents
- Festival and events and programming
4. Walkability: Safer, More & Better Pedestrian Spaces that are Less Car-Centric with More Transit & Cycle
Options & Infrastructure
- Walkability: safer, more & better pedestrian connections with a pedestrian priority area downtown
- Improve traffic congestion
- Improved public transit
- Safer and more cycle Infrastructure
5. Parking
- Ensure that as development occurs, more parking is incorporated
- Keep parking free/reduce costs
6. Preserving and Encouraging Places to Shop and Work
- Retain and attract a wide variety of retail businesses (including small business)
- Attract office space and generate employment opportunities
7. Maintaining the Character of the Downtown/Heritage Preservation
- Preserve the small-town charm and feel
- Recognize Burlington’s history and preserve its heritage buildings
- Design buildings in a sensitive way
8. Preservation of Connections to the Waterfront
- Preserve physical and visual access to the Lake for all residents to enjoy
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9. Built Form, Height and Neighbourhood Transitions
- New buildings should be mixed-use, integrate with the surrounding neighbourhoods and have appropriate
setbacks from the street to ensure sunlight and character
- Low and midrise is an appropriate built form for the downtown
- Height is not appropriate on Brant Street, south of Caroline Street and between Martha Street and Burlington
Street. Height is more appropriate north on Brant Street.
10. Variety of Housing Options and Affordability
- Protect existing and create more affordable housing
- Increase diversity of housing types including options for families
11. Design
- Green building design and sustainable buildings that manage the impacts of climate change such as flooding
and increasingly severe weather events
- Cohesive design that maintains and compliments the current character of Downtown
- Interesting architectural design that improves the quality and modernity of Downtown
12. Vision
- Create a long-term cohesive vision for the downtown
- Increase the autonomy of local government and citizen engagement/empowerment
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Appendix E: Comments Out of Scope
General Description
Outside of study area:
comments about the
Waterfront Hotel site

Why out of scope
This site will be subject to its own
study that will be launched at the
conclusion of Taking a Closer Look at
the Downtown.

Outside of study area:
Comments about Spencer
Smith Park and waterfront
lands

This location falls outside of our
study area.

Maintenance: comments
regarding maintenance of
public amenities and
infrastructure and
cleanliness.

Official Plans do not have the ability
to influence maintenance of
infrastructure and publicly owned
spaces.

In theme?
These comments fell under
the theme of Green Space/
Open Space/ Park Space and
the theme of Built Form,
Height and Neighbourhood
Transitions
These comments fell under
the theme of Green Space/
Open Space/ Park Space and
the Theme of Safer, more
useable and inclusive public
spaces
Safer, more useable and
inclusive public spaces
Arts, Culture, Events &
People/ Amenities

Comment
The Waterfront Hotel comments will be
saved and forwarded to the Waterfront Hotel
Study team.

Feedback as been forwarded to Burlington’s
Roads, Parks and Forestry staff for their
information.

Comments have been forwarded to Roads,
Parks and Forestry staff for their information.

What is an Official Plan?
An Official Plan is a statutory
document required by the province
that describes a city's land-use
strategy to 2031 and beyond. It sets
out a community’s high-level vision
and goals for the future.
It addresses the location and form of
new housing, industry, offices and
shops as well as anticipated needs for
infrastructure. Streets, parks, transit,
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Provincial policy related
comments regarding the
removal of the Mobility
Hub designation or the
Downtown Urban Growth
Area designation

Shifting development
away from the Downtown

schools, community amenities, and
other elements of a growing city are
all considered in the Official Plan.
Official Plans work with and inform
the Zoning By-law and other policy
documents such as design guidelines
to shape and guide development in
the City.
While Burlington’s Official Plan does
consider development and growth
distribution throughout Burlington,
identification of the Downtown as an
Urban Growth Area and as a Mobility
Hub are informed by Provincial and
Regional Policy frameworks to which
Burlington’s Official Plan must
conform
Please see above.

Please refer to the definition of an Official
Plan above and to Appendix F of this report
for discussion of this topic.

Please refer to the definition of an Official
Plan above.
There is a demand for residential units,
amenities and jobs in the downtown and a
desire to provide them.

Concerns about the cost
of public infrastructure
and amenities to tax
payers
The impacts of
Construction on
Downtown businesses and
on traffic congestion

The Official Plan does not determine
tax rates or maintenance costs
associated with public amenities and
infrastructure.
An Official Plan has no influence over
the staging of construction.

Please refer to the definition of an Official
Plan above.

Walkability: Safer and more
Ample Pedestrian Spaces /
Less Car-centric / Transit
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The City of Burlington recently adopted new
Mobility and Construction Guidelines for the
approval and management of construction
activities associated with land development,
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Safer, more useable and
inclusive public spaces

By-law Enforcement
regarding parking by-law
enforcement and noise
by-law enforcement

Developments that
already have approval

Specific Amenity
Requests: Many
comments requested a
specific business type e.g.

The Official Plans is not used for bylaw enforcement.

Safer, more useable and
inclusive public spaces
Walkability: Safer and more
Ample Pedestrian Spaces /
Less Car-centric / Transit

Previous development approvals
cannot be revoked.

Built Form, Height and
Neighbourhood Transitions

Development applications are
evaluated against the policies in
effect at the time of review.

Preserving and Encouraging
Small/unique Retail
Development in the
Downtown
Arts, Culture, Events, People &
Amenities

An Official Plan is unable to dictate
specific business types. However,
Official Plan policies can be used
more generally to encourage and
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to ensure that land development does not
adversely impact public health and
safety, amenity, traffic or the environment in
the surrounding area.
Comments regarding the impact of
construction on Downtown businesses were
forwarded to Burlington Economic
Development Corporation and to the
Burlington Downtown Business Association.
Please refer to the definition of an Official
Plan above.
Please refer to the by-law information below:
Parking Enforcement:
https://www.burlington.ca/en/services-foryou/parking-enforcement.asp
Nuisance and Noise Bylaw:
https://www.burlington.ca/en/Modules/Byla
ws/Bylaw/Details/675b0095-1859-450980e2-b191f3a4d536
Please refer to the study’s Public Engagement
Plan’s list of givens located in Appendix A,
page 11.

Please refer to the definition of an Official
Plan above.
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grocery store, butcher or
specific restaurant
Buildings should be no
taller than Fire Engine
ladders can reach

facilitate retail development and
encourage employment growth.
This comment was forwarded to the
Burlington Fire Department. Their
response can be found below:
Highrise buildings designed and
constructed today are done so to be
fire-safe, built with noncombustible
materials, materials with specified
fire ratings in accordance to the
Ontario Building Code. The Ontario
Building Code does not restrict the
height of buildings based on the
maximum height the ladder can
extend on a fire truck.

Preserving and Encouraging
Places to Shop and Work

The design and materials along with
the fire protection systems such as
sprinklers, stand pipes and alarms,
allow us the option to stay and
“protect in place” or exit via the exit
stairwell. The stairwells are designed
to be pressurized and ensure a
smoke-free, safe egress. Unless the
fire is in your unit you do have the
option to “protect in place”, stay in
your unit, seal the door, leave the
door unlocked and call 9-1-1 to advise
them you are in your unit. There are
several reasons we educate to stay
and “protect in place”, if you are
physically unable to exit the building
by taking the stairs or if your exit is
blocked by smoke or fire.
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We depend on our fire protection
systems designed within a building,
our fire prevention inspectors and our
public educators to protect and
prepare our residents in the event of
a fire.
Some comments referred The re-examination is focused on the
to parts of the adopted OP downtown only, not the whole city.
that are out of scope for
this project.

Please refer to the study’s Public Engagement
Plan’s list of givens located in Appendix A,
page 11.
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Appendix F: Tactics Evaluation
Engagement Comments
Recommendation
Tactic
Survey
The questions were too similar or too
When posing open ended questions in the future avoid
repetitive and caused some confusion. using follow up questions to prompt for “why did you
answer that way”.
The majority of responses from the
This feedback will be considered in developing the next
online survey identified that the survey survey.
was just the right length.
The survey should have provided
The initial survey was designed to be open ended to not
more suggestions from which to
limit the responses to the survey. The next survey will use
choose.
options for selection where possible.
A smaller number of surveys were
In developing the approach for engagement in the Fall the
completed in a paper format. Many
project team may consider developing a shorter version for
who completed the paper survey felt it in-person, on paper submissions.
was too long.
The survey was translated into Arabic, When considering translation and outreach services staff
Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Punjabi
will hold training sessions for the people delivering the
& Spanish. The surveys were
surveys to the community. It is expected that this will
delivered to various communities by
improve the ability of the person delivering the survey to
community outreach workers. Some
answer questions and provide general background on the
responses were difficult to use as
study.
there may not have been clear
enough understanding of the project
and the objectives of the survey.
Pop up
Although no formal evaluation tool
Events
was used the following observations
were made by staff:
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Citizen
Action Labs

Food for
Feedback

Most people were happy to accept
information, however most
interactions (with a number of notable
exceptions) were less than 1-2
minutes.
Some locations were more successful
than others.

Pop ups are effective for bringing attention to project and
driving the person to other resources, but not as conducive
to longer conversations.

Planning staff hosted a booth at the
City’s “Food for Feedback” event in
Central Park on Saturday, September
14, 2019. This event was attended by
almost 1,000 members of the public.
Through this event, City staff were
able to engage with a wide range of
people including typically difficult to
reach groups such as youth, families
and newcomers.

Food for Feedback provided an opportunity to engage with
a wide variety of people and was positively received. The
City will consider using the Food Feedback format again in
the future.

It is not expected that any pop ups will be planned for the
next engagement period.
Future pop ups for other projects should identify high traffic
facility areas and farmers markets.
Feedback on the Citizen Action Labs
The next engagement period will include an expanded set
was generally positive.
of Action Labs targeting various groups.
Several people were concerned by the The public engagement plan identifies a broad list of
inclusion of developers along with
stakeholders including residents, resident groups,
Citizens at the Citizen Action Labs.
businesses, business groups, public agencies, as well as
the development industry, among many others.
In the future it will be made clear that residents along with
all other stakeholders representing any interested and
affected parties are welcome to provide input and to
participate.
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Appendix E to PL-02-20

Taking A Closer Look at the Downtown: Second Feedback Report

Introduction
On February 7, 2019, Burlington City Council voted to re-examine the policies in the adopted Official Plan. The approved
Council motion directs Burlington’s Director of City Building (now Community Planning) to commence a process to reexamine the policies of the Official Plan in their entirety as they relate to matters of height and intensity and conformity
with provincial density targets.
A Council workshop was held on March 18, 2019 to obtain further Council feedback on this direction. Council’s further
feedback resulted in focusing the work on the Downtown and on refinements to the Neighbourhood Centres policies.
A work plan for re-examining the Official Plan policies was presented by City Staff to Planning and Development
Committee on May 21, 2019 and approved by Burlington City Council on May 27, 2019.
The outcome of this work will be modified policies for the Downtown supported by a Final Report prepared by SGL
Planning & Design, retained by the City which will include the results of public engagement and finalized technical
reports.

Public Engagement Plan
In the summer of 2019 an engagement plan was developed by City staff to present a road map of the engagement
activities that will take place over the course of the project, highlighting at which points in the process engagement will
take place, who will be engaged and the level of engagement. The engagement plan outlines that public input, among
other inputs, are required to inform the following decision:
By March 2020, Burlington City Council will vote to endorse changes to the policies in Burlington’s adopted
Official Plan that guide development in the downtown until 2031, including the height and density of buildings.
The engagement plan also clearly defines aspects of the process that cannot be influenced: either because they are
beyond the City’s control, or because they are outside of the scope of the project as set out in the Council-approved work
plan. Those givens are established in the engagement plan.
The engagement plan identified that there would be two key opportunities for public engagement where input would
directly influence a recommendation that will be presented to Burlington City Council in March 2020: one in AugustSeptember 2019, and one in October-December 2019.This report pertains to the October-December opportunity.
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Engagement Feedback Report: October to December 2019
A critical objective set out in the public engagement plan was to create an ongoing record of what is said during each of
the engagement periods and to make it available to the public throughout the process, so that they can track the progress
of the project, including reports back to the community to highlight how feedback was or was not incorporated in the final
recommendation to Council. The purpose of this report is to provide that record for the second phase of the engagement
plan.
This feedback report summarizes what we heard through the October to December engagement period and includes
feedback received up to and including the December 5th Planning and Development Committee meeting.

Engagement Tactics
Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Themes, Principles and Land Use Concepts Report
This report, prepared by SGL Planning & Design, was released at the time of the Citizen Action Labs in Mid-October.
This report presented:
•
•
•
•
•

Details of the process to date
How public engagement input has been used to inform the work
An overview of proposed changes to the Downtown precincts and an overview of the proposed land use and built
form Concepts for the Downtown policies.
An overview of how the Concepts will be evaluated
Connections to other studies and projects and details of the technical studies

The details in the report formed the content for all the engagement tactics listed below. The report was available at the
Action Labs, Drop-In Sessions and at the Committee Meeting on December 5th. The report was downloaded or viewed
455 times by 299 visitors, indicative of the significant amount of time people spent engaging with the material.
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Action Labs
The core engagement tactic that informed the entire October – December session was the Action Lab. The Action Labs
are engagement events where people work together in small, welcoming groups to engage, discuss, share and explore
new ideas.
Five Action Labs were scheduled to present the project, the land use concepts and to gather feedback to help inform the
development of a preliminary recommended concept to guide future development of the Downtown.
The first two Action Labs were held on October 23 in the afternoon and in the evening at the Lions Club in Downtown
Burlington and were facilitated by Juice Inc. Following those initial sessions three further action labs were held facilitated
and supported by city staff including the following:
•
•
•

October 24th, Burlington Youth Student Council
October 30th, Halton Multicultural Council Action Lab at Haber Recreation Centre
November 2nd, Action Lab at Mountainside Community Centre

Over 200 people attended all five of the Action Labs.
The Action Labs were initially planned to be focused on sharing information about how the session
was organized, the project, the process to date, the themes identified through the first engagement
period as well as the main topic of engagement – the presentation of the two land use concepts for
key precincts in the study area. Unlike the Action Labs in August there was a significant amount of
information to share before the session shifted into small table discussions. Appendix A includes the
PowerPoint slide deck presented at the October 23rd Action Labs.

Figure 1: Action Lab
November 2

Once the presentations were complete participants worked through individual workbooks
(Appendix B) and worked as a team to share their comments to inform the development of a
third concept. The workbooks were for individuals to review and take home. Attendees were
asked to ensure that any comments, concerns or ideas that were important to them be provided
on the team work mat.
Figure 2: Action Lab October 23
(evening)
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The main question was still to answer the question “what is most important to you about the downtown?” . The objective of
the session was to help collect information to inform the development of a recommended concept or a third concept.
Tables were facilitated by “Innovation in a Box”-trained facilitators who assisted participants in providing their feedback.
Each table had a work mat on which three categories of feedback could be added:
•
•
•

An opportunity to rate each precinct in each concept to report how closely it aligned with what matters most
to you about the downtown
An opportunity to rate each concept overall to report how closely it aligned with what matters most to you
about the downtown
An opportunity to provide comments, concerns and ideas on sticky notes on the work mat

Refinements to the Action Lab structure
One key element of the public engagement plan was the desire to ensure that feedback on the approaches to
engagement was used to inform changes to engagement tactics
The approach to developing Action Labs is to treat each iteration as a
prototype. Through each iteration staff learned what was helpful to make
the sessions most useful and beneficial to those who attended. Feedback on
the format of the earlier action labs informed changes to improve the format
of subsequent action labs. Several people offered feedback and indicated
that the information presented on the two concepts was a lot to take in, spent
too much time on staff and consultant presentations and that it was overall
overwhelming and confusing. Others felt the approach of explaining in broad
terms what each of Concept 1 and Concept 2 could be described as was
harder to understand than going through each individual precinct and
comparing Concept 1 and Concept 2.

Figure 3:Staff Presentation at Action Lab November 2

Each subsequent Action Lab after the October 23rd sessions used the clicker voting approach to try to make the sessions
most useful and to try to interact with participants as soon as possible.
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Slightly modified Action Labs were also held with the Halton Multicultural Council and the Burlington Youth Student
Council. The Halton Multicultural Council Action Lab included four tables with interpretation support/translation in
Chinese, Spanish, and Russian. Results from clicker voting, the standard Action Lab workmats, and individual sticky-note
comments were also collected.
The Burlington Youth Student Council Action Lab included students from various Burlington high schools and was a small
group session of approximately 8 participants. The Action Lab workmats were used to collect feedback and included
sticky note comments from participants.

Figure 5: Workmat from October 23 Action Lab (Evening)

Figure 4: Workmat from November 2 Action Lab (Evening)
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Student Outreach Sessions (P2H Program)
A series of student outreach sessions took place throughout the engagement period. Staff attended six classes at two
Burlington high schools (Burlington Central High School and Nelson High School) reaching approximately 130 participants
ranging from grades 9 to 12. The classes included:
•
•
•
•

Civics
Geography (3 classes)
Physical Education Leadership
Business Leadership

These in-classroom sessions included a presentation and interactive polling. The student outreach sessions were
developed to follow a modified model of the Action Labs, however, since the presentations were in classroom the entire
presentation had to be delivered in less than an hour and a half, the presentations were necessarily shorter.
Unlike the presentations at the Action Labs the student presentations focused on providing a brief primer on levels of
government, land use planning and a primer to the project. Details of the vision, land use concepts and precincts were
provided.
Following the presentations, students were polled on their thoughts about the overall vision for the Downtown, as well as
the Brant Main, Lakeshore Mixed Use, Downtown East and Mid Brant Precincts. Students were asked how well each
concept executed the vision for each of the precincts. Students were not required to state a preference for one concept
over the other; however, discussion was based on comparison of the two concepts and relative preferences are apparent
in the student responses as a result. This approach recorded the impressions related to the concepts overall and served
as a two-way learning opportunity. The opportunity to share information about the role of government and land use
planning fit well into the various curriculum elements the classes were or would be addressing. Learning about student
concerns and their issues as they relate to the project was a key benefit for the project team. A summary of the student
outreach sessions is included in the findings section below.

Online Survey
The key tool for public feedback in the second phase of project engagement was a detailed online survey. The survey
was designed to be delivered only in an online version. The survey questions were developed to follow the model of the
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Action Labs and allowed participants, with the use of a slider tool, to visually experience the difference between the two
concepts in each of the precincts being considered as well as the downtown as a whole.
For the full survey please refer to Appendix C. The survey questions allowed people to provide initial answers based on a
set of multiple-choice options and then asked the respondent to describe why they provided their response. Providing
additional and supporting descriptions was optional. 169 responses to the survey were received and many respondents
provided extensive, thoughtful comments to support their multiple-choice selections in the survey. The findings section
below provides a detailed description of the survey and a summary of the results received.

Walking Tour
A Staff-led walking tour was held on Saturday, October 26th. The purpose of the tour was to engage with participants
around the existing context of different areas of the downtown and to discuss the two preliminary concepts for different
areas, but not to collect feedback. The tour lasted 2 hours and allowed participants to see first-hand the areas of
downtown that are being looked at as part of the re-examination of the adopted Official Plan and to experience what mid
and tall rise buildings feel like from the street, when walking through the downtown. Like the P2H presentations, the
walking tour focused on the four precincts where the greatest changes from the policies of the adopted Official Plan were
being contemplated: Mid-Brant, Brant Main Street, Lakeshore, and Downtown East. The route began on John Street near
the No Frills grocery store and progressed down Brant Street to Lakeshore, east to Elizabeth, north to the Elgin
Promenade, and west to Brant Street, concluding at the new public plaza on the Promenade between Brant and John
Streets (see route map in Appendix D). Approximately 25 people participated in the walking tour.
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Drop-in sessions
Drop-in Sessions were held on November 8, 12, and 15 for 2-hour periods to discuss the two concepts and to answer any
questions that participants may have had. A handful of participants attended each of the sessions and most were able to
have detailed conversations with staff which helped inform their subsequent written submissions or delegations.
A drop-in session for City staff was held at the Employee Open House as a part of Learn@Work Week on November 20th
from 11am-1pm. The drop-in session was popular with new City employees, who were curious to learn about the project.
Written Submissions
Detailed written submissions were received through both phases of engagement. In the first phase of engagement
(August to September), five written submissions were received. Submissions received in the first phase were largely
focused around the themes and principles which were developed for the first round of engagement.
In this second phase of engagement, 29 written submissions were received. In both engagement phases, written
submissions were received by email and mail and were written on behalf of individuals, development proponents, citizen
advisory committees, advisory groups and citizen groups.
Appendix F of PL-02-20 contains a table summarizing the written submissions as well as spoken delegations from the
December 5th Planning and Development Committee Meeting. The table combines comments from submissions and
delegations, organizes them by category, provides a response, and notes how the comment informed the project.

Planning and Development Committee Meeting
On December 5th, 2019 Council considered staff report PB-89-19, Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown Concept
Discussion. Beginning at 9:30am, the Committee meeting began with a presentation from city staff and the project
consultant, SGL Planning and Design. Staff explained the history of the project, reviewed the givens and scope of the
work of the project and walked Council through the themes and two preliminary land use concepts prepared for
discussion. The session was open to the public and beginning at 11am, three delegations were heard by Committee and
questions arising from the delegations were asked of staff. Following a break for lunch, the afternoon session of
Committee, beginning at 1pm, focused on Council’s questions and comments. The session allowed staff to engage in a
meaningful way with the material and the Councillors and resulted in a number of items for follow up, including a staff
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direction to look at modifications to some key areas in a few of the precincts. In the evening session, beginning at
6:30pm, 6 delegations were heard by Committee and follow-up questions asked of staff and the consultants.
PB-02-20, considered by Council on January 16th, provides the response to the staff direction and follows up on
questions and comments raised by delegations and members of Council as well as the engagement undertaken as
described in this report.

Additional Outreach
Between late September and December 2019, the project team also engaged stakeholders through presentations and
discussion at the following meetings:
•

•
•

•

Meetings of seven Citizen Advisory Committees:
o Heritage Burlington (October 9)
o Sustainable Development Committee (October 16)
o Inclusivity Advisory Committee (October 18)
o Seniors’ Advisory Committee (October 21)
o Integrated Transportation Advisory Committee (October 28)
o Cycling Advisory Committee (October 29)
o Downtown Parking Committee (November 14)
Burlington Downtown Business Association board meeting (November 6, follow-up to previous meeting in early
September)
Councillor-hosted Ward Meetings:
o Ward 2 (October 17)
o Ward 4 (November 6)
o Ward 5 (September 25)
Housing and Development Liaison Committee meeting (December 4)
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Findings
Generally, each method of engagement in the October-December period was intended to determine whether the
respondent agreed with the vision for the Downtown or the precincts, and to understand what interested and affected
parties considered to be the positive and negative aspects of the two concepts, and how well each concept implemented
the vision for the various precincts. The ways in which information was displayed and information collected were geared
to the time of the engagement event, the audience, and the need for collection of information. The following section,
sorted by source, as well as Appendices E-H provide detailed summaries of the engagement findings.

Citizen Action Labs
Generally speaking, responses were more favourable for Concept 1.
October 23 and November 2nd Action Labs
Overall, 5 Action Labs were conducted between October 23 and November 2.The feedback provided through the Action
Labs was very detailed and confirmed that there was no clear consensus about the concepts. The workmats, sticky notes
and dot stickers provided an opportunity to rank the concept overall and for each of the 4 key precincts. The ranking went
from 1 “very poorly” to 5 “very well”. Participants were asked to respond as individuals and group consensus was not
required. Not all of the attendees participated in the ranking of the concepts or provided feedback and thus the number of
participants and rankings do not correlate.
The rankings were very different for each of the general Action Labs. For the purpose of comparison:
•
•
•

The Oct 23 afternoon session – Concept 1 had very positive results for Brant Main Street indicating that 73% of
votes on the work mat were in the 4 or 5 range.
The Oct 23 evening session – Concept 1 for Brant Main Street had about 44% of respondents voting in the 4 or
5 range.
The Nov 2 session – Concept 1 for Brant Main Street had about 14% of respondents voting in the 4 or 5 range.

The rankings are also supplemented by the detailed information provided on the work mats. These details often provided
specifics about a concern with respect to one of the concepts within a certain precinct.
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Targeted Action Labs
Although the format was somewhat different both the Burlington Student Youth Council Action Lab and the Halton
Multicultural Council Action Lab similarly used work mats to capture thoughts.
In general comments recorded from the Burlington Youth Student Council Action Lab were generally supportive of
Concept 1. Similarly the findings from the Halton Multicultural Council Action Lab were generally supportive of Concept1.

The following paraphrased comments are highlighted as being noteworthy as they were raised at the action labs by 8 or
more people:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Like more space for Rambo Creek (Mid Brant Precinct)
Like the direction to protect Village Square in Concept 1 / retain Village Square as it is
Treat access and views to the Lake as the priority, allow for wide views to the lake (not framed specific to either
concept); specific examples: down Elizabeth Street; down Brant, along Lakeshore.
Top priority green space - find all the creek and park opportunities possible!
Brant should be pedestrian only / or closed more often
Need parking garages / additional parking required in the downtown /address parking /support businesses
Traffic Congestion
Wind tunnel / key to study and understand impacts
Improve streets for peds and cyclists (wider sidewalks, safety for all modes, reduced car lanes, greenspace,
trees/tree-lined main street, street gardens, benches, patio retail spill, consider cyclists). Improve walkability
Put tall buildings outside of the Downtown
Remove Downtown from Mobility Hub/Urban Growth Centre/Major Transit Station Area

Many additional comments were recorded and can be found in Appendix E which contains a record of the findings from all
5 of the Action Labs.
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School Outreach (P2H Program)
As a part of the P2H program and in coordination with the City’s Youth Coordinator, the Project Team visited six
classrooms (approximately 20-30 students per class). Staff did a presentation that included an explanation of the Official
Plan and the project and then asked a series of questions using the clicker polling technology. The questions followed a
similar but condensed version of the Action Lab and asked if students agreed with the vision for downtown, followed by
the vision for the Brant Main Street, Lakeshore Mixed Use, Upper Brant and Downtown East Precincts. They were also
asked to tell us how well each concept executed the vision for the precinct. 55-65% of student responses indicated that
Concept 1 did well or very well to execute the visions for the precincts whereas 30-40% of responses indicated that
Concept 2 did or very well at executing the various precinct visions.
A detailed breakdown of the P2H results is provided in Appendix F.

Online Survey
The survey was a very important tool to gather online public feedback in the second phase of project engagement and
allowed participants to provide feedback that may not have been able to attend the Action Labs. The survey questions
were developed to follow the model of the Action Labs and allowed participants, with the use of a slider tool, to visually
experience the difference between the two concepts in each of the precincts being considered as well as the downtown as
a whole
The survey first asked respondents if they felt that the vision statement for Downtown was complete, followed by an
opportunity to explain their answer.
The survey then moved into a detailed examination of multiple precincts, each started with the use of two still computer
generated images from the 3D model and a “slider” tool which allowed respondents to interactively slide the bar from left
to right and back to see the differences between concepts 1 and 2. Each concept showed an idea of how the built form
could look relative to each of the precincts which each concept showing the built form in a different colour (green in
concept 1 and purple in concept 2). The survey asked respondents if they agreed with the vision for the precinct and
allowed the opportunity to provide additional details voluntarily. Next the survey asked how well each concept achieved a
set of objectives for the precinct. After each question, respondents had the option to provide additional information in an
open text form, if desired.
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The process described above was repeated for the Brant Main Street, Lakeshore Mixed Use, Mid-Brant and Downtown
East Precincts. Respondents then had the option of answering a series of questions about the following precincts: Upper
Brant Street, Neighbourhood Mixed Use Area, Apartment Neighbourhood and Low-Rise Neighbourhood Area (St.
Luke’s/Emerald). Lastly, respondents were asked how they felt overall about each concept and finally if they had any
additional thoughts or comments they wanted to share.
The survey had 743 visitors and was completed by 169 respondents. The survey was estimated to take about 30 minutes
to complete, however, it is suspected that some responders spent significantly longer and provided very thoughtful and
detailed responses. The survey was complex and detailed and required a significant investment of time and learning to
complete.
In order to complete the survey, participants were required to be a registered user of the Get Involved Burlington website.
This prerequisite ensured that participants had a Burlington address, and allows the City to understand basic
demographic information about who completed the survey, based on the user profiles of survey respondents. Overall,
there were 169 responses to the survey with respondents from every Ward in Burlington. 44% of survey respondents live
in Ward 2, 17% in Ward 4 and other wards represented about 8-11% each. The survey was completed by a range of age
groups. 63% of the respondents were between the ages of 35 and 64 and 12% of respondents were under the age of 35,
while 25% were over age 65.
A summary of the additional and voluntary comments provided throughout the survey is provided in Appendix G.

Written Submissions
29 written submissions were received in the second phase of engagement as follows:
•
•
•
•

17 from individuals
2 from a community group
3 from citizen advisory committees
7 from development industry representatives

Many of the comments received in the written submission were geared to addressing thoughts, preferences and
suggested changes to the two draft concepts created by SGL for engagement in October and November as well as the
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general vision and evolution of Downtown. Comments ranged from focusing on the downtown as a whole, to specific
precincts, specific themes (green space, for example) and specific properties and areas. Many comments contained
useful ideas that will be used to inform policy once a land use vision and built form concept are endorsed by Council.
Additionally, some of the comments received through written submissions were out of scope as they pertained to things
like the Old Lakeshore Road Precinct, the Waterfront Hotel property, and the status and/or boundaries of the Urban
Growth Centre, Major Transit Station Area, and Mobility Hub designations.
The submissions and, where possible, responses, are included as an Appendix to Community Planning Report PL-02-20.

Summary of What We Heard
The findings from the various tactics worked together well to produce a varied set of feedback, both of a general or
visionary nature, and very specific, detailed comments about specific precincts, locations, built forms, heights, themes and
principles. Some general findings across all forms of engagement are included below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve streets for pedestrians, widen sidewalks
Make room for trees and green spaces, including green podiums
Retain character and charm / conserve heritage buildings
Enhance public spaces, including building setbacks
Lower heights / allow fewer tall buildings than the amount shown in concepts 1 and 2
Provide (more and better) retail at grade
Emphasize the importance of transitions to neighbourhoods and to neighbouring precincts
Address parking and traffic congestion / Ensure the provision of infrastructure to support growth
Avoid or mitigate wind and shadow impacts
Ensure a high quality of urban design
Preserve the “feel” of the downtown; the details are important
Facilitate or require the provision of affordable and diverse housing
Provide/enhance opportunities for employment / Clarify expectations for jobs
Plan for downtown as a community
Recognize special areas and plan for context-appropriate development
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A number of comments/submissions received were beyond the scope of the work of this project. For comments listed as
“Out of Scope”, please refer to Appendix E of Taking A Closer Look at Downtown: Engagement Feedback Report
(September 2019), available at Get Involved Burlington.

How will this feedback be used?
The feedback conducted through the second phase of engagement up to and including the Planning and Development
Committee Workshop on December 5th was used to inform a staff workshop and the Preliminary Preferred Concept
Report prepared by SGL Planning & Design. The feedback collected directly informed the evaluation of Concepts 1 & 2 as
well as changes to the draft precinct plan as outlined in the report. In January 2020 staff will recommend a preliminary
preferred concept for Downtown to Council; Council will discuss and vote to endorse a concept.
Some of the feedback received during the October to December period was not directly applicable to evaluating the two
preliminary concepts and developing the preliminary preferred concept, but will be used in the next project milestone to
inform modifications to the Downtown policies in the Adopted Official Plan as well as the creation of supporting and
implementing policies, which will be brought back to Council in the Spring of 2020.
The next opportunity for engagement will be in the Spring 2020 when Council considers the modified policies to support
the endorsed concept. Staff will prepare a report for public review and members of the public will be permitted to delegate
to Council.
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Appendix A: Action Labs PowerPoint Presentation
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Appendix B: Action Labs Workbook
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Appendix C: Online Survey Questions
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Taking a Closer Look - Feedback on 2 Concepts
Thank you for your interest in providing feedback regarding the downtown policies in the adopted Official Plan. This
survey should take approx. 20 minutes to complete.
This is a very important topic and we appreciate your investment in time.
Introduction
Welcome to the continuing discussion about Burlington's downtown.
Thank you to everyone who has provided input so far to help re-examine the downtown policies in the adopted Official
Plan. From the public feedback collected in August and September this year, the following themes were identified most
often when the City asked what matters most to you about the downtown (in no particular order):
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Preserve and encourage places to shop and work
Protect and enhance existing green spaces, parks and trails
Preserve connections and views to the waterfront
Provide a variety of housing options and affordability
Enhance pedestrian spaces and provide more transit and cycling options, and reduce congestion
Mid and low rise buildings preferred near Brant Street, with taller buildings towards Fairview Street and
with appropriate transitions to low rise neighbourhoods
Maintain the small-town character and preserve heritage
Spaces for year-round activities and festivals
Ensure availability of parking
Establish downtown vision to guide change
Safe, efficient road network
Emphasis on interesting, sustainable design.

Based on this input, two concepts of what the downtown could look like in the future were created.
The purpose of this survey is for you to give feedback on what you like or what can be improved about each concept.
This is not a vote, rather a discussion to gather input that will inform the development of a single concept which will be
presented to Burlington City Council in January 2020.
Once Council chooses a concept then we can work on the policies that will address things like affordability. First, we’re
looking at physical aspects of downtown with the 3D models and once we know what building types we are working
with, we can address some of those other important themes.
Note: We recommend you complete the survey on a laptop, tablet or PC in order to display the images in a larger
format.
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For your reference, a report outlining how the two downtown concepts were developed can be found here.
Please see the map below to reference the area in the downtown that is part of the re-examination of the downtown
policies in the adopted Official Plan:
This survey is focused on the four areas that are likely to see the most policy changes from the Official Plan adopted in
April 2018. These are:
Orange - Brant Main Street
Bright Yellow - Mid-Brant Street
Dark Blue - Lakeshore Mixed Use
Pink - Downtown East
The survey will also provide an opportunity to share feedback on other areas in the scope of the project.

View enlarged Downtown Burlington land use area map
What We Heard - Vision for Downtown Burlington
The public's vision for downtown Burlington is to provide for a walkable, accessible, vibrant downtown. The public's
vision also stresses the need to maintain and add new green spaces and trees, while providing additional space for year
round activities and festivals. The character of Brant Street as the "retail main street" of Burlington with its eclectic mix
of shops, meeting places and culture will be supported and enhanced. Lakeshore Road as the gateway to the waterfront
will be maintained as an important pedestrian precinct to ensure the downtown's sense of place is preserved.
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How do designations including the Urban Growth Centre, Mobility Hub and Major Transit Station Area impact the reexamination of the downtown policies in the adopted Official Plan?
Through discussion with the public about the project over the last few months, some residents have asked how
provincial designations like the Urban Growth Centre (UGC) and the Major Transit Station Area (MTSA) as well as the
Mobility Hub designation in Halton Region's Official Plan, impact the re-examination of Burlington’s adopted Official
Plan. The City is required by the Province and Halton Region to plan for these designations as long as they are in place.
City Council will continue to discuss these designations and if something changes, at the provincial or regional level, then
the City would be required to amend its Official Plan at that time.
For more information about what can and cannot be changed or impacted through the re-examination of the adopted
Official Plan, read the public engagement plan on www.getinvolvedburlington.ca
1. Does the vision for the downtown sound complete?
o
o
o

Yes
Somewhat
No

Before you view the concepts: important things to know
The concepts you will see are 3D models. These models are conceptual in nature and represent a theoretical future for
the downtown. It is impossible to know how many properties in downtown Burlington may redevelop between now and
the year 2031, or which ones would redevelop first. Therefore, the 3D model imagines what could potentially be built on
each property, and then shows what the downtown might look like if all of those properties are redeveloped over the
next 100 years.
Current market analysis suggest 20% of what you will see could be developed by 2031.
The 3D model does NOT:
•
•
•

Represent what downtown is expected to look like in 2031 or beyond;
Consider the detailed design of possible future developments;
Consider site specific constraints. For example, if a heritage building or environmental feature were present on a
property, that would need to be factored into the design of any development at the time a site-specific
development application occurs.

The 3D model does:
•
•

Give a sense of how it might look and feel if certain properties redeveloped with varying building shapes and
heights
Stimulate discussion about the appropriateness of varying building shapes and heights in different parts of the
downtown.

Development and growth will continue to happen in downtown Burlington, as one of Canada's most desirable cities to
live and work. These two concepts represent two possible ways we could achieve the vision for the downtown and
accommodate that growth.
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Two Proposed Concepts
Now you will see the two proposed concepts. As a reminder, these are two possibilities of how we could achieve the
vision for the downtown and manage growth. We are asking what you like or dislike, you are not required to pick one
over the other.
Your feedback, along with other inputs, will inform a single concept that will be presented to City Council in January
2020.
Viewing the images below
Throughout the survey, we have provided you with two options for viewing the images provided:
1. Scroller view - to use the scroller view, place your cursor in the middle on the image, hold down the right click button
and drag the mouse right or left to reveal and compare each concept.
2. Still images - to enlarge images, left click on the image and then left again, to return to the survey.
Legend
Grey buildings = buildings currently downtown
Brown buildings = currently under construction or approved
Green = concept 1, future possibilities
Purple = concept 2, future possibilities
Low-rise = up to 3 storeys
Low to mid-rise = 4 to 6 storeys
Mid-rise = 7 to 11 storeys
Tall Buildings = 12+ storeys
Please share your feedback on what the maximum height should be throughout the survey.
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Now, let's take a closer look at the Brant Main Street Area. Orange = Brant Main Street Area.
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Vision for Brant Main Street Area:
•
•
•
•
•

Serve as a unique destination
Priority retail main street with small retail shops
Pedestrian Priority Street
An improved large festival square
Mixed use: retail and service commercial uses on ground floor and residential above

3. Do you agree with the vision for Brant Street Main Area?
o
o
o

Yes
Somewhat
No

4. From the 3D models and the vision, how well does Concept 1 achieve the following for Brant Main Street:
Very well Well Somewhat Poorly Very poorly
Preserve existing character of Brant Street
Maintain views of Lake Ontario
Transition of new development to existing neighbourhoods
Building shapes and sizes fit with those nearby
Safe, comfortable, well connected environment for walking
Preserve and encourage retail space
5. How would you improve Concept 1 for Brant Main Street?
6. From the 3D models and the vision, how well does Concept 2 achieve the following for Brant Main Street:
Very well Well Somewhat Poorly Very poorly
Preserve existing character of Brant Street
Maintain views of Lake Ontario
Transition of new development to existing neighbourhoods
Building shapes and sizes fit with those nearby
Safe, comfortable, well connected environment for walking
Preserve and encourage retail space
7. How would you improve Concept 2 for Brant Main Street?
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Now, let's take a closer look at the Lakeshore Mixed Use Area. Dark blue = Lakeshore Mixed Use Area.
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Vision for Lakeshore Mixed Use Area:
•
•
•
•
•

Gateway to the Waterfront
Priority retail main street
Mixed use: Primarily retail and service commercial uses on the ground floor and residential above
Largely already developed with existing buildings
Only parts of 4 blocks remain for redevelopment
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9. Do you agree with the vision for Lakeshore Mixed Use Area?
o Yes
o Somewhat
o No
10. From the 3D model and the vision, how well does Concept 1 achieve the following for the Lakeshore Mixed Use
Area:
Very well Well Somewhat Poorly Very poorly
Maintain views of Lake Ontario
Transition of new development to existing neighbourhoods
Building shapes and sizes that fit with those nearby
Safe, comfortable, well connected environment for walking
Preserve and encourage retail
11. How would you improve Concept 1 for Lakeshore Mixed Use Area?
12. From the 3D model and the vision, how well does Concept 2 achieve the following for the Lakeshore Mixed Use
Area:
Very well Well Somewhat Poorly Very poorly
Maintain views of Lake Ontario
Transition of new development to existing neighbourhoods
Building shapes and sizes that fit with those nearby
Safe, comfortable, well connected environment for walking
Preserve and encourage retail
13. How would you improve Concept 2 for Lakeshore Mixed Use Area?
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Now, let's take a closer look at the Mid-Brant Mixed Use Area. Bright yellow = Mid-Brant Mixed Use Area.
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Vision for Mid-Brant Mixed Use Area:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mixed use neighbourhood
Major retail centre to serve shopping needs of Downtown residents
Replacement of surface parking lots
Brant Street will be enhanced as a Pedestrian Priority Street
Increased buffer along Rambo Creek
A walking trail along the west side of the Creek
A new public urban park

15. Do you agree with the vision for Mid-Brant Mixed Use Area?
o Yes
o Somewhat
o No
16. From the 3D model and the vision, how well does Concept 1 achieve the following for the Mid-Brant Street Area:
Very well Well Somewhat Poorly Very poorly
Transition of new development to existing neighbourhoods
Building shapes and sizes that fit in with those nearby
Safe, comfortable, well connected environment for walking
Preserve and encourage retail
17. How would you improve Concept 1 for Mid-Brant Mixed Use Area?

18. From the 3D model and the vision, how well does Concept 2 achieve the following for the Mid-Brant Street Area:
Very well Well Somewhat Poorly Very poorly
Transition of new development to existing neighbourhoods
Building shapes and sizes that fit in with those nearby
Safe, comfortable, well connected environment for walking
Preserve and encourage retail
19. How would you improve Concept 2 for Mid-Brant Mixed Use Area?
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Now, let's take a closer look at the Downtown East Area. Pink = Downtown East Area.
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Vision for Downtown East Area:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-eminent destination for major office, post-secondary education institutions and residential uses
Focus area for public parking
Village Square area will be maintained and celebrated
Significant office or institutional employment uses will be required in new developments
Office market requires residential to achieve viability
Current buildings range from 3 to 18 storeys

21. Do you agree with the vision for the Downtown East Area?
o Yes
o Somewhat
o No

22. From the 3D model and the vision, how well does Concept 1 achieve the following for the Downtown East Area:
Very well Well Somewhat Poorly Very Poorly
Transition of new development to existing neighbourhoods
Building shapes and sizes that fit with those nearby
Safe, comfortable, well connected environment for walking
Preserve and encourage retail
Protect and enhance opportunities for office space
23. How would you improve Concept 1 for Downtown East Area?
24. From the 3D model and the vision, how well does Concept 2 achieve the following for the Downtown East Area:
Very well Well Somewhat Poorly Very Poorly
Transition of new development to existing neighbourhoods
Building shapes and sizes that fit with those nearby
Safe, comfortable, well connected environment for walking
Preserve and encourage retail
Protect and enhance opportunities for office space
25. How would you improve Concept 2 for Downtown East Area?
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Additional areas for comment
There are four areas of the downtown where only vision changes or boundary changes have been proposed to the
policies outlined in the Official Plan adopted in April 2018. These include:
•
•
•
•

Lighter Blue = Upper Brant
Red = Apartment Neighbourhood
Lighter Yellow = Low rise Neighbourhood (St. Luke's/Emerald)
Tan = Neighbourhood Mixed Use

View enlarged Downtown Burlington land use area map
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26. Would you also like to share your feedback on these additional four areas?
o Yes
o No
27. Thinking about your responses to the previous questions, how do you feel overall about Concept 1 for the
downtown?
o
o
o
o

Strongly like
Like
Dislike
Strongly dislike

28. Is there anything you would like to add about Concept 1?
29. Thinking about your responses to the previous questions, how do you feel overall about Concept 2 for the
downtown?
o
o
o
o

Strongly like
Like
Dislike
Strongly dislike

30. Is there anything you would like to add about Concept 2?
31. Is there anything else that you'd like to share?
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Appendix D: Walking Tour Route Map (October 26, 2019)
1

2
3
5
4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Brant Street in front of No Frills & Scotiabank
Elgin Promenade Square (Brant Street at Elgin St)
Lakeshore Road at Brant Street
Lakeshore Road at Elizabeth Street
Elizabeth Street at Elgin Promenade

Grey = existing building
Brown = under construction or approved
development
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Appendix E: Summary of Action Lab Reflections
General Action Lab reflections
General Issues:
•
•
•

Misunderstanding about definition of heights, “tall buildings” appears to be used quite flexibly.
Misunderstandings about context
A lot of use of tunnels/canyons terminology to describe a number of situations

Brant Main Street:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some table notes indicated they like concept 1 but were concerned it would be difficult to implement
Some table notes thought that Concept 1 gave more sky view, lake view and felt more permeable.
Treatment of the streets at grade is paramount
Many table notes indicated that they were happy with the 3 storeys within 20m of Brant but were interested in lower
height maximums (5,6,7,8 storeys max)
Concern about the Northeast corner of Caroline and Locust
Several table notes indicated that they liked neither concept, looking for less density, wider sidewalks and no high
rises
Several tables noted they disliked Concept 2
Several tables noted they disliked Concept 1

Lakeshore Mixed Use Precinct
•
•
•

Fairly divided
Some table notes questioned the use of the gateway language
Some table notes identified an opportunity to make this a pedestrian precinct
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many tables liked Concept 2 for Lakeshore Mixed Use precinct, in particular likes the stepped back built form, and
lower building heights more reflective of existing buildings
One indicated that they liked either concept
A few tables indicated that they liked concept 1, only if the setbacks can be ensured.
Many tables (5) suggested only low-rise buildings no more tall buildings
Green space was often mentioned, often in looking for new ways to introduce green. In some cases, it was
mentioned as part of the built form on podiums etc.
One suggestion to increase the 3m setback
Treatment of the streets at grade is paramount. Think about outdoor spaces for gathering (patios).
3 tables noted concern about the development of a condo wall
Pedestrian priority supported
Concern about area east of Brant – no more tall buildings
Many table notes indicated that they were happy with Concept 1- the 3 storeys within 20m of Lakeshore but were
interested in a variety of height maximums (6-7,11,12,15 storeys max). Another table noted the opportunity to be
guided by Concept 1 but to set the maximum height in response to adjacent buildings.
One table indicated a preference for Concept 2 – however, if Concept 1 is selected the heights need to be more
reflective of existing heights.
Like neither concept, looking for less density, wider sidewalks
Looking for variety of heights
Concept 2 is ok but is too close to the street.
One table stated: “You say hard to defend having low buildings because of context (existing 18 storey building) we
expect you to fix it. It should not be either or.”
Both concepts are too tall.
Waterfront views and access to the lake must be protected.

Mid Brant Mixed Use Precinct
•
•

Significant support for linear park/creek block
Several tables preferred the Concept 1 approach for 3 storeys along Brant Street.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Dislike concept 2 due to mid-rise adjacent to neighbourhood
Several tables indicated that special consideration needed at Brant and Caroline. One table suggested that if
concept 2 presented a more graduated mid-rise building concept (wedding cake) it could help address the issue.
One table indicated that Concept 1 transitioned to neighbourhood better, another indicated that Concept 1
transitioned well to both Brant and to the neighbourhood better.
Concept 2 doesn’t appear to give enough space for the creek
Several tables suggested Concept 1 should have no tall buildings, including suggesting a maximum height of 6
storeys.
Several tables suggested that Concept 2 should have a variety of lower maximum heights (4 storeys, 6 storeys).
Another indicated that they liked Concept 2 and it should have a maximum of 12 storeys.
Several tables suggested that Concept 1 could have a variety of maximum heights (7-11 storeys, 8).
3 tables indicated that they like John Street extension – like to have another street to support Brant – allow for
focus on pedestrians on Brant.
4 tables indicated that they don’t want to see potential green space used up by roads.
Affordable retail is important
Would stand alone permissions for the grocery store make it more likely to stay? Is there a way to mitigate this
risk?
Concept 1 maximum height 12 storeys
Two tables highlighted concerns with concept 1. One indicated that suggesting that tall buildings with 3 storeys at
Brant Street and saying it will feel like 3 storeys is not true. Another indicated that the 3D model was not accurate.
Tall buildings with stepbacks would feel imposing and create wind and shadow impacts.
Like better use of space at grade – moving parking underground.

Downtown East Precinct
•
•
•
•

Many tables (13) liked the direction in Concept 1 to protect Village Square.
Several tables highlighted the opportunity for a mixed-use area close to transit
One table indicated that Concept 1 better transitions, like the mix of tall and mid rise
One table indicated that Concept 2 is too tall with insufficient setbacks
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One table indicated that Concept 2 like tiered building
One table indicated more variation needed
One table asked to limit high rises to this precinct
Several tables indicated that Concept 1 is too tall, the height belongs north. One table indicated that 12 storey max
would be appropriate. Another indicated that the maximum height should be 6 storeys.
Several tables indicated Village Square should redevelop. One table suggested that Village Square should be a
park
Like commercial cluster vision
One table indicated that either concept would work equally well
Two tables indicated the importance of setting clear expectations for business/office space.
One table was concerned with the idea of post secondary institutions
One table highlighted that this is already an area under pressure. Uncertain that it would be able to support
development.
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Appendix F: Summary of Student Outreach (P2H) Polling
The following represents an aggregate of the responses collected during the 6 high school visits conducted during the
engagement period. Please not that in some cases, not all questions were asked in all questions due to time constraints.
Downtown Overall
• 49% of students felt the Vision for Downtown was complete or somewhat complete.
• Of the students surveyed, 89% said the proposed boundary made sense or somewhat made sense.
Brant Main Street Precinct:
• 83% of students agreed or somewhat agreed with the vision for the Brant Main Street Precinct.
• 55% of students felt Concept 1 did a good job delivering the vision for the Brant Main Street Precinct.
• 38% of students felt Concept 2 did a good job delivering the vision for the Brant Main Street Precinct.
Lakeshore Mixed Use Precinct:
• 69% of students agreed or somewhat agreed with the vision for the Lakeshore Mixed Use Precinct.
• 59% of students felt Concept 1 did a good job executing the vision for the Lakeshore Mixed Use Precinct.
• 33% of students felt Concept 2 did a good job delivering the vision for the Lakeshore Mixed Use Precinct,
whereas 45% felt it did not.
Mid Brant Precinct:
• 71% of students agreed or somewhat agreed with the vision for the Mid Brant Precinct.
• 58% of students felt that Concept 1 did a good job delivering the vision for the Mid Brant Precinct.
• 40% of students felt Concept 2 did a good job and 41% felt Concept 2 did a poor job delivering the vision for the
Mid Brant Precinct.
Downtown East:
• 70% of students agreed with or somewhat agreed with the vision for the Downtown East Precinct.
• 62% of students felt Concept 1 did a good job delivering the vision for the Downtown East Precinct.
• 31% of students felt Concept 2 did a good job and 41% felt Concept 2 did a poor job delivering the vision for the
Downtown East Precinct.
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Appendix G: Summary and Sample of Survey Results
The comments below include a summary of comments commonly received, some of which have been paraphrased.
Comments on the Overall Vision for Downtown:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parking/traffic is a critical concern/not adequately addressed
Preserve low rise from of downtown overall
Vision is too broad/vague
Add protection of waterfront incl. views and area
Need more and better merchants downtown
transit not addressed
walkability should include prioritized active/public transportation
does not reflect public's views about high rises
employment is missing
missing affordable housing
does not reflect shortfalls in residential/employment density
Downtown is a community into itself with range of services, housing choices and facilities for all
Need more people within walking distance to support Brant St Corridor
Preserve/promote unique bars, restaurants, entertainment and vibrancy
Brant as main retail street is good but also beyond should be considered
Brant Street as gateway to the lake, not Lakeshore Road
define greenspace furthermore clarity for "retail main street"

Do you agree with the Vision for Brant Main Street Precinct?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Summary: lower heights, parking concerns, need for protection of green space, heritage, charm.
should be protected as low-rise form (up to low-mid)
opportunity for pedestrian only area (Brant, Lakeshore to Caroline)
ensure sufficient parking for retail and condos (incl. U/G parking)
should be expanding streets/questions about street expansions due to concepts
traffic concerns (including due to ped priority on Brant)
dislike
too much intensification/density/tall buildings
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

don’t like tall buildings (incl. on Brant)
retain small-town feel/charm, eclectic feel, specific shops
3-storey pods + tower does not achieve small town character
not what the community wants
fear of loss of heritage buildings
ok with tall buildings downtown
wind tunnel created on Brant & concern with setbacks
widen sidewalks
feels mid-rise is less than 11 storeys

How would you Improve Concept 1 for Brant Main Street Precinct?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Summary: low rise buildings preferred, conserve the current (historic) character, pedestrian experience
important.
no more tall buildings
no more mid-rise buildings
reduce building size and footprints and concentration
character of Brant St should be captured at Brant/Lakeshore
prioritize street level design & ped experience
prefer the larger setbacks provided in Concept 1
preserve heritage character of Brant St
regulate building materials to replicate historic character
Ok with more and taller buildings
maintain views to the lake
lower heights (incl south of James south of Caroline)

How would you Improve Concept 2 for Brant Main Street Precinct?
•
•
•
•

General summary: prefer concept 2 for Brant Main street but would like to see lower heights overall and larger
setbacks.
Prefer greater setbacks to create the illusion of more space.
Move the mid-rise buildings further north and preserve the main core
I think the public would overwhelmingly accept 4 -6 storeys overall in preference to 3 storeys with towers up to 11 (and
probably far in excess of 11 once appeals done). It would give residents the feeling something came out of review.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I would like to see low rise buildings only south of Caroline Street
reduce depth of building to preserve more of the view of the sky
prefer thin towers with height on top podiums as opposed to block mid-rise buildings
Lower rise still needs to be softened to reflect the nature of Brant Street
need more setbacks at ground level or more opportunity for public spaces
Keep buildings low to mid rise
No more tall or mid-rise buildings in downtown. Period. Put them up around Fairview, QEW, Harvester. Redefine the definition
of “downtown” if you have to.
No residential on Brant St
Again, while the one building on Brant is shorter than concept 1, it sits closer to the road. Would prefer better step-back style
from the road (concept 1) and shorter building
New buildings look to close to road, so move them back a few feet

Do You Agree with the Vision for Lakeshore Mixed Use Precinct?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Summary: concerns with views to lake, traffic and development south of Lakeshore. Also a few question the
“priority retail main street” status of Lakeshore Rd.
I just don't see Lakeshore as a priority retail main street, not with the amount of traffic.
Prefer to see buildings tiered and layered. Shorter closer to the lake and gradually increasing in height away from the Lake.
Overall mixed use should be reflected in the built structure. This area reflects an overall height corridor along Lakeshore that
will choke off sunlight, limited transitions to downtown.
I like it
Limiting all height in this area is inconsistent with any other city I have been to. The waterfront is the best area to live, and
having accommodation options taking advantage of the view, will help attract residents to Burlington.
Lakeshore is so busy it's not a great retail area. You don't wander along Lakeshore browsing. That will only get worse as
density increases.

How would you Improve Concept 1 for Lakeshore Mixed Use Precinct?
•
•
•
•
•

General Summary: reduce heights, Brant and Lakeshore should be Mid-Brant. Concerns with traffic on Lakeshore
today and a few raised widening the road.
Drastically reduce heights! Corner of Brant and Lakeshore should not be part of the Lakeshore Mixed Use Area
Reduce heights (multiple comments)
Building heights should match existing context setbacks from the street to maintain pedestrian context
It is good
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•
•
•
•
•

More step back in buildings, more greenspace for animation at street level
Reduce flow of rush hour traffic, find a way to re-route traffic during peak times, to other east-west corridors such as New or
Fairview. Pedestrians, Cyclist, Shoppers & Retailers are not enticed by the amount of heavy traffic on Lakeshore
Lower heights to six storeys and use substantial setbacks. Heights should be lower here than north of Pine
Maintain views of Lake Ontario. For who? Safe....for walking. We walk along the sidewalk. I don't see how that differs in 1
or 2. Preserve....retail. All depends on what rent the new buildings charge, doesn't it.
Encourage more open space and setbacks. Maybe rooftop public spaces on the large setback before the tower

How would you Improve Concept 2 for Lakeshore Mixed Use Precinct?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Summary: Preference for Concept 2; Lower heights, setbacks from lakeshore are a must; stepping back of
heights; add more green and open space where possible.
concept 2 creates no visual interest, a monotony of bulky looking buildings and along with the sameness a high probability of
wind tunneling which would greatly reduce comfort of walking
Concept 2 vision for gas station site is best as long as it meets the height of the parking garage
Less intensification
Lower heights
Concept 2 not much better than Concept 1
Better design option
Larger setbacks
If this scale is actually achievable, I think residents would prefer it, even if they don't love it. The devil would be in the detail.
Wider sidewalks, trees, etc would go a long way to preventing regrettable mistakes or sidewalk dead zones.
lower buildings, walking, no cars, more green spaces
Lower heights but better than concept 1
Attempt to create more open / pedestrian space along the lakefront.
The stepped back approach is preferred but this is of little value if height and design principles are ignored.
reduce mass of side and rear walls of new builds, perhaps through step-downs
Set the mid-rise buildings back from Lakeshore.
Ensure architectural features of built form reinforce transition and the corridor leading to Brant Street
permit towers above mid-rise
allow greater density in this area where Burlington has a unique advantage
With the existing developments, concept 2 helps continue the line of sight down the street and keeps a nice character.
Definitely preferred over.
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•

Less levels of the building, have the layers cut back further into the building

Do you agree with the vision for Mid-Brant?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need a stronger and more articulated vision - all about urban design.
Buildings are too close to the streets. Need more setback. Where is the new parking?
Buildings to big and crowded
It should be a mix if both. Concept 1 is too oppressive; Concept 2 is too boring. Mix the heights.
Commenting to support removal of surface lots along Brant and John Street- this is completely inappropriate land use. I would
add that car dealerships are not an appropriate land use for downtown either.
Replacement of surface lots with what? Not new surface lots. Bike lanes lead nowhere. Agree with pedestrian priority and
park but drawings don't seem to reflect these at all. Too much building mass on John St.
the three-story podiums and setback towers look silly
Major retail doesn't make sense if you want to keep the small town feel of Brant st. Put major retail up by Fairview
There is no public space. We need a square or something that will spur events.
Replacement of surface parking lots. With what?
This should be where the area opens up. Add some open public space in front of the buildings as they are all too close to the
street.
I don't believe we need a major retail centre to serve the needs of DT residents and why just DT residents. Which surface
parking lots will re replaced and with what? What exactly does making Brant a pedestrian priority st mean?
All this focus on retail is out of sync with the current reality of online shopping.
A retail area within walking distance of downtown is definitely needed. An urban park on Brant Street doesn't seem like a safe
idea.
Need to secure more parkland here. Buildings kept at 8 storeys
The values expressed are fine, but the plans do not match the values.

How would you improve Concept 1 for Mid-Brant?
•
•
•
•
•

less height and less buildings, more sunlight and greenspaces
I like concept two better
I just want to keep no frills but like the idea of John street following the creek ..natural curve
I don't see a difference between the two concepts. Overall the building height seems to create a wall along the area
Option 1 here is really most residents' worst nightmare - a row of highrises that, even with setbacks, could, after inevitable
appeals and watering down of objectives, create an overwhelmingly hostile and un-loved streetscape compared with present
day.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buildings too close together not enough green space
less high rise structure along main corridor
Wide sidewalks need to be maintained to encourage walking and a vibrant streetscape
Perhaps have fewer buildings to get rid of the cramped feel to the area
create green roofs on large, flat expanses created by step backs
would reduce the podium height associated with the Tall Towers and perhaps set the podium back and introduce a POPS or
European plaza at sidewalk level.
Building on east are right to the curb in the model. If we are building an open and walkable downtown this appear counter
productive. The west side of Brant could absorb further intensification with proper buffers and setbacks
It is only marginally better than Concept 2 given it offers greater set-backs in graduating heights.
Double width of sidewalks. Don’t be scared of density Aim for a much better modal split
More public space such as a square similar to how the waterfront is used during the warm months
Lower rise buildings with bigger setback from Brant st. More open feel Bigger pedestrian areas

How would you improve Concept 2 for Mid-Brant?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Summary: general preference for Concept 2 and smaller scale all around, reduce heights, increase setback,
wider sidewalks, public space, human scale,
it is the best of the two concepts
both concepts the buildings seem oppressive.
Much better human context with midrise built form and continuity of building faces along the street
I do not understand how a major retail shopping area will preserve the wonderful stores that are already downtown
At street level there's still a lot of potential for a wall of private space, especially if retail square footage is watered down.
Building envelopes too close to road for safety of walkers, bikers.
Lower heights and more set back from road.
Mix 1 and 2.
more public space
Prevent the buildings from overly dominating the sidewalk
I would prefer Concept #1 with my above comment included.
set buildings farther back from road to enhance Brant as a pedestrian priority street
Same comments as concept #1. Setback of tower is too small and 6 story podium does not fit in. Doesn't look like pedestrian
priority at all when cars get the most space.
Set the mid-rise buildings back and introduce a POPS or European plaza at sidewalk level.
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•
•
•
•
•

Create better setbacks from curbs to create a more appealing corridor above Caroline. Ensure the mix use is truly mix use in
I think you need more density
Better street setbacks with scaled height as you moved away from the street. Design specifications should encourage angled
buildings to allow more sunlight to the street and the proposed trees/plants.
increase setback, stagger setback, remove some of buildings
Lower height, more green space, transitions to street and to existing low density neighbourhoods.

Do you agree with the vision for Downtown East?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Summary: lower the heights, need to plan for office, parking is a major challenge, heritage conservation,
Village Square controversial
There is no vision, never has been, and the feel of the area will be changed forever.
Village Square is a great concept but is old and past due. It needs to be improved and refreshed along the original vision but
with more space and access.
Really you could do better here - urban design human context is critical in the downtown area - all about the pedestrian
experience and creating a complete community. I have seen nothing in the concepts listed that speak to this at any dept
Village Square is not a heritage property, where as other buildings that are much older are being torn down.
Like office/ institution/education focus. Massing is way overdone.
we have existing public parking structures west of Brant. It would be nice to somehow not spread this out so much as they are
not aesthetically pleasing structures.
If Brant street is reserved for retail, where does office go? We need employment for a vibrant downtown.
Buildings better here than in Brant. Live here play on Brant and lakeshore. 18 stories too tall for small streets
Village square is and has been an odd ‘feature’ downtown....rarely used well. Focus on transit not parking. Office
development crucial
I don’t see any focus on enhancing green space and improving pedestrian safety.
Higher densities with broader road/sidewalk setbacks in the downtown area possibly with lower heights approaching the
houses beyond Martha.
This should be an area transitioning to lower rise neighbourhoods to the east (notwithstanding SOME, a few mid to tall
buildings. Doesn’t mean there needs to be more) can’t reverse Martha/Lakeshore 26 storey but cannot make it worse

How would you improve Concept 1 for Downtown East?
•
•

General Summary:
Although I feel that both concepts don’t give a warm feel to the area, concept #1 would be more favourable over #2
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smaller develops able to incorporate sufficient parking and proper off street accessibility for trucks and transports making
length delivery stops.
i like 2 better
i just don't see the difference!
Don't like the flat podiums with point towers - does not actually work well - would rather a complex mid rise to high rise context
with greater range and flexibility of design
Concept 1 with the low rises is good. However the buildings behind them are too tall.
New bus terminal and transit mall. New parking garage.
Lower heights and more set back from the road
Property at NE corner of Brant & Lakeshore should be in Brant Main Street Precinct, to enhance Brant gateway to Lake
Ontario.
I agree with the idea of attracting post secondary institutions but am wary of the suggestion of parking location. Hopefully
parking will be underground and not large multi storey slabs.
Forget office space - there is little demand. There are some locations that are suitable for taller buildings. Protect Village
Square in its current format.
Allow more density where jobs are most likely to go. even if just for office projects.
Keep buildings low to mid rise
Missing some areas to go ‘up’
11 storeys max.
Maybe suggest to turn the closest tower at the bottom sideways to clear the view to the lake better.
above grade pedestrian bridges
Needs taller buildings to promote mixed use buildings
5 storeys max

How would you improve Concept 2 for Downtown East?
•
•
•
•
•

General Summary: lower heights, north east corner of precinct feels like a lot, protect Village Square, acceptance of
office even if it adds modest heights
Lower heights but prefer Concept 2 versus 1
it is better than 1
I don't see the differences as being worthy of two concepts for this area .. Hopefully we can generate interest in this space for
businesses et al
Lower business buildings
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•
•
•
•
•

•

Specifically the area in the northeast corner seems like a more drastic transition to the rest of the neighbourhood in terms of
height
Concept 2 midrises work if you add them to Concept 1's low rises.
reduce height of buildings on west side of Maria so they don't loom over buildings on the east side
Forget office space - there is little demand. Require mixed use, not residential only. There are some locations that are
suitable for taller buildings. Protect Village Square in its current format.
Encourage by Village Square but need further effort below Elgin Promenade to limit heights to ensure residence looking to
enjoy are not met by large structure as they transition to Village Square and possibly onto Spencer park. James St. limit
heights
Allow more density where jobs are most likely to go. even if just for office projects.

Do you agree with the Vision for Upper Brant?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Summary: Many felt this area should be low, most indicated some acceptance of taller buildings here,
concern about location of potential park
There's logic to putting greatest density here, & possible ability to encourage affordability not possible closer to lake. Many will
see a potential cluster of 4/5 large towers as incompatible with 'pedestrian'-friendly community.
Transition to established neighbourhoods does not satisfy Principle 15. We have mid-rise and tall buildings abutting single
family homes. Why are these neighbourhoods given different treatment from the
Would like to see the upper Brant area to be expanded along Fairview to include further intensification or the area in the
Urban Growth Center
Park space...purchase property to make a park...Toronto has mini-parks all over to add green space
I think as long as we maintain some limits on high rise commercial and residential buildings so we don't create a cold, sterile
feel, but rather an area that compliments our downtown with retail, hospitality shops, little parkettes etc
Existing residential neighbourhoods behind the Fairview to Ghent East section should not have to back onto buildings taller
than 6 stories.
Must maximize the available space and transit, but without ignoring the need for livability such as trees and walkability to Go
Transit hub.
This is definitely a better area for commuters than downtown
I agree in having taller buildings but I think it should be capped at 14 floors on Brant

Do you agree with the vision for the Neighbourhood Mixed Use Area?
•

3 storeys sound good but the height numbers aren't even on the building diagrams to show us anything.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are opportunities for soft intensification and infill in these areas as well as conversions of historical buildings to multi
unit buildings - the best way to preserve the area is to allow for some change and flexibility within a context.
Add 'gentle density' such as granny flats, duplex/triplex and townhomes/walkups where compatible with existing historical
properties. It can be done if we relax subservience to the car.
Prefer more intensification downtown.
Preserving heritage space and creating green space is important, but lower-rise tends to be a waste of space.
keep it low-rise or single-family used for commercial
Needs more parkland
I don't understand the push to put people further south when this is the more ideal area for higher density - the land is useless
at the moment, you have more opportunity for parking (rather than near the lake where the water table is an issue)

Do you agree with the vision for the Apartment Neighbourhood Precinct?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This is where apartments already existing - you want to maximize the opportunities for infill within this area
Buildings should be no higher than the existing buildings. The building at Ontario by the Art Centre should not serve as a
model for other projects since it is taller than everything around it.
extreme caution should be taken when developing apartment neighborhoods. Liberty village is one example of “ battery hen”
accommodation which has severe social health impacts. Large viable green space is crucial for apartment neighborhoods
high-rise apartment neighbourhoods need prioritization for active transportation and transit. High quality facilities on Maple
and connections through the downtown (e.g. Elgin) are essential for cycling and transit mode support
Would prefer parts of these area to be neighbourhood mixed use to protect over intensification adjacent to for example 2 or 3
storey building. Helping create lower profile corridors ie neighbourhoods
Infill is the key. If it is tall development that is not between existing tall apartments/condos or abutting waste areas (hydro
right of way, etc.) then its height should be 3 stories.
I agree as long as we make sure to include green space/park and trees

Do you agree with the vision for the low rise Neighbourhood (St Luke’s and Emerald) Precinct?
•
•
•

There are opportunities for soft intensification and infill in these areas as well as conversions of historical buildings to multi
unit buildings - the best way to preserve the area is to allow for some change and flexibility within a context.
Add 'gentle density' such as granny flats, duplex/triplex and townhomes/walkups where compatible with existing historical
properties. It can be done if we relax subservience to the car.
Always need to look at areas that could be intensified on the edges if all buffers and setbacks can be enforced. Area closest
to Brant falls in that category
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•

Allowing redevelopment of old and crumbling housing stock to mid-rise level would improve housing affordability and quality,
BUT mandate must be made for improved greenspace as part of this allowance. Transit must also improve.

Would you like to add anything else about Concept 1?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

still too tall and dense. I understand the need to grow, but it should NOT be on our jewel of a street Brant.
Change corner of Brant/Lakeshore concept from Lakeshore to Downtown. Keep the downtown precinct to no more than 4-6
story's max.
I like the concept with the taller buildings
Initially I preferred Concept 1 but now I am leaning to Concept 2. I still believe what happens on the street will have more
impact on the vibrancy of downtown and the size or shape of buildings.
I like the idea of building up the downtown and am not opposed at all the high-rises. I do, however, believe that efforts would
be better served Further North adjacent to the train lines. That being said, parking and congestion is a concern with Concept
1
There are no outdoor people gathering places like the Centro Sunday market. This will kill any hope of community
I would like to see all the electrical poles below grade, particularly on John Street. It would dramatically improve the nightlines
to the lake.
like lower profile between bookend heights of James and Lakeshore ie Village Square. Further enhancement of corridor and
mixed use structures plus limiting side by side heights to ensure sunlight and character is enhanced and not a detriment
Allow more employment density
Allow more employment density
Like the setbacks, but feel more height could be accommodated to improve housing stock and affordability.
I see how the taller buildings theoretically free up greenspace etc elsewhere. Maybe it is just the model, but the podiums
seem huge and wasted space.
pedestrian overpasses on Brant, high-rise buildings take advantage of vertical space creating a visually satisfying skyline,
creates individuality and a recognizable skyline

Is there anything else you would like to add about Concept 2?
•
•
•

Change the corner of Brant Lakeshore Precinct to the Downtown Precinct and hold heights to no more than 4-6 storey's for
the downtown.
Density needs to be reduced.
I mostly like 2 as it has more taller buildings and thus more new retail still concerned about parking so stores can stay in
business
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I like the variety of building heights here. My concern is the pedestrian experience with smaller setbacks. Also concerned
about the area around village square in this concept
If we need to build up I prefer smaller high rises, encouragement for retail, restaurants and businesses
It doesn't feel like a vision that, if implemented, would ensure the type of future downtown a city like ours should be able to
achieve. But yes, it is better.
Out of the 2, Concept 2 is closer to what the character of this City is like.
Like the opportunity for a better pedestrian experience eg. wider sidewalks, plazas and parks
this seemed to be a better attempt at spreading density and varying the city scape for interest and comfort.
It is a better concept, though probably still to much intensification. I recognize there is a need to intensify and this is a better
plan
It looks like my ideal vision for Burlington: metropolitan yet human-scaled, harmoniously composed streetscapes with enough
density to accommodate population growth
Like the heights, and might allow more where it doesn't impact street/lake views, but would improve setbacks to reduce threat
of claustrophobia and dead trees from lack of light. Setbacks make an environment bright and livable.
It is also fine. I hope people understand that height limits result in buildings that are wider at the base.
concept 2 does not take advantage of vertical space, thus forcing a larger footprint on ground and creating a very boring
industrial look and feel

Is there anything else you’d like to share?
•

•

•

Sustainability should be the highest priority in approving new developments. One aspect of this is provision for greenspace
and trees to offset the effects of climate change and the effects of new construction. Another is maintaining and enhancing
walkability. Porous surfaces are preferable to concrete and asphalt. Buildings should be set back from roadways to reduce
the claustrophobic effect of walls rising straight up from the sidewalk, and allow trees to flourish along the roadway.
I think that a focus on building height and massing has distracted from other considerations, which have a larger impact on
how humans interact with the built environment. Please be more bold and transformational in facilitating active transportation,
safe streets for all ages, year-round use of the urban environment, public art, community programming, spaces for organic
human interaction, affordable housing, and vibrant independent businesses. Cities are for people- not cars. The amount of
space dedicated to cars in the downtown area is obscene (roads + parking lots + driveways). This needs to change in
parallel with the coming land use changes.
I think the city should consider building a transit link to downtown, instead of restricting development downtown so much. A
vibrant downtown requires people and jobs, and these concepts seem intent on restricting both
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•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

My hope is the downtown can have everything community centres, churches, townhouses, public trails, hi rise, low rise, mid
rise all co-existing. So an example could be Lion Club Center with park but now a large tower on that property with across the
street large towers creating a park in darkness."
Burlington will grow. Brant Street is a destination now in the summer time. It is awesome to see people walking downtown
streets in the evening. Preserve that. Add to it by making stretches along Lakeshore more interesting with shops and
restaurants (not that we need many more). Implement a pedestrian only stretch or have more street festivals. That is what I
love about Burlington!
Priorities...People, parks & parking
Development is good as long as the small town heritage of Burlington is not diminished.
I believe we need to have a mix of both concepts. Both have good options but it comes down to the design of these buildings.
I believe in the downtown area the height should be around 10-14. The public will like anything as long as it’s a beautiful
building they are looking at. Also we have to make sure that people have enough room on the sidewalk and there is enough
green and green space. Trees, plants, nice lights all make a difference.
There is no vision on building type or tree canopy or anything to address the climate action plan.
Just overall I prefer Concept 1. Because after studying the 3D pictures for some time, I feel Concept 1 just feels more open
from the street, less congested, less crowded, less constricting.
More of the height and density should be north of Ghent. Closer to GO and road capacity is greater. All the focus on retail in
all these new buildings with no parking is unlikely to succeed.
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PL-02-20, Appendix F

Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: August-September
Engagement Period
Response Matrix for Submissions received during August-September 2019 engagement period
Note: Comments have been summarized.
Ro
w#
1

Date
Recei
ved
Aug
17,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Ron Porter
(verbal
submission
with
supplementar
y images)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Emphasized importance of quality public spaces
and pleasant, walkable streets, and the
important role of built form and design in
achieving these objectives. Supplementary
materials consisted of annotated photos of
existing spaces in Downtown Burlington and
relevant examples outside Burlington, as well as
renderings of downtown Burlington
environments from the previous Waterfront
Hotel study and Downtown Mobility Hub study.
These images were annotated with comments
related to built form, design, and public spaces.

Safer, More Useable and
Inclusive Public Spaces;
Walkability/less carcentric/more transit & cycle
options;
Maintaining the Character of
the Downtown/Heritage
Preservation;
Built Form, Height, and
Neighbourhood Transitions;
Vision;
Design

These comments informed the
development of the two
preliminary concepts used in
the October-December 2019
engagement period.
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Ro
w#
2

3

Date
Recei
ved
Aug
20,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Jamie
Chisholm
(email)

Aug
27,
2019

Weston
Consulting on
behalf of
Victoria Brant
Ltd.
(letter)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response



Built Form, Height, and
Neighbourhood Transitions;
Parking;
Walkability/less carcentric/more transit & cycle
options;;
Design;
Safe, Useable & Inclusive
Public Spaces;
Variety of Housing Options
and Affordability

These comments informed the
development of the two
preliminary concepts used in
the October-December 2019
engagement period.
Comments related to promoting
growth in areas outside of
Downtown are out of scope of
the current project.
Comments related to expansion
of Spencer Smith Park into lake
through fill are out of scope of
the current project. Please refer
to Halton Region’s “Burlington
Beach Regional Waterfront Park
Master Plan” for current
approved park plan, available
on Region of Halton website

Built Form, Height, and
Neighbourhood Transitions;
Preserving and Encouraging
Places to Shop and Work;
Green Space/Open
Space/Parks;
Walkability/less carcentric/more transit & cycle
options;
Parking

These comments informed the
development of the two
preliminary concepts used in
the October-December 2019
engagement period.

Density is desirable in a mid-rise form.
Allow mid-rise everywhere in the
downtown, no high-rise.
 Be flexible to allow less parking
 Encourage transportation by transit, cycling,
and rideshare.
 Insist on high-quality design with “noble
materials” that will age well.
 Be flexible on setbacks, etc., if it gives
developers the latitude to create or connect
to unique, quality public spaces.
 Incentivize affordable housing and housing
geared to seniors.
 Keep high-rises out of downtown by
allowing them in Neighbourhood Centres,
major malls, and on converted employment
lands.
 Suggests extending boardwalk/waterfront
trail eastward into lake using fill and
addition of protected boat mooring area for
tourism opportunities
Supports the built form permitted for the Brant
Plaza (No Frills) site by the Adopted OP (Apr
2018), acknowledges potential for new park,
parking, and amenities on Brant Plaza site,
while retaining existing level of retail space and
adding new employment and residential uses in
a mix of buildings ranging from mid-rise to tall.
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Ro
w#
4

5

Date
Recei
ved
Aug
31,2
019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Mayor’s
Millennial
Advisory
Committee
(email)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Recommendations for downtown: walkable
streets; transit options; cycling infrastructure;
green spaces; less visible parking; inclusive and
useable public spaces that are welcoming and
equipped for gatherings for all ages; amenities,
arts, and culture; heritage preservation and
commemoration; design should be sustainable
and focused on pedestrian experience;
connections to waterfront.

These comments informed the
development of the two
preliminary concepts used in
the October-December 2019
engagement period.

Sep
16,
2019

Kevin Rahmer
(email)

Commentary on perceived failures in past and
current planning for Downtown Burlington.

Walkability/less carcentric/more transit & cycle
options;
Green Space/Open
Space/Parks;
Parking;
Design;
Safer, More Useable and
Inclusive Public Spaces;
Arts, Culture, Events, People &
Amenities;
Maintaining the Character of
the Downtown/Heritage
Preservation;
Preservation of Connections
to the Waterfront.
Out of Scope
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Comments noted.

Report PL-02-20, Appendix F2:

Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: October-December
5th, 2019 Engagement Period
Response Matrix for Submissions received during October-December 5th, 2019 engagement period
All submissions have been reviewed and considered by the project team for the Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown project (the Reexamination of the Downtown Policies in the Adopted Official Plan). This appendix reproduces comments or excerpts of comments where
appropriate for the purpose of summarizing and responding to the input received.
Within the table below, under the “Stakeholder Comment” column, comments are reproduced for reference. Where possible, comments have
been summarized; in other cases, excerpts of comments have been quoted verbatim. Individual submissions have been split up so that different
comments from the same letter can be sorted into different categories. The same submissions and submission authors therefore appear in
multiple tables. Where appropriate, staff have addressed certain comments under the “Staff Response” column. Some submissions did not
require a response because they were clear and could be applied to the project team’s work without the need for discussion; in these cases, only
the words “comments noted” appear under the “Staff Response” column. Regardless of whether a response was provided under “Staff
Response”, the “Comment Informs” column indicates how the submission has been applied to the project. The following abbreviations are used
in this column:




“concept”: This comment has informed the evaluation of the two preliminary concepts and the development of the preliminary
preferred concept;
“policy”: This comment will inform the development of detailed policies after a concept is endorsed by Council
“n/a”: The comment has been responded to but does not introduce new information to apply to concept or policy development within
the scope of the Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown project (“the current project”)

Comments are organized into the following tables within this appendix:





General Comments
Brant Main Street Precinct Comments
Lakeshore Mixed-Use Precinct Comments
Mid-Brant Precinct Comments
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Downtown East Precinct Comments
Upper Brant Precinct Comments
Neighbourhood Mixed-Use Precinct
Apartment Neighbourhoods Precinct Comments
Process Comments
Out of Scope Comments

The Process Comments table addresses submissions that commented on the process of the Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown project,
rather than the content of the project. The Out of Scope Comments section identifies submissions that spoke to matters outside the scope of the
Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown project and explains why these submissions could not be applied to the project. For more information on
project scope and givens, refer to the Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Public Engagement Plan and the SGL report “Taking a Closer Look
at the Downtown: What You Need to Know”.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#
G1

G2

Date
Recei
ved
Oct
17,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Penny Hersh
(email)

Oct
24,
2019

Ron Porter
(email)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Commen
t informs

if the concepts do not meet the mandates set out by the Province
then all the public engagement would be a waste of time. I hope
that one of the concepts presented would be defendable at LPAT, if
necessary. Residents need the truth on what to expect moving
forward.

Vision

The two concepts and the
recommended concept are
consistent with provincial and
regional policy and were
developed with consideration
for numerous inputs including
public feedback, technical
studies, existing context, and
policy/legislative
requirements.
Comments noted.

Concept

1) Massing & Scale
- Massing is a Big concern of intensification of the
Downtown. Concept 1 provided a much better mitigation of
“ Built to the Street, Building Wind Tunnel Outcome “
Massing. The trade off of a setback after the first 3 Storeys
of a MINIMUM of 20 metres for increased building tower
height to 17 stories is the much preferred option. The 17
story towers with slender 750 metre floorplates would be
visually much more appealing.
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Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;
Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;

Concept

GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#

Date
Recei
ved

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

- Concept 2 while lower building heights to 12 stories ONLY
has a tiered set back from the street after 3 stories of 3
metres ( 10 feet ). This very small insignificant tiered 10
foot setback would create the feeling of a 12 story Block
Wall hanging over the street.
- Other Massing Mitigation suggestions – when you walk
downtown Burlington Streets off of Lakeshore going north
the most pedestrian friendly appealing street is Pearl St.
And why is that ? It’s because Pearl Streets sidewalks and
medians are much wider than Brant Sts and allows the
opportunity , working from the road curb to the streets
buildings, for grass medians, significant tree plantings and
then the sidewalk and then the building.
- Oakville is currently re-doing it’s downtown Lakeshore
Street & coincidentally being there last night what is very
evident is Oakville is significantly expanding the width of its
street pedestrian areas ( it looked to be at least doubled )
and there will be significant grass, tree & plantings in the
pedestrian walkways, plus very nice streetscape lighting. It
looks like they are narrowing Lakeshore to get the required
pedestrian space. I’m not sure we have that narrowing
option on Brant St but if we were able to consistently “
Push “ the start of the buildings back on Brant St to capture
significant space for grass medians and trees like on Pearl St
that would be ideal.
- Finally wrt Massing – The residence / small condo
buildings on lower Pearl are tiered back on that illusive 45
degree angled plane all the Planners talk about but we’ve
had so little success achieving in recent buildings ( Saxony –
an 8 story wall built to the street , same for Carriage Gate at
Caroline / John / Martha ). The tiered Pearl St buildings are
maybe 6 story’s tall. Imagine those buildings with the
Concept 1 recommended 20 metre setback after the first 3
floors. Would there be a problem with 17 story’s nice
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Green
Space/Open
Space/Parks

Staff Response

Commen
t informs

GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#

G3

Date
Recei
ved

Oct
27,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

SD (email)

Stakeholder Comment

design small floorplate tower here ? I don’t think so. Now
imagine a Concept 2 building here with a mere 10 foot
setback after 3 story’s and then 9 more floors of straight up
building, like the Saxony. Would there be a Massing
problem with row after row of building along Brant St or
Lakeshore Rd like that ? I definitely think there would be a
big Massing problem. It would be like a Block Wall.
- The best example Downtown of a taller building with a
substantial tiered set back , I think 15 stories , and a wider
sidewalk with nicer tree plantings would be Harbourview,
across from the parking garage and just west of a Buntons
Wharf.
2) Sense of Space – see my comments on Pearl St sidewalk ,
grass median & tree planting area width. That should be
the Vision.
- The Concept 1 Plan for the area up by the top end of John
St into the plaza and Rambo Creek was good , it again
traded off some small floorplate building height for more
ground level green space, trails and walkways.
Concern about losing small-town charm and sense of “Burlington”
(becoming Toronto).
Concern about traffic congestion and inability to provide adequate
parking.
Concern about loss of green spaces and impacts on climate.
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Theme

Staff Response

Commen
t informs

Maintaining
the
Character of
the
Downtown/
Heritage
Preservation
;
Traffic
Congestion;
Parking;
Green
Space/Open
Space/Parks

Comments noted.

Concept;
Policy

GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#
G4

Date
Recei
ved
Oct
28,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
David Billings
(email)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Commen
t informs

-Burlington needs more north-south bike paths and the Hager Creek
seems like an opportunity for this if ownership issues can be
resolved. Other waterways may also provide opportunities. The
Centennial Bikepath is a real hoot. It might be used more if north
south routes were more available.

Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;

Comments noted.
The Cycling Master Plan
(currently in draft form)
identifies opportunities for
north-south cycling routes.
The recommended concept
plan incorporates the Cycling
Master Plan network as well
as other green connectors
and off-street trails to
represent the priority of
identifying active
transportation connections.
Please see Figure 2 in
Appendix A Taking a Closer
Look at the Downtown:
Preliminary Preferred
Concept.

Concept
Policy

-I generally like the idea of lots of six story buildings to skyscrapers. I
also prefer stepped buildings like the Pepperwood café building.
-It is important that we not lose any more grocery stores downtown.
- I am not terribly interested in whether the buildings have glass or
brick or architectural merit though I appreciate heritage and
character.
One other general note is that we should have specified
objectives for growth such as low crime, personal financial a stability
for the population, financial stability for the municipal corporation, a
healthy cultural sector and prospects for young people.
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has recently stated publicly that
Canada is the first globalized country. Opposition parties seem to
agree that we will continue on this path. Since Burlington has been
listed as a top prospect for this globalized growth, we have both a
duty and an opportunity to study and publicize this process as it
occurs.
Too often, development seems to have the sole objective of
earning financial profits for primarily anonymous and migrant
developers before they leave town. This does nobody any good. We
should at least state some sort of managerial objectives including
monitoring the integrity of the money supply so that we can assess
whether the development process was successful or not. Other
objectives could include: lower commuting times, success of
retailers, low crime rates, financial security of citizens, financial
security of the municipal corporation, a genuinely heterogeneous
culture, an active culture with a free press, environmentally
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Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;
Preserving
and
Encouraging
Places to
Shop and
Work;
Design;
Vision;
Arts,
Culture,
Events,
People &
Amenities;
Variety of
Housing
Options and
Affordability
;

A Wind and Shadow Study is
currently underway that will
help assess how new
developments in the City
impact wind, sun, and
shadows.
The purpose of the Taking a
Closer Look at the Downtown
is to develop a framework to
describe the vision that the
City wants to achieve over the
long term. Development
applications in the future will
be assessed against this

GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#

Date
Recei
ved

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

responsible and financially successful industry, and an effective
educational program.

G5

Oct
31,
2019

Tom
Eichenbaum
(email)

Commen
t informs

framework in relation to a
specific application’s ability to
contribute to the
achievement of that overall
vision.

This is both for our own benefit, the benefit of future Burlingtonians
and the benefit of other municipalities who will likely be forced to
follow our example.
As the tour ended Saturday I found that urban tunnelling of
winds was surprisingly chilly. I enjoyed it though. The crowd was
good to though I was disappointed to see so few of us were under
the age of fifty. It is symptomatic of the problem of affordable
housing for young people in Burlington.
- While the majority of respondents /participants seem to voice a
strong preference for minimizing the number of new High Rise
Buildings for the Downtown area, it needs to be recognized that
High Rises would contribute more development charges (increased
funding ) for new infrastructure (widened intersections, wider
sidewalks, improved access (pedestrian tunnels etc.) in the Mobility
Hub areas of the City. In other words, by lowering the densities of
development, there would be less revenue to build much needed
Downtown area and Mobility Hub area infrastructure.

Staff Response

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;
Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;

Comments noted.
Public engagement on the
Integrated Mobility Plan will
occur in 2020 and will
consider opportunities for
improved or new mobility
options.

Concept;
Policy

Comments noted.
The Official Plan, along with
the Cycling Plan and
Integrated Mobility Plan, will

Concept;
Policy

- While the Feedback Report identifies the desire for “improved
Transit and improved Active Transportation”… there is no specific
mention of the merits of a “jitney/shuttle” style transit service in
and around the Downtown. This was discussed at our Action Labs
session…. New “non-traditional” Transit vehicles (and foreseeing
other envisioned transportation system changes such as charging
stations for electric vehicles, automated self -driving vehicles etc.)
need to be seriously considered for a new Vision for the
Downtown…
G6

Nov
1,
2019

Jackie Lodder
(email)

I feel so inadequate to really appreciate nuances between Concept 1
and 2. Last week I was sure Concept 1 was best but now I am
leaning towards Concept 2. Less bulk overhead gives us more sky!
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Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh

GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#

Date
Recei
ved

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

I don’t have a problem with tall buildings but “they” say there is a
sweet spot for people living in tall buildings; too tall and they don’t
connect with their community. I think it is 4-6 stories but I can see
that is not an option for Burlington.

ood
Transitions;

promote more options for
people and goods to safely
get around, with less
dependence in future on the
private automobile.

Whether the buildings are tall or small what is happening on the
street will play a bigger part in how vibrant our DT becomes.
This summer I witness 4-5 teenager boys on bikes waffling, on the
crowded sidewalk in front of Kelly’s bake shop. They did not know
what to do, they were intimidated by the busy road but too many
people on the sidewalk to keep riding. It really wasn’t safe for them
to be on the sidewalk or on the road. I felt bad for them, but also
for the pedestrians and the drivers.
It is a good problem...too much busy on Brant street but Brant
Street really isn’t bursting with successful shops...so it seems to me
that the traffic issues are kind of a big deal.

Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;

Commen
t informs

Safer, More
Usable and
Inclusive
Public
Spaces
Traffic
Congestion
& Parking

Cant plan for more vehicles because we will just end up with more
through traffic avoiding QEW and that kind of traffic is useless to the
city, just adding to the congestion and pollution. ..so lets plan for
less traffic/parking, so all those people in the towers can safely
walk/cycle to their activities instead of driving.
G7

Nov
2,
2019

Ken Rutter
(email)

Nothing on population expectations. What are the projections of
how many people these areas can handle. Ie the maximum
number. More people means more severe climate change. We
have to stop over growth of population. An area can handle only so
much.
You think we have congestion now it will be worse in the future if
we keep building.
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Traffic
Congestion;

200 people and jobs
combined per hectare sets
the expectation that there will
be over 20,000 people and
jobs within the Urban Growth
Centre by 2031. The most
recent assessment of the UGC
was prepared in June and can
be found here: link to the
UGC analysis (Appendix C to
PB-19-19)

Concept;
Policy

GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#

Date
Recei
ved

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Population will continue to
increase in Burlington just as
it will on a broader scale
throughout Halton, the
Greater Golden Horseshoe,
and Canada. In order to
mitigate the environmental
impacts and climate change
implications of population
growth, it is necessary to plan
for intensification of existing
built-up areas. This allows for
more efficient use of
resources and infrastructure,
more environmentallyfriendly transportation
options, and more complete
communities. Intensification
is a lower-impact alternative
to allowing urban sprawl to
encroach on rural and
agricultural lands.
The Adopted Official Plan
includes a Growth Framework
(Schedule B-1) and associated
policies to direct that
intensification only occurs in
strategic areas (including
Downtown Burlington) where
infrastructure, resources, and
the local environment can
accommodate the growth.
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Commen
t informs

GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#
G8

Date
Recei
ved
Nov
7,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
WeLoveBurlin
gton
Executive:
Lynn Crosby
Blair Smith
Josie
Wagstaffe
Deborah Ruse
Dave Myers
(letter)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Commen
t informs

However, we feel that neither of the two concepts were acceptable
to us and neither adequately addressed the most significant and
unique feature of Burlington’s downtown, the waterfront.

Preservation
of
Connections
to the
Waterfront;

Comments noted.
The two preliminary concepts
for downtown that were
developed in fall 2019 were
created as a starting point for
discussion about
development options and the
pros, cons, and trade-offs of
various options.
The recommended concept
will both reflect public input
and conform to applicable
regional and provincial
policies/legislative
requirements.

Concept
Policy

We believe that the people need to be heard; that ‘tall building’
development in Burlington should not occur in the downtown core
and particularly not in proximity to the waterfront. WLB is not
opposed to development in the interests of intensification but
believes that this form of development should occur in areas other
than the downtown core.
We believe that the waterfront is a unique and irreplaceable public
asset; that those interests, both public and private, that “own”
waterfront property do so in stewardship and as a ‘public trust’; that
such waterfront stewards must ensure that the waterfront is
managed in the public’s best interests, as defined and expressed by
the public.
We believe that the OP should reflect what people want to see for
Burlington’s downtown core, not what is considered to be
“defensible” to a more distant and removed approval
authority. WLB fought against the prospects of municipal
amalgamation in order to preserve and protect ‘local voice’. The OP,
if based on either of the developed planning concepts, effectively
silences ‘local voice’.
Attached below is a set of principles which WeLoveBurlington
endorses and which we believe must be considered with respect to
all development of the downtown and waterfront.


Burlington’s downtown belongs to all the citizens of
Burlington and should be developed as a vibrant, inclusive
place for people to live, work, shop and entertain
themselves.



Burlington’s downtown is the cradle of its waterfront – a
natural asset belonging to all citizens and deserving of
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Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;
Vision;
Preserving
and
Encouraging
Places to
Work and
Shop;
Safer, More
Useable and
Inclusive
Public
Spaces;

View to the Lake:
Planning is concerned with
the preservation of significant
views from the public realm
only.
In preparing the
recommended concept the
evaluation matrix discusses
the key opportunities and
limitations to addressing the
maintenance of public views
of the Lake. Please refer to
Appendix A to the Taking a
Closer Look at the Downtown:
Preliminary Preferred Concept
for more details.
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Commen
t informs

Maintaining
the
Character of
the

Comment noted.
Upper Canada Place (460
Brant Street and 505-507
Locust Street) predates

Concept
Policy

completely open access, and careful, responsible
stewardship.


Access to Burlington’s waterfront includes visual and lineof-sight approaches. It must neither be blocked from public
entry nor blocked from a reasonably unobstructed
view. What is or is not “reasonable” is a determination that
must be made carefully and by fairly considering all
affected parties and interests.



The height of buildings that border Burlington’s waterfront
and core downtown areas must be carefully regulated to
allow open access and appropriate sight lines to the
waterfront and green spaces. Again, the degree of
regulation must reflect the fair and careful consideration of
all affected interests.



Optimization of provincial intensification objectives should
not be accomplished solely or primarily through the
construction of ‘tall’ buildings in the City’s downtown
core. Alternate approaches and locations must be
considered and “optimization” should not be considered to
be synonymous with “maximization”.

Provincially mandated intensification targets should not be openended. Population objectives should be based on sound planning
principles and a transparent, defensible algorithm that establishes
firm thresholds for both minimum requirements and reasonable
growth projections. Without context, the terms “maximize”
or “optimize” are not only meaningless but afford a ‘de facto’
rationale for over-intensification and inappropriate development.
G9

Nov
7,
2019

Anonymous
(story on Get
Involved

I fear when zoning is the priority, as it seems to be in your ‘Taking a
Closer Look’, our downtown charm will be lost. I worked in
Mississauga in the mid-80’s when their core was mostly fields. And
while Hazel was a master planner and financially prudent business-
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Burlington
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first politician, the end result is a people-unfriendly place that
doesn’t even come close to the top 20 places to live in Canada. Now
unfortunately, we in Burlington, seem to have that Mississauga
mindset where we are focusing on future building structures rather
than making it a people friendly place.
One reason, I love to live here, is our many festivals. Sound of Music
brings in 250,000 over a weekend of fun. And while several
temporary music venues are slapped together on Brant street with
dangerous wires running everywhere…and such shoddy stuff as
plastic tables and chair are setup for dining in front of The Queen’s
Head, I think we can do a whole lot better.
I suggest our twenty year plan is to construct a downtown that can
handle 500,000 to a million people over a weekend of music, ribfest, or other festivals. Make the venues more permanent and
professional along Brant Street. The Cogeco stage at city hall is a
start…a blueprint of what’s doable. But could be so much more.
As to businesses, encourage more Kelly Bake shops, Centro Garden,
Starbucks as they are filled during the festivals. Setback the first few
floors of building towers, so that sidewalks can be widened, to
encourage restaurant patio seating along Brant. Make it a people
friendly destination. Not a concrete jungle like Upper Canada
Place…that may be Zoned correctly…but is the least people place on
Brant. And is just bad for business.

Downtown/
Heritage
Preservation
;

current policies, zoning
regulations, and design
guidelines. New development
will conform to the current
policies, regulations, and
guidelines which are intended
to ensure sustainable
development and a peoplefriendly public realm.

Arts,
Culture,
Events,
People &
Amenities;
Safer, More
Useable and
Inclusive
Public
Spaces;
Preserving
and
Encouraging
Places to
Work and
Shop;
Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;
Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit
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It is important to note that
planning events and festivals,
the development of
permanent venues and the
programming of public or
private spaces is out of scope
of this project.

Commen
t informs
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Recei
ved
Nov
14,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Jeremy
Skinner
(email)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Commen
t informs

Concern with ensuring appropriate transitions from established lowrise neighbourhoods to taller buildings;

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;

Comments noted.
Transitions have been
considered in the
development of the
recommended concept;
detailed policies will be
developed to ensure
appropriate transitions within
and between precincts.

Concept;
Policy

Concern with loss of views to waterfront and the escarpment, parks,
or surrounding neighbourhoods (from perspective of people living in
tall buildings);
i. Policies could be enacted to ensure a minimum amount of
unobstructed horizontal field of vision (perhaps expressed as a
composition of arcs totaling a minimum of number of degrees of
unobstructed view such as a composition arcs to achieve a minimum
of 90 degrees out of a total 180 degree view), and a minimum
amount of vertical field of sky view such as from 45 degrees as
measured from the vertical with a goal of achieving a minimum of 5
hours of sunlight as measured during the spring and fall equinox. To
accomplish may require the city consider leasing or out-right sale
the ownership of designated side streets deemed redundant to
permit the consolidation of smaller properties on either side of such
streets into a larger site with which to redevelop.
Concern about ensuring adequate transit service and parking to
allow those who live outside the downtown to continue to visit and
enjoy it;
Concern with achieving a complete community and ensuring access
to amenities; in cases where certain public services/facilities cannot
be located within the downtown, they must be
connected/accessible by various modes of travel: walking, cycling,
mobility scooters, public transit, personal vehicle, taxi;
Important amenities include grocery store, restaurants, schools,
community centres, etc.;
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Arts,
Culture,
Events,
People &
Amenities;
Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;
Preserving
and
Encouraging
Places to
Work and
Shop;

Planning is concerned with
the preservation of significant
views from the public realm
only.
The Official Plan and
Integrated Mobility
Plan will both promote a
variety of transportation
options.
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Commen
t informs

G11

Nov
14,
2019

Georgina Craig
(email)

I walk with my dog and drive all these streets, 3-4 times a day. There
are entire sections I currently avoid because there is no grass for my
dog and they are generally displeasing for me to walk along.
(construction, traffic congestion, decrepit vacant buildings and lots
awaiting development, etc.) As well, in the summer the concrete is
so hot for my dog’s feet and in winter the salt is very painful. We
know the significant increase in population to the core area will add
even more pedestrian and pet traffic than we see now. With all the
new developments perhaps the city could look to make life for pets
and pet owners more agreeable.
Is it too late to look at the old concept of a “Boulevard” where one
casually walks enjoying trees, flowers and grass? Where the sky is
visible and a breeze can move around you – without breathing in car
exhaust or feeling oppressive shadows and heat from the high rises.
This would be my wish for the core of Burlington.
Preservation of natural areas and connection to the lake and
waterfront is a priority. This is a prime feature of Burlington’s
beautiful natural resources available to all residents and visitors.
Once it is gone with development it is gone forever.
Address the need for truly affordable rental housing related to
income criteria, based on the city’s need for all-age ‘missing middle’
housing and in support of mixed/diversified communities.

Green
Space/Open
Space/Parks;

Comments noted.
The Downtown Streetscape
Design Guidelines (recently
approved in September 2019)
identify designs for different
types of streets in Downtown,
with options for soft paving
(grass, mulch, sod) in the
furnishing zone of residential
districts.

Concept;
Policy

Comments noted.

Concept;
Policy

Comments noted.
A variety of housing types and
built forms, in accordance

Concept;
Policy

G12

G13

Nov
18,
2019

Nov
19,
2019

Burlington
Seniors’
Advisory
Committee
(BSAC)
(letter)

Carriage Gate
Homes (Mark
Bales)



The proposed options for the downtown are flawed and
unrealistic
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Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;

Green
Space/Open
Space/Parks;
Preservation
of
Connections
to the
Waterfront;
Variety of
Housing
Options and
Affordability
Vision;
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(letter)

G14

Nov
19,
2019

Bob Osborne
(letter)

G15

Nov
20,
2019

Claudette
Mancini
(email)

Stakeholder Comment



The promotion of predominantly mid-rise buildings will not
facilitate affordable housing and is contrary to the
Province’s Housing Action Plan



The term storey is used throughout this and other planning
documents. It would be easier to comprehend the scale of
buildings if a measure in metres per storey was included.
Waiting for a definition in a zoning by-law does not help us
now.
 “Principle 15: Provide appropriate transition to low rise
residential neighbourhoods”. Some of the measures are
difficult to visualize. Detail, like the detail provided for
“Ability to Respect Physical Character”, is required for all
measures. The set of measures presented seems to be
biased toward the built environment. Impact on use and
enjoyment of property needs more attention – it could be
added as a third criterion. Traffic, overshadowing, impact
on privacy, etc. could be added as measures.
The application of Principle 15 in the downtown is
inconsistent. There are examples of low rise, mid-rise, and
tall buildings abutting low-rise residential neighbourhoods.
I don’t like either proposal, and would prefer a third.
Concern with ensuring housing for all income levels and age groups;
Concern with achieving a complete community where people can
live and work and study;
Concern with ensuring adequate transit service;
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Theme

Staff Response

Variety of
Housing
Options and
Affordability

with provincial policy and the
community vision will be
permitted and encouraged.
This includes a mix of low-rise,
mid-rise, and tall building
forms.

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;

Variety of
Housing
Options and
Affordability
;

Policies related to a variety of
housing options and
affordability will be developed
for the Downtown.
Comments noted.
Built form is guided by a
combination of policies,
zoning regulations, and design
guidelines which collectively
ensure appropriate transitions
through a number of
measures including height in
storeys, height in metres, and
height relative to site-specific
context such as right-of-way
width.

Comments noted.
While new parks or open
spaces are not identified in
the vision for the Apartment
Neighbourhood area an

Commen
t informs

Concept;
Policy

Concept;
Policy
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Concern with ensuring access to the downtown and waterfront for
everyone – do not want visual or other barriers to the waterfront;
Want to see park space on north side of North Shore Blvd E, west of
Maple Ave, and/or more comfortable walking/scootering access
from hospital and apartments to Spencer Smith Park;
Desire for additional green space in west end of downtown to
mitigate existing and future sounds and smells from QEW on west
end of downtown;
Concern with added traffic congestion (and noise/air quality impacts
from traffic) from future development;

Arts,
Culture,
Events,
People &
Amenities;

emphasis on the existing and
future trails and green
connections to existing parks
are emphasized in the vision
for the Downtown as a whole.

Commen
t informs

Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;
Preservation
of
Connections
to the
Waterfront;
Green
Space/Open
Space/Parks;
Traffic
Congestion

G16

Nov
25,
2019

Sustainable
Development
Committee
(email)

1.

Principle 1 on page 38 of the SGL report is “Create additional
parks, trails and open spaces”


Downtown is the living heart of any city and there seems
to be little thought in the concepts to truly creating more
green or open space. The green and open space that is
recommended is fragmented and small. Rambo Creek
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Green
Space/Open
Space/Parks;
Safer, More
Useable and
Inclusive
Public
Spaces;

Comments noted.
Both preliminary concepts
and the recommended
concept show enhancements
to Rambo Creek in the Mid
Brant Precinct. Rambo Creek
south of the bike path has
been identified as part of the
Natural Heritage System.

Concept
Policy

GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
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Recei
ved

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

runs through the downtown area and no thought has
been given in the concepts to supporting it back to
health, to make it part of the green space and day light
the buried sections, and allow it to do its function as a
form of water retention and an environmental feature.
There is one small line in the concepts that identifies a
walking path adjacent to Rambo Creek in one precinct.

2.



For Burlington to be a “great” City it needs to create a
“great” space where people can congregate, where
fauna can flourish – a place that all residents of
Burlington can be proud of. While Spencer Park provides
some of this, the downtown plan would be stronger with
the creation of this space.



Each new development should include open/green space
for residents.



There should be a target percentage of public green
space in the downtown.

Principle 2 on page 38 of the SGL report is “Provide
opportunities to enhance the urban forest. No evaluation –
informs policy.”


The SDC is in favour of incorporating significant
landscaping with trees into each new development, even
when it means reducing the footprint of the building. It
is not sufficient to take “cash in lieu” as trees are needed
downtown to reduce pollutants, reduce the urban heat
island effect, provide shade and provide health and
wellness benefits to downtown residents.
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Theme

Staff Response

Design;

Daylighting of buried sections
of the creek has not been
recommended as the majority
of the buried portion runs
under streets and private
properties that are not
expected to redevelop.

Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;
Parking;
Preserving
and
Encouraging
Places to
Shop and
Work;
Variety of
Housing
Options and
Affordability
;

Underground parking is
recommended as the
preferred way to
accommodate vehicle parking
in an urban environment,
rather than surface parking or
above-ground structures. In
the long term (beyond the
current planning horizon) if
parking is no longer needed
then the need for those
parking spaces can be reevaluated through study and
appropriate policy/zoning
changes.
Two key pedestrian priority
streets (Brant Street and
Lakeshore Road) have been
identified. This means that
policies will be developed to
encourage pedestrian use of
the space by making walking
the easiest form of
transportation. In addition,

Commen
t informs
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Stakeholder Comment

3.

Theme



As a default, a setback around all new developments
should be designed for the replacement of removed
vegetation and the planting of new trees.



Trees and other vegetation could also be added to
amenity areas (e.g. tops of podiums and roofs). Note
that greening shouldn’t be exclusive to amenity areas as
these are only accessible to residents and not the general
public.



The SDC recommends adding criteria and measure(s) for
the urban tree population.

Principle 7 on page 39 of the SGL report is “Ensure availability of
parking”


The vision of the downtown core offering residential
employment and retail services relies on the efficient
movement of people in and out of the downtown core.
Current retail and commercial opportunities in the
downtown core suffer from a lack of parking. Recent
development plans target residential parking spaces to
one per unit. Commercial parking spaces in new
developments are minimized. Active transport practices
are insufficient to make retail services practical. As an
alternative, an efficient public transportation system
servicing the downtown core would allow residents to
travel out of the downtown core without need for the
automobile. More importantly such a system would
allow movement of people from greater distances to
travel into the downtown core for employment or retail
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Staff Response

consistent with the policies of
the adopted Official Plan the
direction to consider Brant
Street from Caroline to Pine
as the preferred location for a
flex street will be retained.
For the definition of a flex
street please refer to the
definitions section of the
adopted Official Plan.
Through policy development
other modifications could also
be considered.
At the current time, the
Downtown Streetscape
Design Guidelines (approved
September 2019) contain
provisions in section 3.3.4 for
Flex/Shared Streets.
Permanent closure of street
segments to vehicle traffic to
create pedestrian-only streets
is not recommended at this
time. Brant Street is
recognized as an arterial
street. Any future
consideration of a permanent
or seasonal closure of
segments of Brant Street
would require an
Environmental Assessment
including an operational

Commen
t informs
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Theme

services. This efficient public transportation service is
not currently provided to the downtown core.
Easements and provisions for a more substantial
transportation system should be considered in plans for
the downtown core. In addition, until such
transportation system becomes operational, medium
term (i.e. 10-20 years) parking options should be
considered (i.e. not underground parking).

4.



Parking facilities constructed should have sufficient EV
charging (or be EV ready).



There should be parking space for car share vehicles.



There should be space for ride share pick up and drop off
(this needs to be considered with respect to the footprint
of new buildings).



The City should consider making a portion of Brant St. as
far south as the north side of Lakeshore Rd. pedestrian
only.



There should be sufficient space for bicycle parking
(short and long-term) outside of buildings.

Principles 8 and 9 on pages 39 and 40 of the SGL report refer to
enhancing retail and providing a range of employment
opportunities


The SDC is strongly supportive of “complete
neighbourhoods”. New residential buildings should have
one or more floors of commercial space on street level.
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review as well as a public
engagement process to hear
from the downtown business
community, downtown
residents, and the broader
public about the pros, cons,
and trade-offs of any such
closure.
“Review and Update the
Sustainable Building Design
Guidelines” is identified as a
Key Action in Vision to Focus
(2018-2022 Strategic Plan).

Commen
t informs
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High quality commercial/office space is needed to create
well paying jobs downtown so that people can walk or
cycle to work.
5.

6.

Principle 18 on page 42 of the SGL report is “Provide
opportunities for a variety of housing options”


The SDC is supportive of Halton Region’s Comprehensive
Housing Strategy and with the housing objective 86(26)
of the Halton Region Official Plan: “Seek development
opportunities for Assisted and Affordable Housing in
Intensification Areas where public transit, retail and
other facilities are readily accessible.”



Residential buildings should include units built using
principles of universal design to optimize accessibility
and to promote aging in place.



The SDC would support an increase in height permissions
if it would allow for more assisted, affordable and
accessible housing downtown.

Principle 19 on page 42 of the SGL report is “Land use vision
provides for cohesive long-term plan”.


7.

Criteria and measure(s) need to be added to make this
principle a reality.

Principle 22 on page 42 of the SGL report is “Encourage
sustainable building design. No evaluation – informs basis for
design guidelines.”
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Company/
Organization)

G17

Nov
27,
2019

Craig Brown
(email)

G18

Nov
27,
2019

Gary Care,
Sylvia Christie,
Jim Shaw,
Beth Shaw,
Joe Donnell,
Josh Lindsay,
Don Wilson,
Liz Wilson
(letter)

Stakeholder Comment



It is difficult for taller buildings to meet their own
electrical load from solar. All new buildings should
incorporate passive design elements and have a very
efficient envelope. Construction using a lot of glass
tends to have poorer energy performance. Clusters of
buildings may be able to share a district heating system.



Principle 22 should be strengthened to “Require
sustainable building design.” Criteria and measures
should be added to this principle.



The Sustainable Building and Development Guidelines
should be enhanced and made mandatory.

Supports priority being given to making downtown a walkable, safe
place for pedestrians.
Concern with ensuring a safe and comfortable pedestrian
environment in downtown.
Desire for the “South Martha Pine St Corridor” (Martha Street
between Elgin Promenade and Lakeshore Road excluding ADI
Nautique site; Pine Street from Martha to Pearl) to be redesignated
from Downtown East and Apartment Neighbourhoods to
Neighbourhood Mixed Use Precinct.
 South Martha Pine Street Corridor Description
 The South Martha Pine St corridor is unique, in that, it is a
community that combines a blend of low residential homes
mixed with both commercial and retail businesses (See
attached map).
 The South Martha Pine Street Corridor has a constant flow
of residents from the east and north east. They naturally
travel down Martha St from the Elgin Promenade, New St.
and north Martha St to access the Lakefront Spencer Smith
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Commen
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Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;

Comments noted.

Concept;
Policy

Maintaining
the
Character of
the
Downtown/
Heritage
Preservation
;

Comments noted.

Concept;
Policy

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;

A new precinct was
developed to acknowledge
the unique nature of this
area. The new precinct
acknowledges the variety of
existing or approved built
form in the area while
providing transition to the
generally low-rise built form
along Martha Street.
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Theme

Park area. These residents who either walk or cycle down
Martha and then along Pine St and are expected to
continue this pattern even after the completion of the Elgin
St Promenade as people, desiring to reach their lakefront
destination, are frustrated or intimidated by journeying into
the traffic congested Brant St area.
The South Martha Pine Street Corridor area currently
includes a substantial 3 storey condo townhome complex
containing residential living on the top two floors with
commercial and retail at street level. This complex of
approximately 32 condos and 32 businesses occupies
upwards of 75% of an entire large city square block that
begins slightly north of Lakeshore on the west side of
Martha (adjacent to the ADI condo project) north to Pine,
and continuing along Pine to Pearl St and extending south
down Pearl close to Lakeshore.
As you proceed down the tree lined Pine St from Martha,
across from previously mentioned mixed use townhomes
and commercial/retail businesses on the south side, you
pass a property on the north side (2085 Pine) approved two
years ago for 5 storey condos, which includes as part of the
development, the permanent retention of the Historic
Heritage Home Nelson Ogg-Jabez Clark House built in 1847.
Just beyond the Nelson Ogg-Jabez Clark House you then
pass by a single storey community centre that is a hub for
community events. This is owned by the adjacent and very
beautiful Ukrainian Church located at Pine and Pearl
directly across the road from Village Square.
At the Martha and Pine Street corner (across from the
above-mentioned condo complex) and running north on
the west side of Martha are 3-storey townhomes.
Proceeding North and beyond the townhomes, is a low-rise
hydro building including parking and then a parking lot
abutting the Elgin St Promenade. Then there are a number
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Theme

of single detached homes across the road on the east side
of Martha St just south of the Elgin St Promenade with
Rambo Creek at the rear and which is located on the
furthest eastern edge of the Downtown Urban Growth
Centre.
Also included in this area is a 12 storey apartment building
housing primarily senior tenants. This particular structure,
located on Martha south of Pine, while not in keeping with
the general character of the area, does not seem intrusive
due to its significant setback from the street and distance
to the adjacent home to the north. Just south of this
apartment building is a 5 storey Seniors residence at
Martha and Lakeshore.
In summary, the majority of South Martha Pine Street
Corridor is a Neighbourhood Mixed Use Precinct. Thus,
maintaining the existing low-rise house form character
along the edge of the Downtown Urban Growth Centre.
This area provides a transition to the Low-Rise
Neighbourhood Precincts to the west by maintaining the
existing low-rise built form. It is an area of transition that
lies between the potential highrise areas to the north along
James St and south along Lakeshore.
The South Martha Pine Street Corridor with its village like
feel is a natural extension to the Village Square and the
corridor through City streets to the restaurants, Lakeshore
and Brant, and Spencer Smith Park locations.
As stated in the Official Plan “compatibility is achieved with
the existing neighbourhood character in terms of scale,
massing, height, siting, setbacks, coverage, parking and
amenity area so that a transition between existing and
proposed buildings is provided.”
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Cycling
Advisory
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Focus on DT only – ignores interrelationship between DT
and other parts of the city. Needs to be complementary to
whole city OP. Consider relationship with Prosperity
Corridor employment areas and Mobility Hubs, especially
as pertains to transportation. It is our recommendation
that Active Transportation and Transit be the prioritized
modes of connection between these areas and Downtown
Burlington in order to support the mode split goals of
Vision to Focus. Corridors should be identified and
prioritized in the Official Plan.
Principles: Many of these principles preclude or impact
other principles (e.g. Principle #5 - enhancing pedestrian
priority areas may increase traffic congestion which
Principle #6 seeks to reduce. If possible, clearly establish
how principles are to be weighted in decision-making for
the Official Plan.
Principles do not speak to degree and can be broadly
interpreted. For example, Principle #7: "Ensure availability
of parking" It is not clear whether the goal is to increase the
amount of parking provided, or if less parking than present
will be acceptable in future as transportation modes shift?
In a limited geographic area, increasing the amount of
space dedicated to parking, particularly on-street parking as
exists on Brant Street reduces the City’s ability to
encourage walkability/cycling and provide a more vibrant
streetscape for businesses.
Principle #4: Create spaces for year-round activities and
festivals. Civic Square, Spencer Smith Park, Central Park
and Village Square are existing facilities that are wellutilized for these activities. Can we be more specific about
what additional spaces / activities we want to add
Downtown and whether or not the existing spaces are
sufficient to serve these needs?
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Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;
Vision;
Safer, More
Useable, and
Inclusive
Public
Spaces;
Parking;
Preserving
and
Encouraging
Places to
Shop and
Work;

Comments Noted.
Downtown has been studied
in the context of the Adopted
Official Plan. Cycling routes
are identified in Schedule P of
the Adopted Official Plan. The
Cycling Master Plan and
Integrated Mobility Plan will
build on and advance the
transportation objectives of
the Official Plan.

Concept;
Policy

Additional parks/open spaces
will be needed to
accommodate future growth.
New parks have been
identified in Upper Brant and
Mid Brant Precincts; an
enhanced public space is
identified in Brant Main Street
Precinct.
The park at Maria and Pearl
Street is identified in the
preliminary concepts and
recommended concept as an
existing park on land that is
currently privately owned.
Existing buildings have been
considered as part of the
existing context of the
Downtown, which informs the
appropriate future built form
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Theme

"New" park at Maria/Pearl? This appears to be the location
of the existing Lions Club Park.
An official plan where the buildings that are currently there
or approved would not be able to meet the requirements
under the new plan will be very difficult to defend at the
Province/LPAT. Recommend planning for the unexpected
– for example if ADI or Carriage Gate do not get built,
ensure that any potential successor is able to comply with
the plan and does not get carte blanche to ignore it.
Evaluation criteria needs work. For example, evaluation
criteria for Principle 6: Provide a road network that allows
for efficient and safe travel through Downtown Burlington:
the measured capacity of the roads and intersections. This
measure ignores the aspect of safety and only focuses on
throughput. Vision Zero (included in the City's Vision to
Focus statement of priorities) mandates that safety be the
primary consideration when it comes to network design.
Given that the purpose of a downtown is not to facilitate
cars moving through, but to meet the needs of people who
live, play, shop and work downtown, this measure is not
relevant.
Evaluation criteria for urban forest – consider utilizing
inventory of street trees and forest covered area as criteria.
No evaluation criteria for parking – we believe that parking
space utilization and demand can and should be measured
with the technologies in place to monitor and administer
access to city-owned parking spaces.
Evaluation criteria for retail space should also include
occupancy of those spaces. Very often in newly built mixed
use areas, retail space carries considerable premium
relative to other nearby destinations and attracting suitable
retailers can be challenging, especially in the short run.
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Staff Response

in the vicinity of those existing
buildings. Where necessary,
nuanced permissions will be
established in policy.
However, it is out of scope of
this project to revoke
previous development
approvals.
The recommended concept
will promote a variety of
transportation options to
reduce reliance on the private
automobile, including
promotion of a safer and
more comfortable
environment for pedestrians,
cyclists, and transit users.
Evaluation Criteria in the
October 2019 SGL report
“Themes, Principles, and Land
Use Concepts” are identified
for the purpose of evaluating
Concept 1 relative to Concept
2. Some principles, such as
Principle 7 “Ensure availability
of parking”, are not evaluated
as both Concepts can equally
achieve the principle. These
Principles will be applied at
the policy development stage
after a single concept has
been endorsed by Council.

Commen
t informs

GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#
G20

Date
Recei
ved
Dec
2,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Diana and
Paul
Marchand
(email)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Commen
t informs

We attended a meeting workshop which displayed two concepts for
the downtown core both of which showed complete disregard for
what I believe local residents desire. "No more high-rises period."
We believe it is time to take a step back and consider what we really
want for our downtown core. We would respectively suggest that
what we would like to see is a plan where a maximum of 6 stories
would be envisaged for downtown areas and these would be subject
to appropriate infrastructure considerations and ensuring historical
properties are protected. i.e restore class B and Class C properties to
being fully protected and not just class A. I fully understand there
are 4 high-rises that are fully approved for development and will
proceed. However when these are completed together with the
major waterfront project close to completion on the Lakeshore I am
convinced that our existing infrastructure (naming just two issues)
will not be able to handle the increased traffic flow/parking and an
increased population of children (both the Protestant and Catholic
school Boards are suggesting relative to the new tower being built
on Brant with notices posted on the safety fences that children
ultimately living in the new tower will not be guaranteed spaces in
area schools).
We keep hearing that a max 6 story guideline going forward cannot
be accomplished because of current provincial guidelines but I
believe other municipalities have done so. Keep high rise
development near real transportation hubs (not the "bus shelter"
downtown). Burlington is blessed with three major rail stations all
of which could have substantive development to achieve density
goals. Our real vision should not be either of the two concepts but
one which truly limits further high rise growth. How we get to that
vision should be the plan that we should be developing. It is not an
issue of citizens fighting City Hall but one of City Hall fighting the
Province to get what the citizens of Burlington really want and
deserve.

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;

Comments noted.
See row O7 in “Out of Scope”
section below for response to
comment on protection of
specific heritage properties.

Concept
Policy

Maintaining
the
Character of
the
Downtown/
Heritage
Preservation
;

The Taking a Closer Look at
the Downtown project is
informed by technical studies
including an Area Servicing
Report and transportation
analysis to ensure planned
growth is within capacity of
existing and planned
infrastructure and
transportation network.
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Traffic
Congestion;
Parking;
Arts,
Culture,
Events,
People &
Amenities;
Vision;

School Board disclaimers on
new development sites
warning purchasers that
students may not be
accommodated at the nearest
school are standard notices
for new developments and do
not necessarily reflect the
capacity of a specific school at
a specific time.
The Adopted Official Plan
contains a Growth Framework
(Schedule B-1) and associated
policies which identify priority
intensification areas including
the three GO station areas as

GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#

Date
Recei
ved

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Commen
t informs

well as the Downtown and
Uptown.

G21

Dec.
5,
2019

Serge
Langevin
(spoken
delegation)

Concern with number of storeys being used as the metric to limit
building height due to the variability in the height of a storey; feels
that a linear height measured in metres is a more appropriate metric
for controlling building height.
Recommends that downtown should conform as required to the
minimum target density of 200 people and jobs per hectare outlined
in the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe but should
also have a maximum density of 300 people and jobs per hectare.
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Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;

Appropriate built form (tall
buildings, mid-rise, low-rise,
etc) is determined with
consideration for the existing
context of the specific area;
the recommended built form
for Downtown will respond to
existing context in Downtown
and will differ from other
intensification areas.
See row G14 above for
response to comment on
different metrics for building
height.
The Provincial Policy
Statement and Growth Plan
for the Greater Golden
Horseshoe identify minimum
density targets for Urban
Growth Centres, but not
maximums. Provincial policy
encourages municipalities to
go beyond these minimum
targets, where appropriate,
except where doing so would
conflict with any policy of the
Growth Plan, the PPS or any
other provincial plan.

Concept
Policy

GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#

Date
Recei
ved
Dec.
5,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Gary Scobie
(spoken
delegation)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Commen
t informs

Downtown should be kept at a human scale with two storeys in
certain areas and individual character/facades.

Comment noted.
Public feedback and existing
built form have informed the
identification of distinct areas
within the downtown so that
contextually appropriate built
form can be planned for each
area.

Concept
Policy

G23

Dec
5,
2019

Considers the approval of Regional Official Plan Amendment (ROPA)
38 to have been a confirmation that Downtown Burlington has
adequate infrastructure to support a density of 200 people and jobs
per hectare.

Comment noted.

n/a

G24

Dec.
5,
2019

Mark Bales,
Carriage Gate
Homes
(spoken
delegation)
David Barker
(spoken
delegation)

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;
Maintaining
the
Character of
the
Downtown/
Heritage
Preservation
;
Vision;

Comments noted.
See G16 above for response
to comment about
pedestrian-only street
segments.

Concept
Policy

G25

Dec.
5,
2019

Bryne
Emeneau
(spoken
delegation)

Concerned with safety of developing in proximity to Trans-Northern
pipeline

Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;
Traffic
Congestion;
Parking;
Preservation
of
Connections
to the
Waterfront;
Vision

Comment noted.
All pipelines are required to
comply with National Energy
Board emergency
management legislation and

n/a

G22

Agrees with walkability and accessibility being included in vision for
downtown. Finds that currently the Lakeshore Precinct is not
sufficiently pedestrian-oriented.
Not preoccupied with Built Form; rather, concerned with focusing
on accommodating traffic, parking, transit, and other infrastructure
as downtown grows.
Recommends closing portions of Brant Street and Lakeshore Road to
vehicles and making them pedestrian-only, with low-cost transit to
off-site parking in satellite locations outside downtown. Feels this
would connect the downtown to the waterfront in a walkable way.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Ro
w#

Date
Recei
ved

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

have audits conducted
annually. The City of
Burlington Fire Department is
involved in NEB audits.
TransNorthern is mandated to
provide information on their
emergency response plan
including their response
mechanisms to most likely
emergency scenarios on their
website https://tnpi.ca/.
Public safety is a top concern
in Planning for the future of
Burlington; pipeline safety
requirements will be adhered
to in all development
approvals.
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Commen
t informs

Row
#

Date
Received

B1

Nov 28,
2019

From
(Name/Company/
Organization)
Don and Liz Wilson
(email)

BRANT MAIN STREET PRECINCT
Stakeholder Comment

BRANT MAIN STREET PRECINCT
The initial response to this area is to maintain the “Small
Town Downtown” core area setting that fronts Brant
Street. Then vary the heights back to John Street and
Locust. These heights could vary between 4-6 Storeys
along with very limited number of 11 Storeys. Dependent
on location and relationship to surrounding built
structure.
Focus on establishing a lower profile corridor from John
Street between the building heights along Lakeshore and
James Streets would provide a nice walkable and living
area. and would include the Elgin Street promenade and
Village Square and the low-rise areas to the East. This
would provide an area for all Burlington residence to
continue enjoying the Downtown Core area.
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Theme

Staff Response

Comment
informs

Built Form,
Heights, and
Neighbourhood
Transitions;

Comment noted.
John Street is a
transition from
Brant Main Street
Precinct to
Downtown East
Precinct and the
recommended
concept will include
provisions for an
appropriate built
form on John Street.

Concept

LAKESHORE MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Row
#

Date
Received

L1

Oct 28,
2019

L2

L3

Nov 28,
2019

Dec 4,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
David Billings
(email)

Don and Liz
Wilson
(email)

Ed Fothergill
on behalf of
Molinaro
Group
(letter)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Comment
informs

-The site where the old Odeon Theatre [2007-2011 Lakeshore
Road, in block at North-east corner of Brant and Lakeshore,
currently location of Lakeshore Coffee House] used to be at the
base of Brant Street would seem to require substantial
underground parking to be viable.

Parking

Comment noted.

n/a

LAKESHORE MIXED USE PRECINCT
The lower profile (7-11) with sufficient upper level step backs
would be beneficial to maintain an openness along Lakeshore
especially this area with its proximity to Spencer Smith Park
and the number of cultural events in the area that attract
Burlington residents and visitors from outside the area.
Lakeshore Road
The only consideration in this area is the proposal at the corner
of Lakeshore and Pearl Street (29 Storeys) which would be too
much but something of mixed heights would create a more
workable prospect for that corner development. The Adopted
Official plan had an upward limit of 18 storeys.
The two options for the Lakeshore District significantly reduce
development density on the Molinaro properties and other
properties in the downtown area beyond the limits established
in both the approved and adopted Official Plans. This new
change in direction is not consistent with the intent of the
Provincial Growth Plan which is designed to focus new
development in Transit Station Areas and in the downtown
core. One of the implications of the proper implementation of
the Growth Plan is that tall buildings are anticipated in the
downtown. This principle applies to other precincts within the
downtown area as well.
The evolution of development in downtown Burlington over
the past decade has proceeded in a direction which is
consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement and the 2017
Growth Plan and includes a recent emergence of high rise
buildings and approvals of new tall buildings yet to be

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourhood
Transitions;

Comment noted.

Concept

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourhood
Transitions;

Comments noted.

295

Variety of
Housing
Options and
Affordability;
Preserving and
Encouraging
Places to Shop
and Work;

The development application
for the north-east corner of
Lakeshore Road and Pearl
Street will be reviewed
against the policies that are in
effect at the time of review.

The recommended concept
will comply with provincial
and regional policies which
identify Downtown
Burlington as a strategic
growth area (Urban Growth
Centre, Major Transit Station
Area) and Mobility Hub.
These policies do not
specifically require local
municipalities to permit the
construction of tall buildings

Concept
Policy

LAKESHORE MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Row
#

Date
Received

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

constructed. While understandably generating some
reservations for those who would prefer to maintain the small
character of the downtown, this direction is a natural, logical
and inevitable outcome of the implementation of Provincial
Policy Statement and Growth Plan policies.
The report appears to suggest that there may be options to
retain the small town character of the downtown area in
revised official plan policies. For example, Principle 12 is to
enhance and retain the “small town” identity of the Brant
Main Street Precinct. This is an unrealistic expectation which is
contrary to the intent of the provisions of the Growth Plan, the
Regional Official Plan, and both the approved and adopted
Official Plans for the City of Burlington. As an Urban Growth
Centre, as defined in the Growth Plan, it is simply not possible
to design a plan that will maintain the small town character of
the downtown which already changed and will need to
continue to evolve in this direction to achieve intensification
targets.
Similarly, the suggestion that tall buildings on Lakeshore Road
be limited is not supported by existing public planning policy.
The Growth Plan encourages most intensification to occur in
Major Transit Station Areas and Urban Growth Centres which
include the downtown area, which itself includes a Major
Transit Station. The plan sets minimum density targets of 160
residents and jobs per hectare in areas that are served by light
rail transit or bus transit while Urban Growth Centres, such as
downtown Burlington, must be planned to achieve by 2031 a
minimum density target of 200 residents and jobs combined
per hectare. The Provincial direction is to ensure that these
objectives are met and that the focus of urban intensification
should be in the downtown core. Any policy directive which
would significantly limit development potential beyond
existing planning policies that were established in the
approved and adopted Official Plans cannot be supported.
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Staff Response

throughout the strategic
growth area.
The Growth Plan for the
Greater Golden Horseshoe
requires the conservation of
cultural heritage resources
“to foster a sense of place
and benefit communities,
particularly in strategic
growth areas” (4.2.7).
Conserving the existing “small
town” feel of Downtown
Burlington, as identified by
public feedback, will be an
objective of the Official Plan
within the parameters of
provincial and regional policy.
Technical Studies informing
the development of the
recommended concept and
subsequent policy
development include a
Market Analysis, Illustrative
Economic Analysis, (the
above studies are available on
Get Involved Burlington) and
a future Fiscal Impact
Analysis.

Comment
informs

LAKESHORE MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Row
#

L4

Date
Received

Dec 5,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Don Fletcher,
Plan B
(spoken
delegation)

Stakeholder Comment

Further, the limitation or prohibition of tall buildings in the
downtown area would be inconsistent with the development
pattern that has emerged over the past decade. This
development pattern will continue with new projects which
have already received approval but have not yet been
constructed. The direction proposed by the SGL report would
lead to an inconsistent development pattern of building
heights within the downtown and has the potential to
significantly increase issues of compatibility between individual
sites.
While the report suggests that podium buildings may be able
to be set back 20 metres from the street, this depth is not
appropriate for many of the sites in the downtown and will not
allow an appropriate built form of tall buildings to be
constructed.
The report does not speak to the trade off between number of
competing factors that must be considered in establishing a
balanced form of development in an Urban Growth Centre. For
example, the limitations in size and scale proposed in the plan
have not been assessed in terms of housing affordability or
feasibility of maintaining a strong retail presence in the
downtown area. In order to be successful, commercial market
rates have to be competitive and sustainable. It is unclear as to
the extent to which the market analysis that was completed by
the City has investigated these matters.
Concern with North-east corner of Brant St and Lakeshore Rd
being in Lakeshore Mixed Use Precinct – feels it should be in
Brant Main St Precinct. This property is more impactful for
Brant Street. Brant Street stops at Lakeshore Rd; Lakeshore Rd
doesn’t stop at Brant St. Prefers mid-rise height rather than tall
buildings.
Concern with gas station property (NW corner of Locust and
Lakeshore) being in the Lakeshore Mixed Use Precinct; feels it
should be in Apartment Neighbourhood Precinct.
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Theme

Staff Response

Comment
informs

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourhood
Transitions;

Comments noted.

Concept

The north east corner of
Brant and Lakeshore has been
proposed to be included in
the Brant Main Street
Precinct. For further details
please refer to Appendix A to
staff report PL-02-20: Taking

LAKESHORE MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Row
#

Date
Received

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

a Closer Look at the
Downtown: Preliminary
Preferred Concept.
Specific direction on height
and built form have been
developed for the site at the
northwest corner of Locust
Street and Lakeshore Road.
For further details please
refer to Appendix A to staff
report PL-02-20: Taking a
Closer Look at the Downtown:
Preliminary Preferred
Concept.
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Comment
informs

MID-BRANT MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Row
#
M1

M2

Date
Recei
ved
Oct
28,
2019
Nov
25,
2019

M3

Nov
28,
2019

M4

Dec
4,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
David Billings
(email)
Sustainable
Development
Committee
(email)
Don and Liz
Wilson
(email)

Martin
Quarcoopome
, Weston
Consulting
(letter)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff
Response

Comment
informs

Underground parking at No Frills seems like a novel idea if it is commercially
viable.

Parking

Comment
noted.

n/a

The SDC supports the development of a park adjacent to Rambo Creek in the
redevelopment of the Mid Brant precinct.

Green
Space/Open
Space/Parks

Comment
noted.

Concept

MID BRANT DISTRICT PRECINCT
The two concepts for this area using the 3D model create a substantial block of
buildings along the East Side of Brant Street. However, the lower profile of 3
storeys abutting Brant Street would create an extension from lower Brant Street
providing a more open experience for walking and cycling. Limited height above
12 storeys dependent on built structure like step backs etc.
Weston and Victoria Brant Ltd have reviewed SGL’s October 2019 report and the
corresponding concept. While we generally support the direction and visions
illustrated, it is our position that the subject property provides the City a unique
opportunity that isn’t found in the Downtown and can yield more than what is
illustrated. The Brant Plaza land is the largest congruent property and holds the
Downtown’s only food store. It is our opinion that given the size of the lands, it
can be redeveloped with mid and high-rise mixed use buildings that will
incorporate new residential dwellings in addition to new retail space. It is our
intention to preserve the existing grocery store long term to serve the needs to
the Downtown.
We agree with the proposed John Street extension and linear Rambo Creek park
as these elements are important to creating complete communities as the
Downtown grows. However, there is concern with some of the massing elements
proposed with each Concept.
Concept 1 is preferred as it allows the potential for tall buildings along the centre
of the site, however it limits heights on the peripheral to 3 storeys. We agree that
a pedestrian-friendly environment must be maintained along Brant Street,
however these podiums can transition from the City’s proposed three-storey
maximum to potentially 6 storeys as illustrated in the City’s tall building
guidelines. Further, it is our opinion that there is no need to limit heights along
Rambo Creek. Future redevelopment will be required to respect standard design

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;

Comment
noted.

Concept

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;

Comments
noted.

Concept;
Policy
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Preserving
and
Encouraging
Places to
Shop and
Work;
Green
Space/Open
Space/Parks;
Walkability,
Cycling,
Transit;

MID-BRANT MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Row
#

Date
Recei
ved

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

principles such as angular planes and appropriate terracing. In the case of the
Brant Plaza lands, there is also a significant tree line along the Creek to screen and
buffer new development from the adjacent stable neighbourhood to the east.
Concept 2 is not the preferred design as it limits the subject property’s potential
unnecessarily. While it does accommodate taller heights along Brant Street
compared to Concept 1, it restricts height internally to 11 storeys. As noted above,
the subject property is one of the largest individual landholdings in the
Downtown; any attempts to realize Concept 2 will require some form of land
assembly which may never be achieved.
In an attempt to assist the City with refining their concepts, Weston and Victoria
Brant Ltd have prepared a high-level concept plan for the Brant Plaza lands. Brant
Plaza’s concept is a variation of the City’s concept 1. It includes:
1. A 12m+ linear park along the Rambo Creek. The SGL report identifies this
area for an increased buffer, however it is our opinion that there is an
opportunity to use this space for a pedestrian trail that could connect to a
future park at John Street. This will also provide increased additional
separation from the residential homes east of Rambo Creek.
2. An extension of John Street to Victoria Street is proposed mid-block. This
extension is proposed as a private road that will be open to the public. A
vehicular connection to Brant Street is also proposed to ensure adequate
circulation throughout the site. These connections, including Brant and
Victoria Streets, will adhere to the emerging draft Downtown Streetscape
Design Guidelines.
3. Preservation of existing food store (No Frills) which could be relocated to
Brant Street as part of the second phase to enhance visibility and
pedestrian access. The relocation will accommodate the existing GFA of
the grocery store.
4. The majority of existing retail GFA will be preserved and redistributed
through the podiums of the various phases. There is also the potential of
public parking within the underground garage which is not currently
found in the north area of the Downtown to serve local residents.
5. Two 19 storey towers along Brant Street which focus the majority of the
site’s massing away from the stable residential east of the site. Two 11

Design;

300

Staff
Response

Comment
informs

MID-BRANT MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Row
#

Date
Recei
ved

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

storey mid-rises are proposed at the rear of the site that would meet a
45-degree angular plane from rear property line.
Recommendation:
 Proceed with a modified version of Concept 1;
 Allow for proper transitioning along Brant Street and not limit building
podiums to 3 storeys within the first 20m;
 Replace height maximums on east side of property with Mid-Rise 7 to 11
storey permissions as long as angular plane standard is maintained.
While Weston and Victoria Brant Ltd generally support Concept 1, we believe the
subject lands are unique and require site-specific design standards to realize not
only the landowner’s objectives but those of the immediate community.

301

Staff
Response

Comment
informs

DOWNTOWN EAST MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Row
#

Date
Received

E1

Nov 28,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Don and Liz
Wilson
(email)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Comment
informs

DOWNTOWN EAST PRECINCT
James Street from Martha to John Street
The initial insight for this transition area in the concept models is intense
development and the 3D model showing some heights in excess of 12
Storeys. This entrance corridor should be limited to both represent the
built structure to the East and the entrance to the Downtown area. Similar
to adopted Official Plan.
In particular its location in relation to Lions Club building and the adjacent
park.
Plus, a 4-6 storey rental apartment unit exist at the corner of James and
Pearl now and nothing in excess of 6 storeys exist south side of James
Street to Brant Street.
Martha Street Corridor south of Elgin Promenade along Pine Street to
Pearl Street
The majority of South Martha Pine Street Corridor is a Neighbourhood
Mixed Use Precinct. Thus, maintaining the existing low-rise house form
character along the edge of the Downtown Urban Growth Centre. This area
provides a transition to the Low-Rise Neighbourhood Precincts to the west
by maintaining the existing low-rise built form. It is an area of transition
that lies between the potential Highrise areas to the north along James St
and south along Lakeshore.
The South Martha Pine Street Corridor with its village like feel is a natural
extension to the Village Square and the corridor through City streets to the
restaurants, Lakeshore and Brant, and Spencer Smith Park locations.
As stated in the Official Plan "Compatibility is achieved with the existing
neighborhood character in terms of scale, massing, height, siting, setbacks,
coverage, parking and amenity area so that a transition between existing
and proposed buildings is provided."
John Street and Elizabeth St. Corridor - Caroline St. to James Street
The 2 concepts give the impression of a continuation of the 18 Storey
Berkley Building down John Street and Elizabeth St. The Berkley Building is a
curb to curb development on small residential style streets that is over
bearing in relation to sidewalks, streetscapes and surrounding built
structures. (Balconies create the feeling they hang over the property lines)

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourhood
Transitions;

Comments noted.

Concept;
Policy

302

For all
development in
the Downtown
East designation
a requirement to
develop 2 storeys
of office will be
established. For
more details
please refer to
Appendix A to
staff report PL02-20: Taking a
Closer Look at the
Downtown:
Preliminary
Preferred
Concept.
For Martha Street
Corridor a new
precinct has been
proposed. Please
see comment
G18.

DOWNTOWN EAST MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Row
#

Date
Received

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

.So to continue down this corridor with the same concept would be a
detriment to the visual and street level experience on John and Elizabeth
Street. Modifications to street setbacks and built form of future
developments on the tract of lands would alleviate the development of a
column of similar buildings
Corner James and Pearl Street
The corner reflects structures above 12 storeys North and South. This would
be out of character with the two 4-6 condo structures in the area south of
James Street that will exist long into the future.
The North Side of James Street contains a number of townhouse structures
so again the height and built form will be imperative to maintain a livable
and vibrant mixed-use area.
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Staff Response

Comment
informs

UPPER BRANT MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Row
#

Date
Received

U1

Nov 19,
2019

U2

Nov 25,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Bob Osborne
(letter)

Sustainable
Development
Committee
(email)

Stakeholder Comment

Theme

Staff Response

Comment
informs

Upper Brant Precint: we object to the inclusion of the west side of
Brant from Central School to Olga in the Upper Brant Precint with
permission for tall buildings. Depending on profile and orientation, a
tall building on this site could have a significant effect on the
neighbourhoods to the east and west of Brant Street. To the west tall
buildings would be a few metres from the back yards of homes on
Alfred Crescent. In our case to the east, there could be a significant
shadow impact. A 17 storey building could block sunlight in our area
from sometime in October until March.
Location of tall buildings in this area seems to be counter to Principle
14 “Maintain low to medium built form on Brant Street” and fails to
satisfy Principle 15 “Provide appropriate transition to low rise
neighbourhoods”.

Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourhood
Transitions

Comments noted.
A Wind and Shadow
Study is currently
underway that will
help assess how new
developments in the
City impact wind,
sun, and shadows.

Concept

Comments noted.
Exact location and
design of new parks
will not be
determined in the
scope of the current
project.

Concept
Policy



The SDC also supports a park/city square in the Upper Brant
precinct development. However, it is recommended that
this park not be built at the Brant-Ghent Street intersection.
Centering this facility on Brant Street would further congest
the only north-south access into the downtown core.
Development of a city park/square on Grahams Lane would
be a better option.
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Row
#

Date
Received

N1

Nov 19,
2019

From
(Name/Compan
y/ Organization)
Bob Osborne
(letter)

NEIGHBOURHOOD MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Stakeholder Comment
Theme



Neighbourhood Mixed Use Precinct: we fully
support the inclusion of [east side of Brant
between Blairholm and a point near Ghent Ave]
in the Neighbourhood Mixed Use Precinct in the
Official Plan. This designation maintains the
current house form buildings and limits any
development to three stories.
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Built Form, Height, and
Neighbourhood
Transitions;

Staff Response

Commen
t informs

Comment noted.

Concept

Row
#

Date
Received

A1

Nov 26,
2019

From
(Name/Company/
Organization)
Marnie Hamilton
(email)

APARTMENT NEIGHBOURHOOD PRECINCTS
Stakeholder Comment
Theme

I am opposed to building apartments around
intersection of Burlington Ave and Lakeshore Rd
(concern with appropriate transition to low-rise
neighbourhood to the north, and preserving
connection to the waterfront)
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Built Form, Height, and
Neighbourhood Transitions;
Preserving Connections to
the Waterfront

Staff Response

Commen
t informs

Comment noted.

Concept

PROCESS
Row
#
P1

P2

Date
Recei
ved
Oct
24,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Ron Porter

Oct
28,
2019

David Billings

(email)

(email)

Stakeholder Comment

Staff Response

3) 3 D Visualizations
- Your Workshop Booklet 3 D Visualizations were good. Most people are “
Visual “ and these 3 D Visualizations of what Concept 1 & 2 would look like
made it easy for the viewer to get a real feel for what the final built out
outcome would look like.
SUGGESTION TO TAKE YOUR 3D PRESENTATIONS TO THE NEXT LEVEL :
- I was at the Molinaro Illuminata Building Launch presentation at their
Preview Sales Office Site beside Walmart on Fairview.
- They have a Television 3D touchscreen model of their Illuminata Building
on Brock St that you can rotate and turn with your fingers and look out
South over Spencer Smith Park, the Arts Centre to the Lake, East over
Lakeshore & Downtown, West to the Skyway & Bay and North to the
escarpment.
- It’s very impressive and gives the viewer a very, very clear Visualization of
the final build out end state of the building and what their units views
would be.
- I’m not sure who developed the software, but I’m sure the Molinaro’s
would be happy to provide this information.
- A simplified version of this 3D Touchscreen Television Visual tool would be
very, very beneficial to the Planning Dept, Mayor & City Council and
Citizens providing input.
- From a cost and financial statement perspective as we’re looking at a
Downtown Development timeframe of probably 15 years a strong case
could be made for amortizing the development costs for this 3D tool over a
15 year timeframe. This 15 year timeframe & cost amortization should
make the costs supportable.
- I strongly suggest you and your colleagues go over to the Illuminata Sales
Office on Fairview St and have a look at the 3D touchscreen television sales
tool to get a first hand feel. I’m sure you’ll find it very interesting.
The tour Saturday afternoon was very interesting. One thing it really
highlighted was our need for publication of both Burlington’s plans and the
urban planning process in general. Most people get their information from

Comments noted.
3-D modeling is a new tool being used by the City
in Planning projects. Staff will seek to continuously
improve the application of this technology for
illustrative and public engagement purposes.
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Comment noted.
The Walking Tour provided an opportunity for
face-to-face, on-site discussion that was beneficial
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Nov
2,
2019

Ken Rutter

Nov
7,
2019

WeLove
Burlington
Executive:
Lynn Crosby
Blair Smith
Josie
Wagstaffe
Deborah Ruse
Dave Myers

(email)

(letter)

Stakeholder Comment

Staff Response

the established media which is generally obsessed with visually appealing
topics. It generally ignores crucial issues such as urban planning procedures
as well as the pivotal role cities like Burlington play in the phenomena of
globalization. Tours and events such as yours fill the gap.
This survey did not give enough characters to answer some of the
questions

for both staff and members of the public who
attended.

We attended the Action Lab at Mountainside Arena on Saturday,
November 2. We attempted to do the online survey to provide our
comments, but do not feel the format gives a clear way to get them
across. Therefore, please accept the following as our comments and please
include them with all of the other feedback you have received from the
public when you are considering what to present to council regarding the
plan for the downtown.
First, we would like to say that we felt the planning staff did an excellent
job at the Action Lab and were respectful of citizens and personable and
knowledgeable.
The two concepts (and the mention of a possible third melded concept)
presented were based on the existence of the same three factors or
planning constraints: the urban growth centre, the mobility hub and the
major transit gateway. No consideration was given to any concept that was
not predicated and framed by these constraints; if these constraints
change, then the concepts need to change. Indeed, if Burlington is
successful in removing the classification of the urban growth centre or
moving the location of the mobility hub further north, then most of the
principles underlying the two concepts become irrelevant. It was
confirmed at the November 5 council meeting that in fact Council is
working on these items and must await the conclusion of the ICBL.
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Comment noted.
In response to public feedback, the survey was
updated with an additional field for open-text
comments to allow participants to elaborate on
their answers to earlier questions.
Comments noted.
Action Lab and survey participants were not asked
to select their preferred concept. Rather,
participants were asked to comment on what they
liked and disliked about each concept.
The Action Labs and survey did include some
questions asking participants to assign a score
quantifying their satisfaction with that concept and
how well they felt each concept achieved the land
use vision; however, these responses were
considered alongside the participants’ more
detailed comments.
The recommended concept is a new concept that
has been developed with consideration to relevant
public feedback provided through various
engagement techniques as well as a number of key
inputs.
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Participants were told that the two concepts presented were developed
because they were defensible; in other words, they would satisfy the
requirements of the Region as sole approval authority. Participants were
told that any concept that involved ‘no more tall buildings’ was not
defensible and thus could not be included. Accordingly, when choosing a
concept, participants selected the concept that was least offensive rather
than that which actually reflected what they wanted to see.
Most participants (straw poll and certainly not scientific) felt that neither
concept was what was desired for downtown, particularly in those
precincts adjacent to the waterfront. Many felt that they were voting for
the one that was ‘the best of a bad lot’ rather than one that actually
reflected what they wanted. This means any results from the polls and
selections made by attendees are skewed.
Many participants voiced an identical concern/comment to the planning
staff – that they had not been heard; that they have been voicing the same
concern since October 22nd of last year (and before) and they still were not
being heeded.
P5

Nov
14,
2019

Jeremy
Skinner

Need to move discussion away from NIMBYism; to do that we need to
understand the varying perspectives of different residents;

(email)

i. City policies should already exist with regards to transitions to bordering
stable residential neighbourhoods. However, it is not common knowledge
as to how or when these transition guidelines are either applied or
enforced (such as through LPAT decisions) during the Development
Application Approval process and/or the Committee of Adjustment
process. Moreover, there is a lack of understanding as to what options are
available to the resident should suitable transition be compromised?
3. How and when will the residents who live either within or border the
proposed Official Plan areas for intensification be informed as to the impact
of height, massing and density on their properties so that these residents
may make informed decisions as to whether to remain or to sell their
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Comments noted.
In response to public feedback, the City has
developed a new webpage to help the public
understand the Development Application process.
Parties interested in and affected by the adopted
Official Plan can sign up to receive notification of
progress with the re-examination of the downtown
policies. They can also visit the City’s project
webpage where staff continuously post status
updates, engagement opportunities, and relevant
background reference material.
The City will also provide notice of statutory public
meetings and Council decisions in accordance with
the Planning Act.
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properties and that any follow-on interested parties for the acquisition of
the same property be informed as to the future development vision
affecting the property?
4. If the City were to offer the resident a fair market value for expropriation
of their property at a time of their choosing to enable the City to create or
expand a park, green space or public open space to be created to restore a
reasonable transition exists between the downtown and the remainder of
the bordering residential neighbourhood, would the resident consider this?
5. Is the resident prepared to accept any redevelopment of such bordering
development lands? If so under what conditions?
a. This may require a discussion as to the economic consequences of not
cooperating. Canadian Census data suggests that as we age, we use less
retail and commercial services which may hamper our goal to achieve
complete communities.
i. The Burlington Economic Development Corporation may be a valuable
resource to assist in the creation of a discussion paper or infographic
suitable for resident consumption.
In terms of the recent City hosted survey which closes on November 15th, I
raise the following concerns which I believe could not have been
adequately satisfied due to the lack of time. I believe that the questions
posed were valid considerations to survey. However, I believe that the
survey lacked the presentation of the required context to answer these
specific questions and as a result, I suspect that any responses received to
these specific points may be suspect without further clarification.
• It was not clear to me as to the anticipated density in terms of the
number of workers, residents, vehicle parking etc. to be accommodated
with either of the two companion visions for each of the three study areas.
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O I was left to assume that the proposed density would be the same in both
the tall building vision and the mid-rise building vision for each of the three
areas of interest (Brant between Victoria and James, Brant south of James
to Lakeshore, Lakeshore east of Brant).
• It was not clear to me as to the anticipated impact to surrounding
residential neighbourhoods as each vision was depicted the impact from
either Brant St or Lakeshore street perspectives.
O As a result, the bordering residential neighbourhoods were not shown
with exception of west of Brant associated with Brant between Victoria and
James area.
• While the pedestrian scale at street level between the podium of a tall
tower or base of a mid-rise building were depicted in the visions, it was not
clear to me as to the anticipated sky view afforded by a tower component
above the podium when contrasted with that associated with a mid-rise
building.
O For example, most people were unable to discern the step back afforded
with tall towers in one vision associated with the Lakeshore versus the lack
of step backs associated with mid-rise in the second vision. This is because
the building faces on the North-side of Lakeshore created a curved curtain
effect which made it difficult to discern what was the top of a podium
verses what was a vertical building face. Both had the same colour and no
attempt was made differentiate such as by use of building cast shading. The
inclusion of a tree or sunshade umbrella graphic on the top of each tall
building podium roof-top could have been used to distinguish what was a
horizontal roof top surface versus what was a vertical building face
surface.
• it was not made clear to me as to the anticipated retail supply with each
vision pair related to each of the three study areas.
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O I suspect that the opportunities to support retail would likely be
equivalent across both visions as retail would likely occupy the ground floor
of a tall tower’s podium or a mid-rise building which would likely have the
same ground floor plate dimensions.
• It was not made clear to me as to the anticipated office supply in each of
the two companion visions related to each of the three areas of concern.
O I suspect that the supply of offices would be equivalent above the supply
of retail if retail or commencing from the ground level if no retail is
accommodated regardless as to mid-rise or the podium of the tall tower
building.
I respect the fact that we are likely all caught up with the time-boxed
challenges in determining what the residents of Burlington perceive as
important when responding to the development challenges facing the City
and how the City should govern them to ensure repeatable outcomes.
With the time remaining, may I suggest that we need a concerted effort to
discuss how the proposed OP changes will likely impact the residents’
properties and their way of life. This implies that we are able to get beyond
the NIMBY mantra. It is of my opinion that many of Burlington residents do
not understand what the impact of our aging demographic will have on
maintaining the current neighbourhood achievement of complete
community and what would need to be done to enhance the
neighbourhood to achieve a higher level of complete community. Please let
me know if I can assist you in any way on this matter.
I am prepared to make delegation/presentation to Committee or to Council
to permit questions and answers on this note in public forum and/or to
discuss any concerns you or City Staff via email and/or in-person meetings.
Again, I wish to thank those associated with Taking a Closer Look at the
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Downtown for all of their efforts for permitting me and members of the
public with an opportunity to provide feedback.
P.S. For a Burlington Institution. Have you considered developing secondary
school infrastructure to facilitate foreign student residences associated
with Burlington Central High School which includes the foreign student
desired International Baccalaureate curriculum. Another possible campus
idea could be created to developing the skills necessary with which to
provide in-home elderly care given the propensity for Burlington residents
to age at home.
P6

Nov
14,
2019

Georgina Craig
(email)

P7

Nov
19,
2019

Carriage Gate
Homes (Mark
Bales)
(letter)

I did not see how parking was to be addressed. Was this shown and I
missed it? Nor did I comprehend where the new green spaces were- is the
creek behind Martha St being developed into a walking path? It was hilited
in green.









We are of the opinion that the process being followed to
implement the scoped re-examination of the City’s Official Plan is
rushed and is in many respects more challenging and exclusive
than the process leading to the adoption of the new Official Plan in
2018
We have provided comments, provided written submissions and
delegated for over three years in response to the City’s efforts to
develop a new Official Plan and appropriate policies for the City’s
primary intensification area – the downtown
None of the submissions and comments we have provided to date
have been recognized or addressed
The City has failed to be transparent as background studies have
been and continue to be withheld
The land use study being completed by Dillon Consulting (Dillon)
as part of the interim control by-law (ICBL) review is independent
of the work being undertaken by SGL and there has been no
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The framework for evaluating the two concepts did
not include criteria for measuring for parking, as
both concepts were equally able to accommodate
the appropriate amount of parking.
No walking path is proposed along the creek east
of Martha Street; however, a trail alongside the
same creek in the Mid-Brant area is proposed.
Comments on the process of previous planning
projects cannot be addressed through the Reexamination of the Downtown Policies. For
responses to submissions that informed the
adoption of the new Official Plan, refer to
Appendix P of staff report PB-04-18,
Appendix E of PB-14-18, and Appendices E, F, G of
PB-50-17.
For information on technical studies that informed
the adoption of the Official Plan in 2018, refer to
report PB-04-18.
It is acknowledged that the timeline of the current
project is tight, which is necessary to avoid
delaying Halton Region’s review of the Adopted
Official Plan. The opportunity to re-examine the
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engagement with the building industry regarding this work and the
linkages and interrelationships between the two (2) studies
 The proposed options for the downtown are flawed and
unrealistic
 It is premature to consider options for the Urban Growth Centre
until such time as the City is prepared to respond with plans,
policies, and options that will conform with the policies and
requirements of both the Region of Halton and the Province of
Ontario and it has engaged with the building industry
 The City of Burlington should not proceed to conclude its review
and prepare staff reports and recommendations until the
requested information is provided to us and the building industry.
We require sufficient time to review and consider this information
and opportunities should be provided to us to review our concerns
with City Planning staff.
Concerns
 Policies and redevelopment options for the Urban Growth Centre
should not be prepared until such time as the land use has been
determined
 The boundary of the Urban Growth Centre being used by the City
and its consultants is inconsistent with Provincial policy, resulting
in a total area that is approximately 11% less than it should be.
The reduced area of the Urban Growth Centre artificially increases
the existing density calculations used by the City and its
consultants to determine how many new residential units and jobs
are required to be accommodated within the Urban Growth
Centre by 2031 and beyond.
 The suggestion made by SGL at the Open Houses that only 20% of
the new buildings shown on the two (2) options need to be
occupied by 2031 to enable the City to reach the minimum density
target for the Urban Growth Centre is incorrect. We disagree with
this conclusion. Assuming that the consultant’s assumption of the
amount of growth required to be realized in the Urban Growth

downtown policies of the Adopted Official Plan is
an opportunity that was created when Halton
Region paused its review as indicated in the
Region’s December 2018 memo attached to their
Dec 4, 2018 “Notice of Statement of Opinion of
Non-Conformity With the Regional Official Plan”
(refer to City of Burlington Council Information
Package dated December 14, 2018).
It is important to note that the Re-examination
project is not starting from scratch: it relies on
technical studies that were already commenced or
completed under the previous Area-Specific
Planning exercise, and is intended to result in
modifications to the Adopted Official Plan policies,
rather than a full suite of brand new policies.
Technical studies informing the Re-examination
project are available at the Get Involved Burlington
website.
Information on the connections between the
Interim Control By-law Study and the Reexamination of the Downtown Policies of the
Adopted Official Plan has been conveyed to the
building industry through written notifications,
media releases, and in-person discussion including
the Dec 4, 2019 meeting of Halton Developers
Liaison Committee (HDLC).
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Modifications to the Adopted OP resulting from
the Re-examination project will conform to
provincial and regional policy, including UGC
requirements and boundaries.
The City and SGL Planning & Design have
considered all submissions received throughout
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Centre is correct (which we do not), more new buildings and units
are required to accommodate more people and jobs. Based on a
simple analysis of other buildings of a similar scale and magnitude
to those being identified in the options, we calculate that
approximately 17 of the new buildings identified by the City’s
consultant will be required to be built between now and 2031.
This is a far greater number of buildings than the 20% of the
buildings identified by SGL in either option. The feasibility and
practicality of this number of buildings being constructed currently
and widely across the Urban Growth Centre over the next ten (10)
years is questionable at best.
The challenges of land assembly and the impacts of land costs are
ignored
It is unreasonable to assume that seventeen (17) new buildings (as
noted above) will be constructed and occupied within the Urban
Growth Centre within the next ten (10) years – an area that has
been growing at a rate of approximately 59 units per year for the
last ten (10) years
We note that “Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: Themes,
Principles, and Land Use Concepts Report (October 2019)”
prepared by SGL provides a summary of input received from
various other consultants that are part of the SGL team. Section 5
of this report includes a brief summary of a “Market Analysis”
completed by NBLC. The financial viability of low and mid-rise
mixed-use redevelopment in the Urban Growth Centre is noted as
questionable.
Due to the lack of coordination between the land use study
(Dillon) and the planning policy studies (SGL), the lack of
engagement with the building industry and the fact that the
implications of the Region’s Integrated Growth Management
Study (41,000 more people to be accommodated in Burlington
between now and 2041 – as identified in the Future Growth study
that was prepared for the City by Dillon) have not been
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the Re-examination project and will continue to
incorporate the feedback of all interested and
affected parties as the project progresses through
to the development of policy modifications.
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Peter Ward
(email)
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considered, we have no confidence that the options prepared by
SGL are valid
 There appears to be an ongoing and frustrating trend to ignore
and fail to respond to and include the building industry in this
process. Detailed comments and requests for information and
background studies during the “adopted” Official Plan process
were and continue to be ignored. This is unacceptable to us, not
only as members of the building industry but as a local tax paying
business
 The building industry is a major component of the regional
economy that should not be marginalized
I compared the Watson Associate numbers with the staff report, PB-62-17,
which has more detail for how population counts are calculated based on
People Per Unit and Jobs Per sqm rates as well as where we’re presently at
based on approved and completed development since 2016.
The population counts to date between the staff report and the Watson
Associate are very close, ranging between 19,515 and 19,672. The PB-62-17
report counts are based on 2016 actual counts and construction completed
or approved since then, as outlined in the table below.
Watson Associates estimates 1,280 units and 570 jobs will be created from
now until 2031. This would provide another 2,464 people, assuming the
additional units are at the high density PPU rate of 1.48.
With a target is 20,920 people (i.e. 200 ppl/ha and 105 ha), the Watson
estimate exceeds the target by 1,216 people, reaching 212 ppl/ha by 2031.
Potential Population Counts by Concept
Watson Associates estimates that Concept 1 has the potential to deliver
2,850 jobs and 5,750 units. Concept 2 has the potential to deliver 3,155
jobs and 5,855 units. Assuming the unit count is based on a high density
PPU of 1.48, total people and jobs is 11,360 and 11,820 respectively.
Adding these estimates to the population count to date, both concepts
exceed 31,000 people and jobs with the ppl/ha reaching 297 ppl/ha and
301 ppl/ha respectively.
Watson assumes 570 jobs and 1,894 units will be added between now and
2031. If the average jobs and units per year over the next 12 years is
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1.

Yes. To update your calculations, it is
important to rely on the June 2019 UGC
update work as that is what the SGL/Watson
work relied upon. This is important because
the UGC work is always a snapshot in time and
evolves as new information becomes
available. Your 2016 assumptions related to
existing people and jobs are consistent with
the June 2019 UGC update work; however,
there are a number of issues that are difficult
to capture without going over your
calculations together. If it would be helpful
staff would be happy to sit down to discuss
the issues with the calculations and
assumptions.
2. The objective of the work was to consider
a planning horizon of 2031 and achieving
a minimum 200 people and jobs per
hectare density target, not 300
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applied against the total potential jobs and units for each concept, it would
take over 60 years to achieve the full potential job count and over 36 years
to achieve the full potential unit count.
My questions to you are as follows:
1. Do any figures (calculations or rate assumptions) in my tables need
to be adjusted?
2. What is the rationale for developing concepts with the maximum
potential of 300 ppl/ha in our downtown, which is well above the
current requirement of 200 ppl/ha?
3. What is the upper end of population density the Planning team
believes is sustainable and appropriate for our downtown?
4. If there is an upper end, would the Planning team consider
recommending the UGC designation be re-assigned to another
part of Burlington like our mobility hubs?
5. The concepts assume the downtown continues with the MTSA
designation. With a vastly increased downtown population, the
current transit station is inadequate and not worthy of the
mobility hub designation. How then is the scaled-up transit
infrastructure accounted for in your concepts, including an
improved transit hub?
6. Principle 1 calls for the creation of additional parks, trails and open
spaces. The only proposed addition is an urban park in the midBrant precinct. Yet both concepts show tall or mid-rise buildings
where the park is also shown to be. How can both buildings and a
park exist in the same location?
7. Further, how do you reconcile the negligible addition of parks and
open space with Principle 1?
8. Principle 11 calls for the protection and integration of heritage
buildings, yet your concepts put tall buildings in the block between
John, Elizabeth, Maria and James Streets where important
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3.

4.

5.

ppl/ha. The City cannot control or
anticipate what sites may or may not
come forward for development over that
time period or how various constraints
may impact development of any particular
site. For these reasons, a comprehensive
look at overall development potential is
visually presented in the modelling of
each of the concepts. The modelling
exercise is only a conceptual visualization
of built form and heights. It was intended
to start the conversation around possible
future built form in the Downtown.
The objective of this work is to consider
development to 2031, in conformity with
the Regional Official Plan. This work does
not include technical studies to determine
ultimate capacity for development in the
Downtown.
Staff have been directed to consider this
question after the completion of this
scoped re-examination of the OP and the
Interim Control By-law land use study.
The findings from the Interim Control Bylaw land use study will include
recommendations regarding transit in the
downtown and the role of the MTSA. The
“Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown”
Project will be informed by the findings of
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Staff Response

heritage buildings currently exist. How do you reconcile the
concepts with this principle?
Page 6 of your report says the “the overall vision for the
Downtown was confirmed and visions for each precent (sic) were
updated or confirmed.” Who confirmed the vision for the
downtown and the precincts and how formalized was the
confirmation process?

Were the visions for the downtown and precincts formally presented to
council for “confirmation”?

6.

ADDITIONAL QUESTION: Does the Watson Associates’ potential jobs and
unit count projections for both concepts include the Old Lakeshore Road
area, the 409 Brant Street proposal that is under the LPAT appeal, or the redevelopment of the Waterfront Hotel? In other words, are the potential
downtown jobs and units counts higher if they’re added in, or has Watson
Associates already included them in their numbers?

7.

8.
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the Interim Control By-law as well as by
technical studies, including a Traffic
Overview and a micro-level transportation
operations review for the preferred
scenario. The findings of that study will
inform the development of policies
related to emphasizing multi-modal
transportation.
There is also a new park anticipated in the
Upper Brant area. The park symbol is
intended to be representative of the need
to consider additional parkland in the
area. The policies that will be developed
for consideration by Council will provide
more detail about how the vision for
incorporating additional parkland might
be achieved, through the development
application process.
While the theme of green space/open
space and parks did inform the vision and
the land use map and concepts, Official
Plan policy will be developed to guide the
ultimate development of the Downtown,
including consideration of green space,
open space and parks.
As noted in the SGL report with relation to
the model limitations “Heritage has not
been considered in the massing of the
model”. Figure 8 on page 16 provides
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details related to registered and
designated heritage buildings. Official
Plan policy will be developed that will
provide direction on heritage
9. The findings of the first round of
engagement (as summarized here)
confirmed the vision for the
Downtown. Council will have the
opportunity to formally confirm the vision
when considering the proposed
modifications to the Official Plan.
10. No. Council will generally confirm the
vision and precincts when a preferred
concept is recommended in January. The
specific details of the vision for the
downtown and each respective precinct
will be confirmed through the
consideration of policies in the spring.
ADDITIONAL QUESTION: The Watson jobs and unit
counts are a market forecast of what could
occur in the Downtown UGC by 2031. As it is a
market forecast, the numbers do not take into
account any specific development. The Taking a
Closer Look - Phase 2 report compared the Watson
number to currently approved but unbuilt units,
buildings under construction and recently
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completed buildings. It did not look at the
potential from other areas outside the study area.
P9

Nov
25,
2019

Sustainable
Development
Committee
(email)

8.

This study appears to be offering two different options primarily
focused on how the Downtown could look. It is difficult for the SDC to
comment on the sustainability of the two concepts at this early stage
without more detail on how the different possible designs would
perform with respect to sustainability criteria such as:







9.

GHG emissions and energy generation
Climate resilience
Affordability/accessibility
Green space and tree population
Active transportation and transit
Complete communities

The City of Burlington has committed to improving its sustainability
and moving to a lower carbon future. In the 2015-2040 Strategic Plan,
the City stated that it would work towards “the goal of the Burlington
community being net carbon neutral”. In April 2019, City Council
unanimously declared a climate emergency, "deepening our
commitment to protecting our economy, environment and community
from climate change...", resolving that " Council and staff immediately
increase the priority of the fight against climate change..." and
directing staff to prepare a Climate Action Plan by the end of 2019. A
climate lens must be applied to the plans and actions of the City of
Burlington.


Sustainability should be added as a theme for the overall
Downtown and reflected in the vision.
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The October-December 2019 engagement period
was primarily concerned with establishing a land
use vision and built form concept for the
downtown. Other planning and sustainability
considerations will be applied in the next phase
when detailed policies (or policy modifications) are
developed for the Downtown. Some very detailed
sustainability considerations may not be applicable
to the Re-examination project at all and would
instead be considered in later projects such as the
development of guidelines or the review of a sitespecific development application.
Sustainability is a pillar of the overall Adopted
Official Plan as embodied in the Strategic Plan
directions which include “A Healthy and Greener
City”. Chapter 4 of the Adopted Official Plan,
“Environment and Sustainability”, contains
objectives and policies that apply City-wide,
including in the Downtown, and the modifications
to Downtown policies arising from this study will
be consistent with Chapter 4.
The importance of sustainability considerations to
the Re-examination is re-enforced through the
inclusion of the City’s Senior Sustainability Coordinator on the Technical Advisory Committee
and the Executive Director of Environment,
Infrastructure, and Community Services on the
Steering Committee.
Engagement with the Sustainable Development
Committee further ensures a sustainability lens is
applied to the project. The project team has also
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10. It should be clarified if the concepts presented show maximum
building envelopes and not the maximum footprint of specific buildings
within the envelope.
The SDC would like to continue to be engaged on the Downtown concept
as it moves through more detailed planning.

P10

Dec
5,
2019

Suzanne
Mammel,
HamiltonHalton Home
Builders’
Association
(HHHBA)
(letter)

The purpose of this submission is to once again outline concerns similar to
those that we have identified in the past. Throughout the course of the
process leading up to the adopted OP, the HHHBA was engaged and
committed to the review; we attended various meetings, made several
requests for information, background research and supplementary studies,
and submitted written comments plus oral delegations. In addition, in the
summer of 2017, HHHBA provided a map to the City based on our own
Association-initiated research and findings, entitled Viable vs Non-Viable
Development Activity in the Downtown Mobility Hub, which identified
several developable properties throughout the downtown. The mapping
demonstrated where and when redevelopment could be anticipated within
the UGC. The HHHBA worked diligently with the development industry and
identified “immediately developable” lands within the next 0-5 years.
Unfortunately, no response or recognition of this work was ever received.
…
Our ask, once again, is to be provided with any and all background studies
that have been completed to date that have informed not only the creation
of the adopted OP, but also those studies that have led to the creation of
the 2 concepts presented now. We will also take this opportunity to
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met with the Senior Sustainability Co-ordinator to
discuss alignment of the project with the draft
Climate Action Plan.
The 3-D modelling utilized in the OctoberDecember engagement period showed a
hypothetical built form to stimulate discussion of
appropriate development patterns in the
downtown. In some cases building envelopes were
shown while in others it was possible to show
hypothetical building footprints consistent with
current guidelines. The 3-D modelling could not
address individual building design and none of the
modelling should be considered as an
endorsement of a specific design for any particular
site.
Refer to row P7 above for response regarding
comments and responses on past projects,
including the Adopted Official Plan.
Refer to row P7 above for response regarding
release of technical studies.
With respect to HHHBA’s 2017 submission of a
map entitled “Future/Proposed Development
Acitivity: Downtown Mobility Hub”, this was
received by City staff and responded to by email on
August 11, 2017.
The Interim Control By-law is a separate study
from the Re-examination of the Downtown Policies
in the Adopted Official Plan. For information on
this study and technical background informing it,
visit www.burlington.ca/icbl.
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P11

Dec.
5,
2019

P12

Dec.
5,
2019

P13

Dec
5,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Suzanne
Mammel,
Hamilton
Halton Home
Builders’
Association
(spoken
delegation)
Roland
Tanner,
Engaged
Citizens of
Burlington
(spoken
delegation)
Mark Bales,
Carriage Gate
Homes

Stakeholder Comment

Staff Response

request to be provided with copies of all background studies that are being
used to inform any revised planning policies for the interim control by-law
as well.
…
Thank you for taking the time to consider our request. The HHHBA feels
strongly that the City of Burlington should not go forth with the review or
recommendations until the requested information is provided to us, and
until such time that the industry is genuinely engaged and involved in the
discussions. The building industry is a significant contributor to the regional
economy and must be accounted for. We are unable to support the
planning and growth options for the OP and Urban Growth Centre until
such time that the building industry is consulted, and the requested
background information is provided for our review and consideration. We
look forward to receiving this information and are hopeful that an
improved engagement process can be achieved.
Request for re-examination of downtown policies of Adopted Official Plan
to be put on hold until further consultation with building industry can
occur.
Requests release of all technical studies for Re-examination and for 2018
Adoption of new Official Plan.

The City and SGL Planning & Design have
considered all submissions received throughout
the Re-examination project and will continue to
incorporate the feedback of all interested and
affected parties as the project progresses through
the development of policy modifications.

Downtown’s future should reflect the vision of Burlingtonians.
Recommends proceeding with current Re-examination project to get new
Official Plan adopted and then move on to other initiatives to achieve the
downtown that Burlington wants.

Comment noted.

Requests more consultation with building industry on the Re-examination
of the Downtown policies of the Adopted Official Plan. Requests release of
all technical studies that have informed the Adopted Official Plan (2018)

Refer to row P7 above for response to Carriage
Gate written submission.
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Refer to row P10 for response to HHHBA written
submission.
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and the current Re-examination of the Adopted OP, and adequate time to
review those studies.
Considers the approval of Regional Official Plan Amendment (ROPA) 38 to
have been a confirmation that Downtown Burlington has adequate
infrastructure to support a density of 200 people and jobs per hectare.
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OUT OF PROJECT SCOPE
Row
#
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Received

O1

Nov 7,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
WeLove
Burlington
Executive:
Lynn Crosby
Blair Smith
Josie
Wagstaffe
Deborah Ruse
Dave Myers
(letter)

Stakeholder Comment

Staff Response



The City’s approved Official Plan and the plan in
force is the 2008 version that has been judged to
be consistent with the overriding 2014 Provincial
Policy Statement and Growth Plan. As such, all
development proposals being submitted for
approval should be assessed using the terms,
conditions and provisions of the 2008 Official Plan.



Development proposals that seek approval to
construct in the downtown core must provide
clearly identified/identifiable, valued, measurable
community benefits. The determination of these
benefits must be an open and collaborative
process involving all affected parties and must be
pre-rather than post-approval.



Development proposals should always consider
and identify the cumulative effects for things such
as traffic, parking, shadowing, wind tunnelling etc.
rather than those specific and isolated to only the
development being proposed.
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The in-effect Official Plan (as amended, notably including 2008
amendments) remains in effect and is the basis for review of all
development applications.
The review of site-specific development applications follows a
process described on the City’s website at
https://www.burlington.ca/en/services-foryou/understanding-the-development-application-process.asp.
Changes to the development review process are out of scope
of the project to Re-examine the Downtown Policies in the
Adopted OP.
In order for the Official Plan (OP) to remain current and
continue to serve the community, it must be regularly updated
and/or replaced. The Planning Act requires every city to update
its Official Plan at least once every five years, or every 10 years
after the approval of a new Official Plan. Burlington's last
Official Plan review began in 2002, and the revised document
was approved by Halton Region in 2008.
The 2008 Official Plan amendment (OPA 55) was approved
prior to the development of the 2014 Provincial Policy
Statement and the 2017/2019 Provincial Plans, as well as
Regional Official Plan Amendment 38 (ROPA 38) which was
approved in 2011. It is necessary for the City’s Official Plan to
be updated to respond to changes in superior policies/laws as
well as the ongoing evolution of our community and its
priorities: for example, the current emphasis on affordable
housing, climate change mitigation/adaptation, and
innovations in employment and transportation.
The Adopted OP (2018) represents the City’s most current
vision and policy framework. The current project will modify
some of the downtown policies that were adopted in 2018.
After that the Adopted OP must be approved by Halton Region
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O2

Nov 18,
2019

Burlington
Seniors’
Advisory
Committee
(BSAC)
(letter)



We support elimination of the downtown mobility
hub designation. Sufficient bus stop areas are
required for local route connections, but not a
hub.

O3

Nov 19,
2019

Carriage Gate
Homes (Mark
Bales)
(letter)



The City has failed to engage the building industry
regarding the analyses being completed in
response to City Council’s imposition of the Interim
Control By-law (ICBL) on March 5, 2019

O4

Nov 20,
2019

Claudette
Mancini
(email)

Would prefer to see new development at Burlington GO
station area rather than in Downtown

O5

Nov 27,
2019

Craig Brown
(email)

Concern with perceived lack of police presence and traffic
safety rule enforcement in the downtown.
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and withstand appeals to LPAT before coming into effect.
Subsequently it will need to be updated on an ongoing basis to
remain current, as did the previous (currently in effect) OP.
The Mobility Hub designation originated with Metrolinx’s “Big
Move” plan (2008) and is enshrined in the Region’s Official
Plan. The City’s OP must conform to the Region’s OP and
therefore must reflect the Downtown Mobility Hub.
Changes to Downtown’s status as a Mobility Hub can only
happen through changes to the Region’s Official Plan, and are
therefore out of scope of the current project.
Changes to transit service level are out of scope of the current
project.
The Interim Control By-law (ICBL) Study is a separate project.
Its progress is co-ordinated with that of the Re-examination of
the Downtown Policies of the Adopted Official Plan. A
Statutory Public meeting is scheduled for the Interim Control
By-law on January 14, 2020 (PL-01-20) at which time public
delegations will be heard.
The Burlington GO Station area is identified as a Primary
Growth Area in the Growth Framework (Schedule B-1) of the
Adopted Official Plan.
The Interim Control By-law (ICBL) Study has examined the role
and function of the Burlington GO station and Downtown Bus
Terminal and has resulted in report PL-01-20, which makes
recommendations for appropriate planning approaches to
these two distinct Major Transit Station Areas.
In conformity with provincial and regional plans, Downtown
Burlington continues to be a Major Transit Station Area, Urban
Growth Centre, and Mobility Hub, and will continue to see
growth. The Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown project is
concerned with establishing a vision and policies for
appropriate growth in Downtown.
Policing activities and law/by-law enforcement are not
planning matters and are out of scope of the current project.

OUT OF PROJECT SCOPE
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O6

Dec 2,
2019

Cycling
Advisory
Committee
(letter)

O7

Dec 2,
2019

Diana and
Paul
Marchand
(email)

Stakeholder Comment

Staff Response

Desire for Burlington to pass a by-law prohibiting rightturns on red lights, to improve pedestrian safety at
intersections.
Desire for controlled crosswalks with lights for pedestrians
in downtown.

The suggestion for new traffic by-laws is also not a planning
matter and out of scope of the current project but will be
shared with the Transportation Department.
The desire for controlled crosswalks with lights for pedestrians
in the downtown is acknowledged. Please refer to
Transportation Department report TS-10-19 which
recommended new crosswalks on Brant Street; this report was
approved in December 2019.
Management/administration of the City’s parking lots is not a
planning matter and is out of scope of the current project. This
comment will be shared with the Transportation Department.



Availability of parking also has an inverse
relationship with price. Has pricing been explored
as a tool for managing parking demand and
shaping parking behavior? On-demand pricing (as
per SF Park) can serve effectively to maintain
turnover of spaces and increase availability
without dedicating additional land to provide car
parking.
i.e restore class B and Class C properties to being fully
protected and not just class A.

This comment refers to a “grading” system that was previously
used by the City to differentiate heritage properties of various
perceived levels of heritage value. In 2008, all “A” and “B”-level
heritage properties were listed on the City’s Municipal
Register, a tool deriving authority from the Ontario Heritage
Act. In 2012, all undesignated “B”-level properties were
removed from the Municipal Register. Heritage Burlington’s
2012 “New Approach” report identified that Heritage
Burlington will study these properties individually to determine
which, if any, should be re-added to the Municipal Register.
That project is not yet complete.
This comment will be considered by the project team insofar as
it reflects community interest in the general conservation of
heritage properties, which can be addressed to a certain extent
through Official Plan policies.
To the extent that this comment refers to the classification of
specific properties using Heritage Act tools or other non-
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OUT OF PROJECT SCOPE
Row
#

O8

Date
Received

Dec 3,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

David
Bronskill,
Solicitor for
Core FSC
Lakeshore GP
Inc
(letter)

Stakeholder Comment

Staff Response

We are solicitors for Core FSC Lakeshore GP Inc, who are
the owners of the properties known municipally as 2093,
2097 and 2101 Old Lakeshore Road and 2096 and 2100
Lakeshore Road (the “Properties”), which are located within
the Old Lakeshore Road Precinct. As you know, in August
2019, our client submitted applications for Official Plan
amendment and Zoning By-law amendment to permit the
redevelopment of the properties as a 27 storey mixed use
building.
We are writing to provide our client’s preliminary
comments regarding the potential approach of the City to
new Official Plan policies for the Downtown. In particular,
our client is concerned with the emerging direction that
contains no review or re-examination of the Old Lakeshore
Road Precinct. In our client’s view, this area should be
reviewed as part of the ongoing planning exercise to ensure
conformity and consistency with upper level planning
documents, failing which this area should immediately be
removed from the scope of the interim control by-law.
In accordance with the above-noted applications, our client
believes that the properties are appropriate for
intensification that is consistent with the Provincial Policy
Statement and in conformity with the Growth Plan. In
particular, the Properties are identified within the boundary
of the Downtown Urban Growth Centre, which has a
minimum target density of 200 residents and jobs per
hectare. Accordingly, the Properties are underutilized and
appropriate for intensification today without need for any
future study.
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planning means, this comment is out of scope of the current
project and will be forwarded to the City’s Heritage Planner
and Heritage Burlington.
The Old Lakeshore Road Precinct is not within the scope of the
Re-examination of the Downtown Policies of the Adopted
Official Plan; however, the Old Lakeshore Road Precinct is
within the scope of the Interim Control By-law (ICBL) Study that
is concurrently underway.
The ICBL and Re-examination projects are distinct projects with
similar study areas. They are occurring separately but are coordinated and the findings of each may inform the other.
The ICBL study has produced staff report PL-01-20 which
recommends amendments to the City’s in-effect Official Plan
and Zoning By-law.
The Re-examination project is concerned with the City’s
Adopted Official Plan.
Analysis of the Old Lakeshore Road Precinct is out of scope of
the Re-examination project, as is the delineation of lands
affected by the Interim Control By-law 10-2019, as amended.

OUT OF PROJECT SCOPE
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Dec 4,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

John Was
(letter)

Stakeholder Comment

Staff Response

Please also accept this letter as a request for notice on
behalf of our client for any decisions made in respect of any
new Official Plan policies for the Downtown.
Following the recreation of Burlington’s new Official Plan
(OP), is much like watching a bad movie that just won’t end.
A bad movie of our own making.
We have twisted, delayed and distorted the process, a
process that should have always had the best interest of
the city at the forefront. I hear and read comments saying:
if only we could delay the OP approval; or, if only the
Mobility Hub (MH) was removed from the Downtown and
then my personal favorite, if only the Urban Growth Centre
(UGC) was moved all would be well and our new OP would
deflect any challenges to the wayside.
Removing the MH and UGC is simply not an option for our
new OP, as stated in Councils terms of reference for the
scoped re-examination of the OP and its policies for the
downtown:
“The terms of reference for the OP re-examination does not
include: shifting the Urban Growth Centre from the
downtown to Burlington GO. The Urban Growth Centre
location is established in the Growth Plan for the Greater
Golden Horseshoe and the Region of Halton Official Plan.
Any policies proposed for the Official Plan must conform
with both.”
To those that believe removing the MH and relocating the
UGC is a good strategy, I suggest you continue your
advocacy but don’t be surprised if in the end the changes
you seek do not materialized. However, you should
understand that while you advocate for those changes that
could take years, development in Burlington or in the
Downtown will not wait or stand still for you or the results.
There is also a very good chance that developments will be
approved and built before you see any changes, (if you see
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The “A Place to Grow” 2019 Growth Plan for the Greater
Golden Horseshoe identifies some policy areas wherein the
new 2041 planning horizon applies to all levels of government
immediately, and other policy areas where the 2041 horizon
does not apply as a requirement until after the upper-level
municipality’s next municipal comprehensive review (Regional
Official Plan review). The implication for Burlington’s Adopted
Official Plan is that it must conform to the current Halton
Region Official Plan (ROP), and when a new ROP is approved in
future, the City’s OP will be updated to ensure conformity with
the new document, including any shifts to a 2041 horizon.
Regardless, the Growth Plan 2019 (policy 2.2.3) continues to
identify 2031 as the date by which Burlington’s Urban Growth
Centre must be planned to achieve a minimum density of 200
people and jobs per hectare.
The timeline of the Re-examination of the Downtown Policies
of the Adopted Official Plan targets spring 2020 for City
Council’s endorsement of modifications to the downtown
policies. This timeline has been set with the intent of avoiding
any delays to Halton Region’s review of the Adopted Official
Plan.
The Adopted Official Plan, including the Downtown Reexamination, is intended to be approved by Halton Region
prior to the Region completing its new ROP.
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them at all) as we will be stuck with an OP that is outdated
and non-compliant with Regional and Provincial policy.
The OP delay initiated by this Council has already consumed
a year and we are nowhere close to getting any new OP
changes, if any, approved by this Council prior to them
being forwarded to the Region for review and approval.
That delay continues to leave Burlington with only an
outdated and non-compliant OP with which to consider
applications and defend itself should appeals be submitted.
The re-examination of the OP has generated two
Downtown concepts as a result of resident input and
provincial policy requirements yet there has been
dissatisfaction indicated with both. They are remarkably like
the concepts that formed the basis for the adopted OP.
Could it be the policy’s for Downtown were right the first
time and this exercise (at taxpayers’ expense) only serves to
confirm what was already adopted over a year and a half
ago?
The cost to taxpayers for this re-examination is in excess of
$600,000 and it seems that little if anything has changed
since that time and we have gained nothing.
I remain skeptical that either of the two concepts proposed
for the Downtown will result in the actual built form over
the years let alone be approved by the Region and
Province. There is and always will e a place for zoning and
OP amendments as individual properties are developed.
However, either option would provide, (according to the
City’s planning consultant), the necessary density for our
Downtown. It would be irresponsible for this Council not to
acknowledge these realities.
The biggest obstacle this Council has created for itself is the
2031 planning horizon established in the Work Plan for the
scoped re-examination of the Adopted Official Plan.
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“As a result, the scope of the modified precinct plan for the
Downtown Urban Growth Centre has been shifted such that
the precinct plan will contemplate the planning horizon of
2031, in conformity with provincial policy.”
It is important to note Place to Grow 2019 is now law and
contemplates a 2041 timeline. Burlington currently utilizes
both that policy and the 2041 timeline when considering
development applications yet chooses to disregard it for
the OP re-examination.
To achieve even the minimum density for the Downtown,
most developments, if they are to be occupied by 2031,
need to be in the planning stage now. The Future Growth
Report prepared by yet another consultant (Dillon)
acknowledges that to achieve the minimum population and
density target for the Urban Growth Centre would require
approval of several developments that are already under
review. These developments are not approved and
represent the exact opposite of what this Council has
indicated it would support.
At the same time the Region of Halton is very advanced
with its Official Plan update. It’s updated OP (ROP) is
intended to have a planning horizon of 2041. If City Council
approves changes to our OP based on a 2031 timeline and if
approved by the Region, they will soon be obsolete and
non-conforming to a new ROP. A much stronger possibility
is the Burlington OP may be approved by the Region and
appealed. That would leave the appealed portions of the
OP or the whole plan in abeyance until all appeals have
been settled. In the past, it has taken years to sort out all
the appeals and some portions of the current plan are still
outstanding.
This raises a fundamental and critical question: Will the new
ROP be submitted and or approved by the Province before
the Burlington’s 2031 OP is in effect?
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O10

Dec 5,
2019

Don Fletcher,
Plan B
(spoken
delegation)

O11

Dec 5,
2019

Blair Smith
and Lynn
Crosby, We
Love
Burlington
(spoken
delegation)

O12

Dec. 5,
2019

Roland
Tanner,
Engaged
Citizens of
Burlington

Stakeholder Comment

Staff Response

That would become a major obstacle for Burlington, this
Mayor and Council and we will remain vulnerable to an
onslaught of appeals mainly because we will not have a
new OP in place that complies with provincial policy and is
ultimately defensible. This is and will not be the fault of any
past Councils, outside influence, or changes to provincial
policy. This will be a made in Burlington issue, more
specifically an issue made by this Mayor and Council.
You have been directing this process for just over a year,
how much longer and how much more is this council willing
to spend on a bad movie of their making?
Concern with the project given that the Downtown is a
UGC, MTSA, and Mobility Hub.

Objection to the project given that Downtown is a UGC,
MTSA, and Mobility Hub.
Concern with Action Lab and online survey being based on
two concepts that both reflect downtown as a UGC, MTSA,
and Mobility Hub and include tall buildings in the
downtown.
The City should take as much time as is needed to achieve
the right outcome for downtown.
Downtown’s future should reflect the vision of
Burlingtonians.
Promotes advocating to province for the removal of the
Urban Growth Centre designation from Downtown
Burlington.
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Provincial and Regional policy documents identify Downtown
Burlington as an Urban Growth Centre (UGC), Major Transit
Station Area (MTSA), and Mobility Hub. The City’s Adopted
Official Plan must conform with provincial and regional policies
and therefore must acknowledge the reality of these
designations.
Changing the status or boundaries of the UGC, MTSA, or
Mobility Hub, is out of scope of the Re-examination of the
Downtown policies and outside the authority of the City.
See row O10 above regarding UGC/MTSA/Mobility Hub and
row O9 above regarding project timeline.

Advocacy to the province for changes to the UGC is outside the
scope of the Re-examination of the Adopted OP.
In May, 2019, alongside approval of report PB-47-19, Council
directed staff to report on options for the UGC and MTSA after
the completion of the Re-examination project and Interim
Control By-law Study are both completed.
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(spoken
delegation)

O13

Dec. 5,
2019

Serge
Langevin
(spoken
delegation)

O14

Dec. 5,
2019

Gary Scobie
(spoken
delegation)

O15

Dec 5,
2019

Mark Bales,
Carriage Gate
Homes
(spoken
delegation)

Stakeholder Comment

Staff Response

Recommends proceeding with current Re-examination
project to get new Official Plan adopted and then move on
to other initiatives to achieve the downtown that
Burlington wants.
Concern with the project given that the Downtown is a
UGC. Concern with the Re-examination of the Downtown
Policies of the Adopted Official Plan proceeding prior to
advocacy to the Province to remove the UGC designation
from downtown Burlington.
UGC should be removed from downtown Burlington.
Concern about project given that the Waterfront Hotel site
and Old Lakeshore Road Precinct are out of scope of the
project.
Consideration should be given to a Heritage Conservation
District in downtown Burlington.

Disagrees with Region’s delineation of UGC boundary and
calculation of UGC area.
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See response in row O10 above regarding UGC/MTSA/Mobility
Hub and row O12 above regarding advocacy to province.

See response in row O10 above regarding UGC/MTSA/Mobility
Hub.
The Waterfront Hotel site and Old Lakeshore Road Precinct are
out of scope of the Re-examination of the Downtown Policies
in the Adopted OP and will be subject to separate studies to
occur after the conclusion of the Re-examination project and
the Interim Control By-law Study.
The decision to launch a Heritage Conservation District (HCD)
study is a Heritage Act matter and is outside the scope of the
Re-examination of the Downtown Policies in the Adopted
Official Plan. This comment will be considered by the project
team insofar as it reflects community interest in the general
conservation of heritage properties, which can be addressed to
a certain extent through Official Plan policies.
To the extent that this comment refers to the potential of a
HCD study in accordance with the Ontario Heritage Act, this
comment is out of scope of the current project and will be
forwarded to the City’s Heritage Planner and Heritage
Burlington.
Modifications to the Adopted OP resulting from the Reexamination project will conform to provincial and regional
policy, including UGC requirements and boundaries, as
approved by the province through the last Regional Official
Plan Review.
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The delineation of the UGC boundary is outside the scope of
the Re-examination project and no boundary changes will be
contemplated through this study.
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Report PL-02-20, Appendix F2-additional public comments

Taking a Closer Look at the Downtown: October-December
5th, 2019 Engagement Period
ADDITIONAL PUBLIC COMMENTS to Response Matrix for Submissions received during OctoberDecember 5th, 2019 engagement period
The table below contains two submissions, and the staff responses to them, that were mistakenly omitted from Appendix F2 of staff report PL02-20.
Note: These additional public comments are formatted consistent with Appendix F2. Accordingly, it reproduces comments or excerpts of
comments where appropriate for the purpose of summarizing and responding to the input received. Where possible, comments have been
summarized; in other cases, excerpts of comments have been quoted verbatim. Individual submissions have been split up so that different
comments from the same letter can be sorted into different categories. The same submissions and submission authors therefore appear in
multiple tables. Where appropriate, staff have addressed certain comments under the “Staff Response” column. Some submissions did not
require a response because they were clear and could be applied to the project team’s work without the need for discussion; in these cases, only
the words “comments noted” appear under the “Staff Response” column. Regardless of whether a response was provided under “Staff
Response”, the “Comment Informs” column indicates how the submission has been applied to the project.
For further clarification of how submissions have been reflected in this table, please refer to Appendix F2.
Ro
w#

Date
Recei
ved

G26

Dec
5,
2019

From
(Name/
Compan
y/
Organiza
tion)
Peter
Ward

Stakeholder Comment

GENERAL COMMENTS
Theme

Thanks for your reply. A few observations:
(1) Both concepts propose a maximum potential
above 300 ppl/ha (plus more when Old

Vision;
Maintaining
the
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Staff Response

Commen
t informs

(1) As discussed in row P8 of Appendix F2 (PL-02-20),
the objective of the work was to consider a planning
horizon of 2031 and achieving a minimum 200 people

Concept;
Policy

Ro
w#

Date
Recei
ved

From
(Name/
Compan
y/
Organiza
tion)
(email –
followup to
earlier
correspo
ndence
presente
d in row
P8 of
Appendix
F2)

Stakeholder Comment

GENERAL COMMENTS
Theme

Lakeshore included); beyond what’s required for
2031.
(2) There is no need to go beyond 200 ppl/ha
with our plan. As you say, these are
minimums. Let’s keep to reasonable minimums
not maximum minimums. We don’t need to give
away height with nothing in return. Further,
going higher won’t stop LPAT appeals – the 401413 Brant Street LPAT appeal is proof of that.
…
(4) The concepts emphasize Quantity over
Quality. The primary focus is on putting as many
people as possible into the downtown. Numbers
and density are where your concepts force the
“conversation” to go.
(5) Laudable principles like protecting heritage,
adding parks, appropriate transitions to low rise
neighbourhoods, protecting Village Square, etc.,
are not a priority. Further, several themes in
your report were vitally altered from the themes
produced in the Engagement sessions

Character of
the
Downtown/
Heritage
Preservation
;
Green
Space/Open
Space/
Parks;
Built Form,
Height, and
Neighbourh
ood
Transitions;
Preserving
and
Encouraging
Places to
Shop and
Work.

(6) There are many more options that represent
good planning. Regrettably, none were put
forward. I think the public would have been
delighted and would love to have
a “conversation” on different options that
focused on:


The greening of our downtown
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and jobs per hectare density target, not 300
ppl/ha. Section 3.6 of the October 2019 SGL report
“Themes, Principles, and Land Use Concepts” outlines
that Concepts 1 and 2 model how much development
could occur if every possible site developed, but this
will not happen within the planning horizon because
the amount of development that will occur by 2031 is
market-dependent.
(2) Please refer to section 5.3.2 of report PL-02-20 for
discussion of minimum targets.
(4) Please refer to section 5.3.2 of report PL-02-20
which explains the role minimum targets have played
in the development of the preliminary preferred
concept. In accordance with good planning principles
and practices, numbers and density are not the only
factors that have been considered.
(5) Please refer to PL-02-20, Appendices D and E,
which outline how the public engagement periods
resulted in the themes presented in the reports
prepared by SGL and the City. Section 5.1 of report PL02-20 explains that some themes are not directly
applicable to the development of the preliminary
preferred concept but continue to be important
considerations and will be addressed in greater detail
during the development of detailed policies.
(6) The greening of downtown has been considered in
the development of the preliminary preferred concept
and has informed the identification of an

Commen
t informs

Ro
w#

Date
Recei
ved

From
(Name/
Compan
y/
Organiza
tion)

Stakeholder Comment





GENERAL COMMENTS
Theme

A stronger more resilient downtown in the
face of climate change
Encouraging vibrant retail and employment
opportunities
Preserving the small town feel that
recognizes Burlington’s history

…
The planning discipline is a technical practice, not
a science and involves subjective
assumptions. The bottom line: there is no one,
true path to achieve good planning. Ultimately,
the best plan is one that successfully balances
provincial requirements and ‘legal defensibility’
with the aspirations of the community, where
the city works hard to develop consensus and a
shared vision.
Hopefully, by the spring our downtown plan will
strike that balance and we’ll achieve a shared
vision.
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interconnected network of new or improved parks.
“Greening” will also be a consideration in policy
development.
Climate change resilience will be considered in policy
development.
Encouraging retail and employment opportunities has
been a factor in the development of the preliminary
preferred concept, which is reflected in a number of
precincts that prioritize built form that facilitates the
success of these uses (for example Downtown East,
Brant Main Street, and Mid-Brant Precinct).
Retail/employment opportunities will also be
considered in policy development.
Preserving the small-town feel has been considered in
the development of the preliminary preferred concept
and resulted in a proposed low-rise built form within
20 metres of the street in multiple precincts.
Preserving character will also inform detailed policy
development.

Commen
t informs

Row
#
E2

Date
Recei
ved
Nov
25,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Karen Bennett
of
Glen Schnarr
& Associates
Ltd.,
for Pine Street
Burlington
Corp.

Stakeholder Comment













DOWNTOWN EAST MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Theme

Concern that boundary of Downtown East is irregular
where it meets Apartment Neighbourhood Precinct in the
area of Martha Street and Pine Street, and that this does
not reflect the vision for downtown which otherwise
illustrates a series of logical clusters;
Comment that delineation of precincts in Figure 5 of
October 2019 SGL report does not exactly align with
delineation of where different building heights are
recognized as existing in Figure 7 or are proposed in
Figures 10 and 11;
Concern that delineation of areas on Figures 10 and 11 of
October 2019 SGL report appear to exclude the southeast
quadrant of the block bounded by Pearl/Pine/Martha
Street and Elgin Promenade from consideration of
development with taller buildings in both Concepts 1 and
2.
Concern that Figure 7 of October 2019 SGL report appears
to show the lands at 2085 Pine Street as “Low-Rise Existing
Building” when the Figure should reflect the Councilapproved zoning for a 6-storey development on these
lands as part of the area’s built-form context;
Request that Downtown East Mixed-Use Precinct be
expanded to include all lands west of Martha Street, north
of Pine, with Martha Street as the easterly boundary of the
precinct, in the interest of presenting a consistent and
logical boundary for this precinct;
Request for southeast quadrant of
Pearl/Pine/Martha/Promenade block be included when
considering lands where different building heights than the
existing context may be considered;
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Comment
informs

Comments noted.
Several modifications to precinct
boundaries have been made,
informed in part by
public/stakeholder comments, and
with a view to ensuring appropriate
built form in distinct parts of the
downtown, and appropriate
transitions between different areas.
In the case of the Pearl/Pine/Martha
Street area south of the Elgin
Promenade, a new precinct has been
created (“Village Square Precinct”) to
reflect the distinct nature of this area
of the downtown. This new precinct
allows for low-rise development
abutting Martha Street while
allowing for mid-rise development
(subject to performance standards
such as angular planes) for the
remainder of the lands east of Pearl
Street, south of the Elgin Promenade.
This addresses the concern about
appropriate precinct boundaries and
the concern that the lands known as
2085 Pine Street were not being
considered for development at a
scale beyond the existing low-rise
building. The request for tall building
permissions is not supported but the
preliminary preferred concept does

Concept

Row
#

Date
Recei
ved

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)

Stakeholder Comment



DOWNTOWN EAST MIXED-USE PRECINCT
Theme

Request that southeast quadrant of
Pearl/Pine/Martha/Promenade block be considered for tall
buildings, consistent with what Concept 2 proposes for
remainder of this block.
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Comment
informs

allow for appropriately scaled midrise development.

PROCESS
Row
#
P14

Date
Recei
ved
Dec
5,
2019

From (Name/
Company/
Organization)
Peter Ward
(email – followup to earlier
correspondence
presented in
row P8 of
Appendix F2)

Stakeholder Comment
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(3) While you say the concepts is a modeling
exercise “intended to start the conversation”, the
public would have been better served if we had
genuinely different concepts to work with.
What’s provided is Overdevelopment Concept 1
and Overdevelopment Concept 2; both are only
slight modifications of the other. It’s unclear why
you developed concepts that show 300 pp/ha;
rather than some that are closer to the required
200 ppl/ha.
(7) The concepts ignore the feedback from
residents, notably what they said in the survey
comments and ultimately what they expressed at
the ballot box in the 2018 election. These
concepts represent everything residents don’t
want for our downtown.

(3) Concepts 1 and 2 facilitated a discussion on the appropriateness of
different types of built form for the downtown. The public discourse
elicited by these concepts informed the development of the preliminary
preferred concept, which considered public/stakeholder comments while
also reflecting the existing built context, among other factors.
Section 3.6 of the October 2019 SGL report “Themes, Principles, and Land
Use Concepts” provides clarity on densities. Section 5.3.2 of report PL-0220 reiterates that density numbers are not the only consideration that
factored into the development of the preliminary preferred concept.
(7) Feedback from residents and all other stakeholders have been
documented and considered in the development of the preliminary
preferred concept. This input will also be considered during policy
development. Refer to report PL-02-20 and its appendices A, B, D, E, F1,
and F2, for information on how public feedback has informed the project to
date.
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